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Proceedz"tTgs of the COUrtCtt 0/ the EOllcrnor Gel/eral of Ind£a, assembbd for the 
pttrpose of making Law! and Regulations under the pr01J£Si01tS of the 
Itldian C(Juncits Acts. 1861 and 1892 (24 & 25 Vict., c. 67, and 55 (:r 56 
Vict., c. 14)· 

The Council met at Government House, Calcutta, on Wednesday, the 25th 
March, 1903. 

PRESENT: 
His Excellency Baron Curzon, P.C., G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., Viceroy and Governor 

General of India, presiding. 
His Honour Mr. J. A. BourdiIlon, C.S.I., Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. 
His Excellency General Viscount Kitchener of Khartoum, G.C.B., O.M., 

G.C.M.G., Commander-in-Chief in India. 
The Hon'ble Mr. T. Raleigh, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir E. FG. Law, K.C.M.G., C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Major-General Sir E. R. Elles, K.C.B. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. T. Arundel, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir Denzil Ibbetson, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale. 
The Hon'ble M. R. Ry. Panappakkam Ananda Charlu, Vidia Vinodha 

Avargal, Rai Bahadur, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Mr. L. P. Pugh. 
The Hon'ble Sayyid Husain Bilgrami. 
The Hon'ble Rai Bahadur B. K. Bose, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Sir M. C. Turner, Kt. 
The Hon'ble Mr. G. C. Whitworth. 
The Hon'ble Mr. R. F. Rampini. 
The Hon'ble Mr. G. F. T. Power. 
The H on'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. W. Cruickshank, C.S.I. 
His High~ess Raja Sir Surindar Bikram Prakash Bahadur, K.C.S.I., of 

Sirmur. 
His Highness Agha Sir Sultan Muhammad Shah, Agha Khan, G.C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Mr. C. W. Bolton, C.S.I. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
The Hon'ble RAJ SRI RAM BAHADUR asked :-

" J. Will the Government be pleased to state-

(a) Whether, its attention has been drawn to what purports to be a report 
of the proceedings of a Conference of Government Railway officials 
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held at Delhi on the 2nd January, 1903, reproduced in the Amrita 
Bazar Patrika of March, 16th, 1903, from the columns of a 

vernacular newspaper called the Sanjibani. 

(b) Whether any such Conference was really held, at which the officers 

named below were present:-

Mr. C. W. Hodson, Officiating Secretary, Public Works Department, Railways; 

Colonel Wilson, R.E., Director of Railway Traffic; Mr. Finney, Manager, North.Western 

Railway; Mr. Bagley, Engineer-in-Chief, North-Western Railway; Mr. 0 'Donoghue, 

Examiner, North-Western Railway; Mr. Burt, Manager, Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway; 

Mr. Cardew; Locomotive Superintendent, Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway; Mr. Rainier, 

Officiating Traffic Superintendent, Oudh and Roh:lkhand Railway; Mr. Vining, Traffic 

Superintendent, Eastern Bengal State Railway; Mr. G. H. LeMaistre, Assistant Secretary, 

Public Works Department (Secretary). 

(e) Whether the following resolutions were passed at the meeting :-

Resolution I. 

That the Anglo-Indians can be suitably provided for in the following classes of em-
ployment:-

1. Engineering-
(al Permanent Way Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors and apprentices. 
(b) Interlocking Inspectors, Sub· Inspectors and apprenticf's. 

(e) Inspectors and Sub.lnspectors of Works. 

:I. Locomotive Department-

Running Staff. 

Drivers and Foremen. 

Carriage Examiners. 

Workshop Staff. 

Fitters, Boiler-makers, etc., and shop apprentices. 

3. Traffic Department-

(a) Station Staff-

I. Station-master, Assistant i s ~  ~ i  Signalmen and Signallers. 

II. Monofiremen, Shunters, Shed-Inspectors, Ticket-Collectors, Gate-

Keepers, etc. 

(6) Inspecting Staff-
Traffic Inspectors. 

(e) Running Staff-
Guards and Brakesmen. 

4. Account and Audit Department-
(II) Travelling Inspector, Apprentices and Stock Verifiers. 

(i) Press Compositors and Examiners. • 

.. 

-0.' 
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5. Store Department-

Sub-Store-Keeper. 

6. Clerical Establishment in all Departments. All clerks on pay above Rs. 30 a 
month. 

Resolution II. 

That it is desirable to collect statistics showing the actual distribution by nationality 

of the different classes of staff detailed in the Resolution I. This information should be 

given in the following groups:-

Europeans. 

Anglo-Indians. 

Parsis. 

Hindus. 

Muhammadans. 

Each group should be sub-divided according to pay drawn in the followi ng 

manner:-
Rs. 30 and below. 

Rs. 31 to Rs. 50. 

Rs. 51 to Rs 100. 

Above Rs. 100. 

Resolution lIf. 

That it is desirable that the Manager of each Railway should make a specific recom-

mendation as to what additional number of Europeans and Anglo.1 ndians, over and above 

those noVl' actually employed, he is prepared to employ in each of the differf'nt classes 

of works referred to in the foregoing Resolution, having regard to the object of this meet-

ing as defined in the Memorandum issued with the Director of Traffic's demi-official of 

23rd December, 1902, to the address of Managers of State Railways. 

Resolution IV. 

That an estimate of the additional cost of carrying out the Resolutions made by each 

Manager in accordance with Resolution 111 should be submitted for the information of the 

Government of India. 
Resolution 11. 

That it is desirable to encourage all Railway Volunteers to require and keep up a 

knowledge of Telegraph Signalling. 

(d) Whether the following circular letter has been addressed to the 
Managers of the different Railways :-

No. 29oR.E., dated 18th February, 1903. Government of India, Public Works 

Department, Railway Establishment. 

To 

Manager-

I AM directed ~  for your information the minutes of a meeting held at 

Delhi on the 2nd January, 1903, to consider the question of the larger employment of 

• 
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Anglo.lndians on Railways, and to request that the statistics of e ~s required under 

Resolution II of the meeting may be collected in the accompanying form, and submitted 

for the information of the Government of India, together with a definite recommendation 

as to the additional number of Anglo-Indians you would be prepared to employ and aD 

estimate of trle additional cost your proposal would entail-vide Resolutions III and IV. 

2. I am also to draw your attention to Resolution V, and to request that you will 
consider and report on the most effective manner of securing the desired result. 

~  Will the Government be pleased to lay on the table the memorandum 
issued with the Director of Traffic's demi-official of 23rd December, 1902, to 

the address of Managers of State Railways, alluded to in Resolution III? 

"3. Will the Government be pleased to state if the recommendations referred 

to in Resolution III have been received, and whether the Government considers 

it advisable to take any, and if so what, action on those recommendations?" 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE asked :-

" I. Has the attention of Government been drawn to the publication, in 

some of the Calcutta papers, of what purports to be a circular letter from the 

Government of India to the Managers of State Railways, No. 290 R. E., dated 
18th February, 1903, Gf)vernment of India, Public Works Department, Railway 

Establishment, forwarding the minutes of a meeting held at Dehli on the 2nd 

of January, 1903, to consider the question of the larger employment of Anglo-

Indians on Railways, and asking for a definite recommendation from the 

Managers as to the additional number of Anglo-Indians they. were prepared to 

employ and an estimate of the additional cost the proposal would entail? 

" 2. 1£ the letter has been correctly reproduced, or if it represents facts with 
substantial accuracy, will Government be pleased to state under what circum-

stances the Delhi Railw<!y Conference of 1903 came to be held, and how the 

question of the wider employment of Anglo-Indians on railways came up before 

it ? 

"3. Will Government also be pleased to state on what grounds their present 
decision to secure a wider employment of Anglo-Indians on railways has been 

arrived at ?" 

The Hon'ble MR. ARUNDEL replied :-

" A demi-official Conference was held at Delhi on the occasion of the Coro-

nation Durbar, at which the various Railway Managers h~se names have been 

mentioned met to discuss certain representations that had been received from 
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the Anglo-Indian Association concerning the employment of Eurasians upon 

I ndian railways. 

" The proceed'ings of this Conference were subsequently circulated to the 

Managers of the Railway Companies in the letter tO,which the Hon'ble Members 

have referred. But the Government of India have taken no action in the matter. 

The proceedings of the Conference have not even been submitted to their notice, 

and no decision of any sort has been arrived at. 

" In these circumstances, it is not considered necessary to publish the 

memorandum referred to by the Hon'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur, seeing that it 

has not received official sanction." 

INDIAN INCOME-TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW moved that the Bill further to amend 

the Indian Income-tax Act, 1886, be taken into consideration. 

The motion was put ar.d agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW moved that the Bill be passed. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1903-1904. 

The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW moved that the Financial Statement for 

J 903-J 904 be taken into consideration. 

His Highness THE AGHA KHAN said :-" My Lord, I must first most 
cordially congratulate the Government of India on the financial results of the 

year, which I venture to say prove that there is a steady though slow progress in 

the material prosperity ot the country, and I must acknowledge the wise, liberal 

and sympathetic manner in whicn the Hon'ble the Finance Minister has dealt 

with the various economic problems relating to this Empire. It is almost needless 

for me to assure Your Excellency that there is universal joy, gratitude and 

satisfaction throughout India that Your Excellency'S Government has in the 

same year reduced both the most pressing taxes which fallon the shoulders that 

are least able to bear the burdens of Empire. I must also add that it is almost 

universally hoped by the people of this country that the present reduction of 

the salt-tax is the beginning of a series of annual reductions that will in a few 

years totally wipe ~  tlLs tax, which by its very nature presses with undue 
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severity on the poorest of the poor, while it practically does not affect the rich 

and the well·to-do. My Lord, as to the raising of the income·tax exemption 

to Rs. 1,000 per annum, there is no doubt that it will be a great buon to the lower 

middle classes, and alII beg to add is the hope that Your Excellency's Govern-

ment may be in a position next year to raise the limit to Rs. 1,200 a year and 

thus carry out the suggestion made by the Hon'ble Sir Montagu Turner 

last year. 

" My Lord, as to the various items of expenditure, it is in my humble opinion 

a cause of regret that year after year passes and no serious effort is made out of 

the Imperial Exchequer to raise the standard of intelligence of all classes 

throughout India. In this age of severe competition the more intelligent and 

the better educated peoples will slowly but surely gain the capital of the ignorant 

nations, and as the natural and necessary result of their better mental equipment 

become the creditors of the backward peoples. My Lord, is it right that 

under these circumstances and in this age the vast majority of Indian children 

should be brought up without possessing even the rudiments of learning? 

" My Lord, while the British Government in the United Kingdom and the 

Governments of all the Australian Colonies and of not only great Powers like 

Germany, France, Austria-Hungary, Italy and the United States but of such 

nations as Japan, Mexico, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Roumania, Servia and Bulgaria, 

have adopted compulsory and free primary education for all, the number of 

illiterates in India according to the census Of 1891 was 246,546,176, ,,·hile those 
who could read or write was only 12,097,530. My Lord, has not the time come 

for the commencement of some system of universal primary education such 

as has been adopted by almost every responsible Government? The extreme 

poverty of this country has recently been  much discussed both here and in 

England, and all sorts of causes have been found and given to explain the 

undoubted fact. But, my Lord, in my humble opinion the fundamental 

cause of this extreme poverty is the ignorance of the great majority of the 

people, and I venture to add that if by some miracle the ~ge  of peace descend-

ed on earth and the military establishments of the Powers disappeared like 

a mirage and all the gold and silver of Africa and America flowed into this 

country, yet as long as the present general ignorance of the masses preva!led, 

in a comparatively lew years we would find that the precious metals had 

returned to the earth and the saving from the militllry taxes blown into the 

air in the form of lights and firewerks • 

.. My Lord, with the ever present fact that this country is advancing very 

slowly as compared to Europe and America, has not the tinfe come for taking 
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a bold and generous step towards some system of universal education 

suited to the conditions of the various Provinces of the country? 

.. Again, my Lord, great efforts are being made in Europe and America 

towards making higher technical and scientific education general and popular. 

My Lord, I respectfully venture to suggest that numerous establishments be 

founded all over India teaching the people by the most scientific and modern 

methods how to convert the many dormant resources of the c'ountry into 

capital, and even with all this extra expenditure for primary and technical 

education, there ought to be also an increase in the grants devoted to higher 

literary education, so that the intellectual and moral development of the people 

may keep pace with its increased material prosperity. 

"My Lord, it may well now be asked, where is the money to come from? 

My Lord, I am one of those who feel profoundly convinced that the first duty of 
the Government of India as the guardians of this country to the people of India 

is to maintain the military power of this Empire at such a standard of numeri-

cal strength and efficiency as to make not only the success of a war with Russia 

a foregone conclusion but so as to prevent even the most h i is i~ of 

Russian Tsars from interfering with our many legitimate political and COID-

mercial interests in the various independent Asiatic States that border our vast 

and extended frontier. My Lord, however, if methods could be found by which, 

without reducing either the effective strength of the Army in time of war or 

from its efficiency as a military instrument, Government could at the same time 

reduce the burden of the military budget, I think no considerations of trouble or 

labour in bringing about such a result ought to be allowed to prevail as against 
the fact that it will enable the Government of India to devote so many millions 

a year towards a system of national education. Here I may say, my Lord, that 

I recognize that no reduction in the number of British troops in India is for the 

present possible. But with the Indian Army the case is different. First of all, 

if short sen'ice was introduced and a system not only of regimental reserves 

but of a permanent territorial reserve was (ormed, it could be brought C!:.bout that 

though the peace establishment of the Indian Army and its cost would be less 

than at present, yet its effective strength in time of war would be greater. This 

is the system adopted by almost every European Government, including Russia 

and Turkey, and also by Japan. My Lord, another step which I would 

respectfully urge not only from the standpoint of economy but also 

from that of political expediency as also in the interests of justice is that a 

certain and limited number of the scions of the noblest houses of India such as 

have passed through the Imperial Cadet Corps be granted commissions in the 
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Indian Army. Your Excellency, by creating the Imperial Cadet Corps, has shown 

not only your generous sympathy with the aristocracy ofIndia, but by an act of 

far-seeing statesmanship demonstrated your anxious solicitude that honourable 
careers may be open to the younger members of ruling families and the noblest 

houses of India. But, my Lord, the formation of the Imperial Cadet Corps has 

not only caused general rejoicing a,ld gratitude specially amongst the aristocracy, 

but also has raised hopes that some at least of the most successful cadets will 

be nominated to commissions in the Indian Army. I most earnestly beg of 

Your Excellency that, if po!>sible, a definite undertaking be given that at least 
some of the most successful cadets will thus be given commissions so as to ful-

fil the expectations that have been formed. My Lord, to permanently ex-

clude all the upper classes of British India from ever serving their Emperor in 

the defence of their own country is, I venture to submit, incompatible with 

those noble principles of justice and generosity which have all along been 

accepted as determining the character of British rule in India. 

" There is one more suggestion in this connection that I would like to make 
in common justice alike to the taxpayers of British India and the Rulers and 

subjects of N ~ i e States. The suggestion is that after the glorious and soul·stir-

ring celemony held at Delhi it will be an act of wise statesmanship not to allow 

the spirit of solidarity and common interest which was witnessed there to 

remain unutilized for the welfare of the Empire. My Lord, as things stand 
at present, the Imperial Army is bound to defend not only British India but the 

whole country, including the Native States. This, I submit, is unjust alike to 

the people of British India as also the Rulers of Native States, for the 

burden of meeting the entire expenditure of the Imperial Army falls at 

present exclusively on the taxpayers of British India, whiie on the other 

hand the Rulers of Native States-representatives of ancient and warlike 
dynasties, in whom the cherished traditions of a chequered past are still 

_ preserved-are precluded from taking their legitimate place in the defence of 

this great Empire. Of course, my Lord, I am aware of the existence of the Im-

perial Service Troops, but their numbers are much smaller than the proportion 

according to population that would have to be mantained by the Native States if 

in India there was a system of recruiting according to population or territorial 
extent .. My object in mentioning this is not to suggest· that an additional 

burden be imposed on the shoulders of Native States nor that any Imperial bills 

be presented to the Rulers of these States for payment. But when, my Lord, as 

at present, a large irregular armed force is maintained by the various Rulers and 

a large expenditure is borne by their subjects, it is (specially after the great 

Imperial ceremon1 at Delhi, when the collective devotidn of the whole of 
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India to the person and' throne of the King-Emperor was declared 

to the world) clearly to the welfare of both the Imperial and feudatory Govern-

ments to bring thIs armed but practic3.lly wasted force not only to the highest 

standard of efficiency but also to bring it within the system of Imperia! derCOle, 

of course under the direct peace and war command of His' ~ e  the 

Commander-in-Chief . 

• 
" My Lord, to make such a force really efficient and to WIl1 for it the 

confidence of the public, of course it would be necessary to place a small 

number of carefully picked British officers in charge just as has been done with 

such uniqut! success in the case of the Egyptian Army. My Lord, what has 

been carried out in Egypt in spi:e of the great difficulties connected with the 

British occupation of that Province and in spite of the constant intrigues of 

some of the Great Powers and the interference of Turkey, the Suzerain (If Egypt, 

ought to be done easily enough with the Native States whose Rulers one and 

all deem it their greatest pri,,:ilege to be under the paramountcy and protection 

of British power. My Lord, I admit this proposal as submitted on the present 
occasion will appear to be the crude and visionary fancy of an irresponsible 

dreamer, but the presence at the present moment at the head of the Indian Army 

of the great and most distinguished General who carried out those remarkable 

reforms in the g i ~ Army and raised even the despised fellaheen to be 

trustworthy and loyal troops worthy uf fighting by the side of the flower of the 

British·Army emboldens me to'hope that this proposal may commend itself to 

Your Excellency's Government. My Lord, this method of placing the whole of 

their forces under the direction of the I mp.eria\ Commamler-in-Chief and under 

the control of superior officers nominated by the Imperial Commander· in-Chief 

~ 'accepted after the unification of Germany by the Rulers of Saxony, W urtem-

berg, Baden and all the other smaller States of the German Empire. Yet the 

Rulers of these States 'had been up till then Rulers of Internationa\ Sovereign 

States' and the equals of the Kings of Prussia. But with Imp-::ria\ unrty 

it was at once accepted by all as a seH-evident axiom that there could be 

no partic'ularism in military affairs. What was found necessary by all the 

Rulers of German States is, I venture to suggest, equally necessary in India, 

only even more so. Here there are no International Sovereigns, no equal allies, 

but one and all feudatories and tributa,ries, proud to acknowledge in a 

spirit of whole-hearted loyalty and devotion the absolute paramount-

cy of the Imperial Government. My Lord, then why should this partI-

cularism in military affairs, which means in practice burdening the Imperial 

Exchequer with maintaining a larger force than its proper shan' and at the 
• 
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same time burdening the treasuries of the feudatories with the cost of a 

force that is practically useless for its only use, namely, Imperial defence, be 

allowed to continue? MJ' Lord, such a system as has been suggested above 
would of course add enormously not only to the influence of the Rulers of these 

States, but would make them important participators in the responsibility and 

privilege of fighting for their Emperor and defending their own country. 

My Lord, I fear that this suggestion may perhaps be misapprehended °in 

certain quarters, but I would appeal to the patriotism of the Rulers of the 

Native States and s~ them to consider whether such a course will not in the 

end be found to be in the best and highest interest of all-preventing a consider-

able waste of resources which are sadly needed in the present state of the country 

for the great work of national education and bringing appreciable relief to the 

Exchequers of both the Imperial Government and the Native States. Of course, 

my proposition implies that in proportion as the irregular troops of Native States 

are brought under the supervision of British officers to the standard of 

efficiency and included within the regular system of I mperial defence, the Indian 

Army maintained by the Imperial Go\ernment will be correspondingly reduced. 

II My Lord, every care must of courSf! be taken that such reorganized troops 
of each Native State would wear the uniforms of their own State and carry the 

colours of their Chief and all the tradit ional emblems associated with each 

princely House. The Chiefs, moreover, would be able to command the allegiance 

of the troops not merely ,as Rulers but also as their Honorary Com-

manders. I think, my Lord, such an arrangemtnt will greatly enhance the 
dignity and prestige of the several Chiefs. Again, my Lord, if the personal 

inclination of the Ruler was, as it probably in the great majority of cases 

will be, 'towards an active military life, he could by studyi.,g milit:ary science 

become also the active Commander of his troops and with the advice of the. 

British officers supervising his troops be able to command his own men in 

time of war. This would be, if I am right, analogous to the ~i i  of the 

German ruling Princes towards their own particular army, and what has ~e  

done with such conspicuous success in Germany may, there is every reason 

to hope, be achieved with equal success in India. My Lord, the spirit of unity 

which moved the German Princes during the ceremony held in the Hall of 

Mirrors to this day breathes through the German system of defence. Is it 

loO much to hope that that spirit of loyalty and devotion, which was so evident 

in the oreat ceremony at Delhi, may live for ever in India as an active force in 
b . 

our system of Imperial defence, and out of it may come not only a greater 

military power under the control of the Imperial GovernmenL than at present, 
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but also release for both the Imperial Government and the Native States the 

resources by which they can through systematic education raise the whole 

standard of general intelligence and advance the moral welfare and the 

material prosperity of tliis great country?" 

His Highness THE RAJA OF SIRMUR said :_H It is not necessary for me 
to enter into any detailed remarks on the present occasion, but I cannot refrain 

from congratulating your Lordship's Government on the prosperous condition 

of the finances of Innia as e>-hibitl d by the Budget Statement for tht; coming 

year, which was presented to the Council by the Hon'ble the Finance Member 

last week. The concessions which the Government have made in the income-

tax by raising the present minimum sum liable to the tax ~  in the salt-tax by 

reducing the rate of duty are very gratifying to the country at large. 

" The abolition of the pandhari-tax in the Central Provinces and the remis-

sion of two crores of rupees on account of arrears of land-revenue in the districts 

distressed by famine were the features of the Budget for the closing year, and 

the additional benefits now conferred will he the cause of general satisfaction." 

The Hon'ble MR. CRUICKSHANK said :_HMy Lord, on the rare occasion 

of the presentation to the Council of a Prosperity Budget, such as that which ha3 

lately been explained by the Hon!ble Sir Edward Law, it is fit that I should offer 

the warm congratulations of the United Provinces to Your Excellency's Govern-· 

ment. It is also fit that I should confine my remarks to the main questions, 

rigorously excluding facile criticism or discussion of minor points • 

. "In the Budget for 1903-1904 the probable income from the various heads 

has been estimated in a very pr3,l::tical manner; and, unless phenomenally adverse 

seasons intervene, the forecast should not prove to have been too hopeful. 

" In it ample provision has been made for all necessary civil and military 

expenditure that can be foreseen. At the same time the g ~  opportunity 

has at :length been taken of restricting the possibility of incurring any undesirable 

or infructuous expenditure by diminishing the probable surplus to the extent 

involved in the granting of two long-desired palliations of taxation. The first; 

the reduction of the salt-tax by 20 per cenLJ will be joyful1y welcomed by the 

whole of India, for the ultimate effects of this reduction in taxation of a necessary 

of i ~ will reach to the humblest home. 

"The second. the abofition of income-tax on incomes of less than Rs. i,ooo 
per annum, will relieve a very large number of tax-payers fro'm an impost they 
can ill afford. ~e  is a relative term, but for purposes of direct taxation 
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those who exist on slender'incomes of less than £66'6 per annum are relatively 

poor, and they deserve, as they will appreciate, this timely relief. 

.. It is plain from paragraph 187 of the Financial Statement that the Local 

Governments will not be losers by the ensuing reduction in tlte figures of Receipts 

from assessed Taxes. It is satisfactory to note the evidence of a general return 
,to more prosperous times derivable from·the Budget figures for 1903-1904 under 

'the head' Receipts from Land Revenue I, an item of income to which the United 

Provinces contribute a larger sum than any other Province in India. 

" The stress of years of famine recently experienced has, however, left 

traces in some of the distressed tracts-notably in B.undelkhand-that wilJ not 

be obliterated for many years . 

.. For a much longer period will be remembered by the gratefulland,ho:cers 

and tenants throughout the distressed tract the beneficence of the Government 

of India in the matter of the recent liberal remission of unrealized balances of 

land-revenue. 

"The proposed ~gis i  to rehabilitate the encumbered estates of 

Bundelkhand and to exempt land belonging to members of an agricultural tribe 

from sale in execution of a decree should do much to renew the fortunes of the 

proprietors in this tract. This end will be ·further forwarded ~  the revision 

of the basis of the demand of Government revenue and the introduction of 

a system of demand varying almost automatically with the extent of cultivation 

and the character. of the seasons and harvests. The re-settlements of land-

revenue recently made in some districts of the United Provinces-and thost: in 

progress or to be commenced-will not, in all Plobability, result in such large 

proportionate increases of revenue as have resulted in other districts re-settled 

in former decades on more rigorous systems. It is not, moreover, likely' that 

he~ sources of income now at the disposal of the Local Government will yield 

an increase in at all the same proportion as the necessary expenditure will 

increas'e on Police, Education and other Departments of Administration in which 

improvement is of vital importance. 

"The continuance in the Budget of 1903'04 of special grants to the Local 
Governments to some extt:nt illustrates the inade,quacy of the sum allotted to 

the Government of the United Provinces under the existing Provincial Financial 

Settlement. 1 need not re'state the pleas urged in the Budget Discussion of last 

year for a very much larger allotment to the United Provinces. It is to be hoped 

that when th e Financial Settlement of the Provincial Grant frOJll the Government 
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of India to the United Provinces-for the next contractual period-is finally sanc-

tioned, the financial outlook of the Government of India may be as unclouded 

as now. 

"The cane-growers and sugar-manufacturers of the Meerut and Rohilkhand' 

Divisions especially and of other parts of the United Provinces are deeply 

interested in the question of countervailing duties. In this matter they must 

feel that the Government of India have done all that could be reasonably ex-

pected to uphold the interests of the Indian sugar-industry and cane-cultivation. 

It remains for them to attempt improved methods of cultivation and manufac-
ture so as to compete successfully with the sugar imported from countries 

which give no bounty and from cane-growing countries such as Java. 

I regret that the bulk of the landholders and cultivators of the United Provinces 

are too conservative to fully adopt tre hopeful views of the Hon'ble Sir Edward 

Law as to the future of indigo. The country folk prefer crops for which the 

e ~  is more constant and for which an effective local demand exists. For 

many other reasons also, they have gladly displaced indigo in favour of the other 

established crops, such as food-grains, cotton or cane. I have only to add that 

the large proposed outlay on railways appears to be abundantly justified by past 

experience, and that the United Provinces, which have certainly not been 

neglected in the past in this respect, are being well cared for in the present." 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR said :-" My Lord, a non-official 

Member is under aGe great disadvantage; it does not often fall to his lot to 

congratulate the Government with his whole heart, however sincerely anxious he 

may be to do so. By furnishing such an opportunity this time, Your Excellency 

has earned our warm thanks. Indeed, this year's Financial Statement reveals 

some highly interesting and pleasant features. Remission of taxation is a 

feature which has not marked any Financial Statement during the last two 

decades; on the other hand, burden after burden was imposed upon the people 

notwithstanding intense and widesprtad famines, Your Lordship's Government, 

however, has not only brought the finances of the Empire to a flourishing 

condition without adding to taxation, and notwithstanding 'the greatest famine 

of the century' with which Your Lordship began your rule, but has inaugurated 

a policy of financial relief, which, if followed by Your Lordship's !luccessors 

in office, is bound to result in the real prosperity and progress of the country. 

"Remission of taxatz"on.-It is hardly necessary for me to say that the 
reduction in the rate of salt-duty from R2-8 a maund to R2, and the 

exemption, from the payment of income-tax, of all annual incomes below R 1,000, 
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have been received with general satisfaction throughout the country. The 

most distinguishing characteristic of a tax like the salt-duty is its universality, 

inasmuch as it touches the pockets of the rich and the poor alike, and the reduc-

tion in its rate, amounting to 20 per cent., will necessarily afford relief, though 

in a very slight degree, to all classes of the population, and will be remembered 

as a happy memento of the Coronation of His Majesty the King-Emperor. It 

should be noted, however, that the salt-tax is not as oppressive as direct taxes 

are. It is the least oppressive of all our taxes, at least in the United Provinces 
and Bengal. The Hon'ble the Finance Minister himself acknowledges that 

'it does not, at its present rate, press heavily on the s~ of the people.' 

The wealthy people, again, need no relief in this direction. It would have 

been more gratifying if the Goverument could see its way to reduce some 

such tax as presses on the poorer classes more sorely than the salt-duty, 

for instance, the land-tax. In that event those who really need relief-I 

mean the vast agricultural population-might have been benefitted more 

appreciably than they expect to be by a reduction in the salt-tax. Besides, it 

cannot be said with certainty whether it is the salt-merchants or the consumers 

who will be benefitted most by this generous concession of the Gover?ment. 

"The other form of remission of taxation adopted by Your Excellency's 

Government, 'Viz., the raising of the minimum limit of incomes assessable to 

\ income-tax from Rsoo to R 1 ,000 is most satisfactory. The necessity of ex-
emption from payment of income-tax, of persons of small means, who could ill 

~  to pay it and who not unfrequently were assessed on scanty materials, had 

been so widel y felt, that it formed the subject of representation to Your Ex-

cellency in Council, both by the official and non-official Members, and it is 

highly gratifying that their representations have received a favourable response 

from Your Excellency. The amount of decrease, in the revenue of the coming 

financial year, attributable to this remission of taxation is estimated to come to 

a total of two crores and nine lakhs i one crore and seventy-three lakhs under 

salt-duty and thirty-six lakhs under income-tax. 

"Use of surpluses.-The surplus at the close of the Financial year 1903-
1904 is calculated at £948,700-a sum considerably small as compared with the 
surpluses of the preceding two years. But it is a matter of satisfaction that 

the Government has this year followed the wise policy of utilizing these 

surpluses in remitting taxation and thus taking away a portion of the burden 

from the shoulders of the highly taxed people of India, instead of devoting 

large portions of them to matters in which ther are not directly interested. 

My Lord, the objects which, in all countries and speciallJ ill a country like 
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India in which famines are of frequent occurence, have a primary i ~ on the 
large surpluses are remission of taxation, reduction of the Nation:tl debt, and 

construction of works of public utility. Unfortunately these claims cannot always 

receive d1.!e consideration at the hands of the Government, from the peculiar 

circulllstances of the country. It is a matter of regret that the huge surpluses 

of the two preceding years were not utilized by the Government for any ?f 

these purposes. I fervently hope that the policy of utilizing surpluses for the 

direct and immediate benefit of the people, inaugurated by Your Excellency, will 

in future be followed by Your Lordship's successors. 

II Reduction of postage on newspapers.-The proposal to reduce commission 

on money orders for sums not exceeding Rs. 5, which had just then been sanc-

tioned by the Government, made the Hon'ble the Finance Member apprehensive 

about the result of this change on the receipts from the Post OffiCe, and in his 

Budget estimates for the financial year which is about to expire, he calculate"d 

an anticipated loss of revenue amounting to £16,700, but the actual loss is 
now estimated to come to about £ 11,400 only. I t is further gratifying to 
notice that in the postal revenue there has been a total increase of £57,000, of 
which no less than £47,300 comes from letter postage and money-order 
receipts. The gradual and steady rise in the receipts from Post Office during 

the past years encourages me to urge again, for the favourable consideration of 

Your Excellency'S e e ~ the question of raising the weight of newspapers 

from 4 to 5 or 6 tolas, on payment of one pice worth of postage. The grant of 

this boon will be much appreciated by the general public. 

"Reductz"on of charges on Inland telegrams.-My Lord, we find that there 
has been an increase of £51,500, over the Budget estimates, in receipts of 

the Telegraph Department. The rise in the revenue under this head en-

courages me to urge again, for the favourable considerat.ion of Your Ex-

cellency's Go\'ernment, the question of reduction of charges for inland tele-

grams, as has been done in the case of Foreign telegrams. A reduction in 

the rate of charges of Inland telegrams will benefit a very considerable 

portion of the Indian public, and the experience gained from the reduction of 

rates of the postal charges leads us to entertain the hope that no considerable 

diminution in the revenue is likely to occur, as the reduction in charges will 

give impetus to a larger number of messages being transmitted, and thus, instead 

of causing loss, it is probable that a rise of revenue may ultimately take place. 

There is another way in which reform in this matter may be effected for the 

benefit of the public. Instead of reducing the rates which are charged at 

prc:sent for each word in the three classes of telegrams, the Government may 
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lower the minimum of number of words from eight to four in the three different 

classes of messages, retaining the same rate of charges for each word, as at 

present. 

II Agricultural Reform.-My Lord, in his review of the economic progress 
of the country, the Hon'ble the Finance Member has briefly noticed some of 

the measures. recently taken for the i!nprovement of agriculture, and he has 

expressed the willingness of the Government to provide funds for agricultural 

purposes where there is a likelihood of their profitable employment. The 

creation of the post of Director General of Agriculture in India, the appointment 

of an agricultural expert to that post, and the assignment of a large portion of 

the munificent donation of Mr. Phipps (to whom the people of India are 

grateful) for the establishment of an Agricultural Research Laboratory, show 

what a deep interest Your Excellency takes in the question of agricultural 

improvement of the country. 

" In connection with this subject, however, I consider it my duty to state that 

the special departments of the several Local Governments, to which the task 

of improving and reforming agriculture in their respective Provinces 

is assigned, are, through circumstances beyond their control, obliged to 

devote by far the larger portion of their time and energy in supervising the 

preparation and maintenance of the land-records requ'ired by Govem!llent for 

its fiscal purposes, and in the collection and submission of statistics on a host 

of subjects. than to matters of agricultural reform and impro\'ement. My 

Lord, the mere discovery of more efficient methods or the invention of, and 

experiments with, agricultural instruments of a superior nature, cannot alone 

do much towards the reform and improvement of agriculture. In order to attain 

this object, the Agricultural Department should adopt more efficient means to 

diffuse, as widely as possible, among the agricultural classes, the practical know-

ledge gained from scientific research and experiments, to drive home to their 

hearts and minds the benefits to be gllined from the adoption of improved methods 

in ploughing their lands •. in using the i e e~  kinds of manures and in selecting 

the bt'st seeds for sowing. That this result has not been achieved is admitted by 

the Officiating Director of Agriculture in Bengal, so far as his province is concerned, 

in a letter dated 13th September last, addressed to the Local Government. It can 

safely be asserted that the remarks contained in the letter above referred to are 

applicable, in a more or less degree, to other Provinces also. As pointed out in 

that letter. absence of popular element from the organization of the department is 

a very potent cause of its failure to achieve the objects above described. In 

my humble opinion, the scheme of the creation of a Board of .Agriculture for the 
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Province, lind the establishment of Agricultural Committees in each district, 

suggested in the letter quoted above, is one which deserves favourable con-

sideration, and it may be adopted for' other Provinces too, subject to necessary 
modifications required by their circumstances and local wants. 

"Agricultural Banks.-My Lord, the expectation of the general public 
has met with disappointment from the announcement made by the Hon'ble 

the Finance Member that he was unable at present to inform the public 

of any definite decision arrived at by the Government on the subject of Mutual 

Credit Societies and Agricultural Banks-a subject which is justly character-

ised by him as lone of the highest importance.' It was as early as 1854 that 

the consideration of this subject was for the first time introduced in this country. 

The first Famine Commission, which sat about a quarter of a century ago, ex-

pressed their opinion in favour of introduction of such institutions in this 

country. It formed one ofthe recommendations of the last Famine Commis-
sion. More than a year ago this subject was revived with great warmth, and 

all India expected that its solution was near at hand. In Sir Antony MacDon-

nell's time a good many experimental  banks were started in the districts of the 

United Provinces. The experience gained from the working of those institu-

tions leads one to entertain the hope that, if properly and cautiously worked, 

they will, in time, attain a fair amount of success; the conservatism of the 

rural classes, and the influence of the village money-lenders, are not such potent 
factors as to make one despondent in the matter. It was expected that speedy 

action will be taken by the Government to give these institutions a legal status 

by legislation, and thus remove from the minds of the public the uncertainties 

and doubts which are naturally entertained with respect to dealings with 

them. If such measures are delayed any longer, it is feared that the public 
enthusiasm will die out and the labour bestowed and the trouble taken in 
giving a start to these institutions wiII be lost. It is therefore hoped that the 

Government will be pleased to take some definite action in the matter, with as 

little delay as the circumstances will ~  

" Technical and Industrial Educatzon.-My Lord, besides the expansion of 
general education in all its branches, the subject of technical and industrial edu-

cation requires greater consideration at the hands of the Government than has 

been bestowed on it. I refraiL at present from making any remarks on the subject 

of University education, as it has formed the topic of discussion in so many 

quarters, and the views of the public on this subject"are already known to the 

Government. But I hope I shall be pardoned for saying that the subject of 

technical and industrial education has not hitherto received that attention which 
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it deserves by its importance and its effects on the material advancement of the 
people. The comparatively very small sums spent by· the Government on this 
branch of education can be taken as a fair criterion of the interest taken in 

this matter. In the three last years (1899"1900 to 1901-19°2) the sums spent 
on Technical Schools were Rs. 3,87,598, Rs. '4,01,253 and Rs. 4,17,880, 
respectively. The figures for Professiobal Colleges during the same years were 

~s  6,65,725, Rs. 7,04,592 and Rs. 7,03,440. My Lord, the sum which is 
annually spent on the technical schools cannot but be characterised as trifling 
when we consider the importance of the subject, the necessity for the diffusion 
of this branch of education and the very considerable sums which are spent by 
the European countries and by America for the maintenance of technical and 
industrial institutions. The Financial Statement is silent on this subject. It 
is submitted that the Government win pay more attention to this branch of 
education and devise a scheme for the establishment throughout the country of 
technical and industrial institutions for imparting such education. 

" Cotton E%cise-dutz"es.-My Lord, the country is just now resounding with 
a general expression of desire for the development of its industrial resources. 
It is often complained that the Indians do not employ the money they have in 
the development of the resources of their country. These charges are apparently 
well-founded to a certain extent, the chief reason being that the Indians as a whole 
are not a commercial people, and they are not yet fully conversant with the 
benefits which can be derived from the union of capital with labour. But a ques-
tion may be asked whether· the Government has extended its helping hand towards 
the attainment of this object. During the administration of Your Lordship's 
predecessors, no measure of any importance was adopted to encourage the people 
in saving their own decaying industries or to start new ones. On the contrary, 
during the viceroyalty of Your Lordship's immediate predecessor, excise·duty on 
cotton·goods manufactured in India was imposed in the year 18g6, more with the 
view of pleasing Lancashire than gaining any substantial advantage to the Indian 
Exchequer, as may be inferred from the fact that the total receipts from the 
newly imposed duty in the year following its imposition came to about Illlakhs 
of rupees only. And even now the yield has not gone up to any considerable 
extent: the amount for this year is calculated about 17 lakhs oflrupees. It cannot, 
therefore, be said that the receipts under this head make any considerable addi-
tion to the revenues of the Government, specially when we take into account 
the present prosperous condition of the Indian finances, which has enabled Your 
Excellency to remit taxes to the extent of more than two crores of rupees. 

Moreover. figures recently published by some private individuals-the accuracy 
• 
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of which. if doubted, can be tested-show that the Indian cotton-mills do 
Dot now yield the same profits as they used to do before the imposition of 
the excise-duty. It seems that the calculations of Sir James Westland at the 
time of the imposition of this duty were based more on possibility than 
actuality. My Lord, this duty really constitutes a serious additional burden 
upon the industry. Its retention cannot but act as a discouragement of the 
free development of the resources of the country in that branch, and, not being 
of any considerable pecuniary advantage to the Treasury. it is hoped that the 
Government will take the question of its repeal into its favourable considera-
tion. 

"Military Expenditure.-My Lord, the Indian military expenditure has for 
years been one of the foremost topics for discussion, as affecting the taxation 
and finances of the country. In the course of the recent debate on the address, 
the Secretary of State for India is reported to have admitted two facts, 'Dis., that 
the cost per head of the British Army in India is comparatively great and that a 
large portion of the taxation in this country is supplied by the poor people. My 
Lord, if the Indian Exchequer can be relieved of a portion of the expenditure 
on the Army, the mJney so saved may be applied in making further reduction in 
the taxes, and in this way greater relief may be afforded to the poor tax-payer . 

. A saving in the military expenditure of this country is possible in two ways only, 
namely, by a reduction in the numerical strength of the Army, or by receiving a 
contribution from the British Exchequer. In 1885. an increase in the number 
of the British troops located in India was made to the extent of 30,000 men. 
But no occasion has ever arisen for the employment of these troops 
for any local purposes. In 1884-the year before the increase in the number 
of the British Army-the total military charges amounted to £ 16,975,75°. 
For the year 19°3-1904 they are estimated to run to £ 17,782,000-£16,772,3°0 
under the head of Army Services and £1,009,7°0 under Military Pub-
lic Works. From the 1 st April 1902 there has been an increase in the pay 
of the British soldier by 2d. a day, which will cost, in the year 1903-1904. 
£ 204,800. There is a further proposal to increase it by 6d. a day from 
I st April 1904, which wiII involve a further additionai expenditure of £560,000 
a year. But it appears that we are not to stop here. We are threatened with 
further additions to the Army expenditure, in the near future, by the int ro-
duction of the Army Corps scheme into this country. During the last three 
years a large number of the British and Native troops were employed in 
South Africa and China without in any way endangering the safety of India. 
This fact fully demonstrates the proposition that for internal purposes the 
large Army kept hero at present is not required. The Army in India is utilized 
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as a reserve for England, who does not hesitate to draw upon these forces for 

Imperial purposes and yet contributes nothing for the maintenance of any 

portion of them. My Lord, cannot India, under these circumstances, 

justly claim from England for the contribution of a fair share of the expenses 

incurred by her in maintaining the additional forces not wanted by her for 

local purposes? 

II Economz'c Progress.-In his review of the economic progress of the people, 
the Hon'ble the Finance Minister comes to the conclusion 'that the material 

prosperity of the people is making good progress,' and the increase in revenue 

under certain heads, and the growth of deposits in the Post Office Savings 

Banks, are taken by him 'as a· general indication of increasing wealth of the 

tax-payer.' My Lord, I wish I could join with him in taking as hopeful a view 

of the situation as he does. But stubborn facts compel me to differ from him 

on the question of the grQwing prosperity of the people as a whole. The 

Hon'ble gentleman gives the figures of increase in revenue under the 

heads Salt, Excise, Customs, Post Office and Stamps as sure indications 

of this growing prosperity. Now, any comparison of the figures for the 

present year with those of the years from 18g6-1897 to 19°1-1902 cannot 

be accepted as a safe guide: because during all those years severe and 

widespread famine has been prevalent in one part of the country or the 

gther, and the purchasing and consuming powers of the people were 

necessarily curtailed to a ~e  large extent. For the purposes of this com-

parison, the Hon'ble the Finance Member has taken the figures for the years 

1899-1900 to 1902-1903 only. These increases cannot be accepted as a 

good criterion of the material progress of the people, because they 

may be due to several other causes. Further, it is also to be noted that 

a rise in the import of dutiable articles of certain classes is, in 

many cases, followed by a proportionate fall in -the consumption of home-made 

articles of those classes, and by a consequential decline in the indigenous 

industries of the country, and the loss occasioned to certain classes of the 

people by throwing them out of employment. By way of illustration may be 

cited the sugar-industry of India, which has fallen to such a low ebb in conse-. 

quence of the import of foreign sugar. The same remark applies to the import 

of kerosine oil, which has replaced the vegetable oils produced in the country. 

Regarding the rise in the Customs-duty, it may also be said that we have not 

got before us any statement showing the increases under the different classes 

of articles, so that it may be known whether the rise is due to a larger import 

of articles which fall within the categories of luxuries or of necessaries 

o( life. My Lord. that there is deep and chronic poverty among the agricultwal 
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and the rural labouring classes is a fact which is known to every man in the 

country. In many cases ",a large. number of the people belonging to those 

classes do ·not get the normal ratIOn of food for months and months together. 

The extraneous indications of prosperity met with ill the urban centres should 

not be taken as a safe standard of the growth of any material prosperity among 

the masses Vf the rural population. The idea of recuperation involves the notion 

of restoration to the former condition. It is a well· known fact that in the 

famine-striken areas the agricultural clas;es have lost millions of cattle and the 

country has thus been deprived, by one sweep, of pro pert)' of the value of 

several millions. It is impossible to say how long it will take bdore the 

wealth so lost will be regained, if regained at all. Regarding the growth of 

deposits in the Post Office Savings Banks, it is to be noted that it has not been 

shown if this growth is due to any increase in the deposits made by the 

agricultural classes, who generally, as a matter of fact, do not resort to the 

Savings Banks to deposit any little money that they may be able to save. 

" Pro1Jincz"al Contracts.-With Your Lordship's permission I shall now refer 
to some matters which directly concern the United Provinces. The Hon'ble the 

Finance Minister's inability to make in his Budget Statement any definite 

announcement regarding the new settlements with the Provincial Governments will 

be received with feelings of regret. Ever since the introduction of the decentral-

izatioq scheme, the usual period for which the settlement with the Local Govern-

ments is made has been five years. The last of the quinquennial settlements with 

the United Provinces expired at the close of the financial year J 896-97, but, as the 

Provinces were then in the midst of one of the severest famines, it was thought 

proper that no renewal of the settlement should take place at that time, as the 

figures for such an exceptional year could not afford any reliable data for the 

future years j a working arrangement for one year only was arrived. at. In 

M arch 1896 a biennial settlement for the years 1898-99 and 1899-1 goo 
was made, and at the close of the last-named period the same settlement 

was allowed to stand for a further period of two years. No renewal of the settle-

ment took place for the current year, but in the last Budget an additional grant 

of Rs. 13,00,000 was made to meet some of the growing wan:s of the 
Provinces. A grant of the same amonnt is announced for the coming financial· 

year too. The consequence of the delay in the settlement of the Provincial 

Contract is that, in order ~ keep the Provinces going, the Local Government is 

obliged to draw largely upon its credit balances. 

" I give below the actual income and expenditure for the last five years, as 
• 
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well as the revised and· estimated income and expenditure for the current and 

the next years- • 
Year. Total Reveaae. Total Ezpeaditure. 

Rs. RI. 

1897'98 3,52,91,000 3.52,97,000. 

1898-99 3,71,81,000 3,44,95,000. 

1899-1900 • 3,64,71,000 3,51,23.000• 

1900-01 3,69,76,000 3,61,12;000. 

1901-02 3,62,46,000 3,72•10,°00. 

1902-°3 3.89.88,000 3,86,86.000. 

1903-04 3,82,13,000 3,97,80.000. 

U An examination of the above figures will show that the Provinces have not 

been receiving their proper share of revenue to be spent locally. The estimated 

expenditure for the year which is to commence from the first April next comes to 

Rs. 3,97,80,000. These figures will also show that the minimum sum required to 
meet the adminis trative wants of the Provinces is 4 crores of rupees. The most 

important h~ s which require additional expenditure are Education. Police, Dis-

trict Boards (which require to be· placed on a financial proper footing), M unicipali. 

ties (which require sufficient ~ to carry out urgent measures of sanitary reform), 

and e s ~s adopted for the prevention of and protection against plague. On the 

occasion of the Budget debates of the two past years, I have tried to show by 

facts and figures that the United Provinces have not been fairly treated in the 

matter of allotment of revenue to be locally expended by them. Their claim to be . 

liberally treated deserves special recognition at the hands of the Supreme Govern-

ment, as they contribute a larger portion of their revenues to the Imperial 

Exchequer than any other Province. It is therefore hoped that the Hon'ble the 
Finance Minister will give a more sympathetic response to their claims than has 

hitherto been done and the new Provincial Settlement will be made on more 

equitable and advantageous terms to them than the former ones_ 

.. Munt'C£paHt£es.-The burning question of the day with a\l the Municipal 

Boards of the United Provinces is the reduction in their octroi-rates in conse-

quence of their loyal compliance with the orders of the Government of India to 

restrict octroi-duty to a rate of Rs .• -9 per cent. on all the important classes 

of articles in their schedules,  though, as a special case, the Municipalities of 

Lucknow, Benares and certain other places. which are hard pushed to make both 

ends meet, have been permitted to have exceptional rates_ But the' general 

reduction of octroi-rates in other municipalities has produced substantially injurious 

effects on their finances. Another resu!t of this change has been the lightening 

of taxation on the luxuries, by raising it on the necessaries, oftiCe. This is a griev-
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:ince whicl1lS much felt by the people. No intrinsic reason can be assigned for 

this step. The municipalities have obeyed the mandate of the Government of 

India loyally, though in many cases they have been obliged to have recourse 

to direct taxation in order to recoup the loss they have incurred by reduction 

in the octroi-rates. In reply to my objections against the substitution of direct 

for indirect taxation, the Hon'ble the Finance Minister, in the course of last 

year's Budget debate, was pleased to express his ilrproval of direct tax such as 

the house-tax. I do not for a moment contend tint the octroi-ta>!: has no draw-

backs, but in matter of taxation the circumstances of the country and the preju-

dices of h~ people should be well considered. Direct taxation, with its rigidity of. 

demand and the possibility of petty oppression in its assessment and realization, 

is always distasteful to the people of Northern India. My Lord, these are not 

my personal views, but statesmen like Sir Charles Crosthwaite, who spent 

the best portion of their life in this country and who had acquired experience by a 

lifetime's working, have expressed the same opinion. The elaborate system of 

giving refunds hi~h is in force in the municipalities of the United-Provinces 

is a completely effectual protection against the taxation of through-trade. and 

the municipalities of my ~ e are uniting in making the octroi as easy to 

work as possible. My Lord, these remarks of mine ~e not based on inform-

ation obtained second hand, but on actual experience gained in the working 

of the biggest municipality in the United Provinces, namely, ~ 

II District Boards.-As regards the District Boards in the United Provinces, 
I regret to say that their move towards reform is at a standst:lI, as the legisla-

tion proposed by the Local Government concerning them has not yet been 

sanctioned by Your Excellency's Government and the Secretary of State fot 

India. The existing legislation on the subject (which is embodied in an Act 

of this Council passed as long ago as 188;3) is wanting in many respects. 

New legislation is required with a view to simplifying the procedure 
for collecting and bringing to account the local rates and to giving 

the District Boards larger powers of organization and greater financial 

independence. The success of municipal admini!>tration in the United Pro-

vinces has been so marked as to justify an extension of the experiment of real 

self-government to District Boards. The latter bodies 'have, from want of the 

same powers as the Municipalities possess, not been able to achieve 

much success up to the present, but it is not owing to any fault of theirs i 

and it by no means follows that they -are not capable of taking their 

proper place in the local self-government of the country. One of the things 

required to make their administration more successful is to put a stop to the 

system of the anomalous resumptions by Government, that are taken from local 
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rates for canal and railway purposes j ami to charge the Boards only 

for those purposes 'which Government takes on their behalf, such as the 

up-keep of their roads, the maintenance of central asylums, normal schools and 

the like. The balance of the rates should be left at the disposal 'of ,the 

Boards themselves, for employment on works of public utility in their own 

districts and should not be resumed and merged in the common Provincial 

fund. 

"My Lord, the last subj\'ct of provincial importance is the proposed 

legislation relating. to Bunde1khand. Whatever may be my personal views 

concerning that legislation, and which I h ~ expressed elsewhere, there is one 

point regarding this measure which I wish to impress on the view of the Govern-

ment. When the Bills now before the local Council are passed and are put into 

working, the Government of India will have to put its hand in its pocket for 

some years and to assist the Local Government with substantial pecuniary 

contributi<4ns for carrying out the s~s of the proposed legislation. 
• 

~ si  of Indians from South Afyz'ca and Australia.-My Lord, I 
cannot refrain from i~ briefly to one of the most important questions of 

the day, affecting my countrymen and which has been the subject of discussion 

in the ~ i  and the Indian Press alike, and regarding which represent-
ations from certain public bodies have been submitted to the Government. I mean, 

my Lord, the practical exclusion of H.e Indians from the Colonies of South Africa 

and Australia. I need hardly say that if the deci,ion of the matter had rested 

solely with Your Lordship's Government the complaint wouln have been removed 

long ago. It does not look just and equitable that the British colonies should accord 

such a treatment to the Indians who are citizens of the same Empire, 

subjects of the same Sovereign and who are second to none in their attachment 

• and loyalty to the British throne j their virtues as citizens, their sobriety and 

frugality and their peaceful mode of life have been universally acknowledged. 

Had such a treatment been accorded to the people of any of the great Con-

tinental Powers, it would have certainly been the subject of a most emphatic and 

energetic protest. Circumstanced as the Indians are, the only power, to which 

they can appeal for redress, 'or look for help, is Your Excellency'S Government. 
They, therefore, have a fervent hope that Your Excellency will be pleased to 

move the Home Government so that the disabilities under which they labour 

may be removed, and they may be placed on the same footing as ,the other 

subjects of His Majesty with regard to going to, residing in, and settling in 

any part of His Majesty's dominions, unfettered by any legislative restricti'ons. 
• 
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1/ Measures/or preventz"o1l of /amine.-The Hon'ble the Finance Minister 
in his remarks on the Budget makes the following statement regarding famine-

'We may congrat,ulate ourselves upon the favourable results of ~  year's monsoon, 

a prolonged break in which at one time threatened disaster. But the rainfall was resumed 

in time and the result was to add to the happiness and prosperity of the people, and was 

immediately reflected in our revenue collections.' 

"The above shows, that, in spite of all its efforts, the Government has not been 

able to bring famine within its control. We are told that, if the rains had not 

fallen a little earlier, the country would have been under the grip of another 

terrible famine. Does not this show that we are reaIly not in a safe position 

with regard to recurrence of famine in future, and that we are completely at the 

mercy of the weather? My Lord, without meaning disparagement to anybody, I 

may say without fear of contradiction that no Government of India showed such 

weIl directed liberality and genuine anxiety in the matter of dealing with Indian 

£airlines as that of Your Lordship. 

,r Your ExceUency laid the country under deep obligation and elicited the 

admiration of the world, by travelling from one famine centre to .. nother, regard-

less of your comfort and health, infusing hope and cheerfulness in the hearts of 

the famine.striken people, and zeal and energy in those of the officers in charge 

of the famine administration. To such a sincere friend of the people 

I venture to think that it will not be in vain to appeal to apply his great mind 

in devising some scheme which may strike at the very root of the evil and render 

the recurrence of famines in this country almost impossible. India is not the only 

country in the world which is subject to freaks of the weather. Why should 

then this country alone be overtaken by disastrous famines when there is a scanty 

rainfall in a single season, while other civilized countries under similar circum-
stances are not sufferers to the same extent? Before 1877 it appears that famines 

were not of so frequent ocurrence, nor were such extensive areas affected by them. 

Why should there be this change for the worse? It cannot be solely ascribed 

to total or partial failure of rainfall, for droughts were not unknown in the former 

days in this land. The cause or the causes of the evil must therefore be sought 

elsewhere than in the occasional cessation of rains. I t must be acknowledged 

that the experience gained in the last famines has been made best use of in devising • 

means for meeting them when they come. The organization is ::omplete to combat 

them successfully when they make their appearance. This has been conclusively 

established by Your Lordship's .dealing so successfully with the great famine of 

1899-1900. But, oJ} the principle that prevention is better than cure, what is now 
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needed is to provide against their future occurence. Of course, it is not for ordi-

nary people to solve this great problem, and hence I ~ e to appeal to Your 

Lordship to go to the root of the evil and to devise means of prevention before 

Your Lordship's tenure of office comes to an end. It may be that Your Excel-

lency's successor may be as good and able as yourself, but he will lack the 

experience which Your Lordship has gained in the matter of famine administra-

tion, and he is not likely to take any serious step in this direction before some 

time expires after his assumption of office. Your Excellency will be pleased 

to forgive me if I have digressed a little in making this direct appeal to 

Your Lordship. The exceptional importance of the subject, as wdl as a belief 

that a m;tster mind like that of Your Lordship, if directed towards this subject, 
I 

is sure to show a way out of the difficulty, is my apology for having adopted 
this course. 

II Police riform.-Before concluding, I crave Your Lordship's permission to 
make a few remarks on another very important matter and in which Your 

Excellency has shown an equally deep interest by appointing a Commission of 

enquiry. My Lord, you have conferred a great obligation upon the country not 

only by appointing the Police Commission but by placing at its head such a cap-
able and sympathetic ruler as Sir Andrew Fraser. The importance of a reformed 

police, specially in a country like India, cannot be overstated, for it is through 

the working of the police that the Government is, to a large degree, judged by 
the common people. Noone was more ,competent to speak with authority on 

this subject than the late lamented Sir John Woodburn, whose eloquent words 

uttered about this time last year in this Hall must still be ringing in the ears of 

many of us. This is what he said on the subject :-

I But there is another, in which the voice of the people is ~is e e  The first 

and commanding requirement is the reform of the Police. The Police hear sorely on the 

people. They harass them. Police exactions, police apathy, police inefficiency, are the 

universal complaint. * * * * * The reform 

of the police is of the first importance to the comfort of the people and to the credit of the 

State.' 

" The appeal of the late ruler of Bengal did not go in vain, for, as stated above, 

Your Excellency has appointed a Commission and their report is likely to be 

• submitted to Your Excellency in a few months. The final settlement of the 

question is, however, not in the hands of the Commission but in those of Your 

Lordship's Government, and hence I take the liberty of drawing Your Excellency'S 

attention to one or two important points upon' which the true reform of the 

police in this country, from a popular point of view, mainly depends. 
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"Theduties of the Police, generally speaking, are to protect the honest from 

the wrongdoings of the dishonest and to detect crime. Unfortunately, under 

the present system, people get very little protection, and the energies of the 

Police are almost wholly devoted to hunt down criminals. It is not, however, 

possible for the Police to always get hold of the real culprit, and innocent persons 

are often handed up by thf'm. The Police are censured by the authorities 

if they fail in their duty of detection. The principle reason of this failure is 

that they do not get any help from the people because the latter are oppressed 

by them and not protected. This would not have happened if the Police 

had done their duty properly. The real reform, therefore, requires the creation 

of a friendly feeling between the Police and the people. This can be effected 

to a large extent by the separation of the Police from the Magistracy. Under the 

present !'ystem the Magistrate is the head of the District Police, and in many 

cases his sympathies are with the latter. The Magistrate, being the 

executive head of the district, should be placed in such a position as to be 

looked upon by them as their true friend and protector.  As long as the 

existing condition is maintained, the Magistrate cannot be able to inspire the 

same confidence in the people as he ought to do. Your Excellency will do a 

great good to the people by effecting reform in this direction. The country 

will ever remember with gratitude Your Excellency's rule if this measure of 

reform is inaugurated under your rel{l"me." 

"The Hon'ble MR. RAMPINI said :-" My Lord, it will not be expected. 
that I, as a purely Judicial Member of Your Excellency's Council and ap-

pointed to it for a special ~e  should say anything with regard to the 

Financial Statement generally. But I would wish, with Your Excellency's 

permission, to indicate two objects to which a smaIl part of the surplus of 

receipts over expenditure, which the Hon'ble Financial Member estimates will 

accrue during the coming financial year, might be devoted with the ,·iew of 

improving the administration of justice in this Empire, more especially in the 

province of Bengal with which I have during the whole of my official career' 

been connected. And I do so with the less hesitation as I observe from the 

• Finance and Revenue Accounts of the Government of India for the year 1901-

1902' that there was a nett profit under the head of 'Courts of Law' of 

Rs. 69,82,817 throughout India, and in Bengal of Rs. 5°,70,480, According to 

the Hon'ble Financial Member's Statement in Council on the 26th March last 

year the nett profits under this head amounted to Rs. 74,21,000 and, though 

this sum may be reduced on a different system of accounting being adopted, 

there would seem roason to conclude that the receipts from • Courts of Law', 
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including Court-fees, yield a profit throughout India, while in Bengal there 

is an excess of receipts over expenditure annually of between 40 to 50 Iakhs. 

I have not been able to ascertain from the Financial Statement for 1902-

190.1 what the estimated surplus under this head will be in the coming financial 

year: but I think I may safely conclude that it will not be less than in previous 

years, for in Bengal at least, the receipts are always rapidly increasing, while 

the expenditure increases in a much slower rath Thus, as has been pointed out 

in (he annual report of the High Court of Calcutta on the administration of civil 
justice for 1900, the revenue derived from Court-fees has during the last 10 

years increased by about 30 per cent., while the corresponding increase in expen-

diture has been only 8 per cent. There is, ~e e e  it would seem to me, no 

danger of there being any insufficiency of funds to meet the expenditure I would 

advocate. 

"The first object to which in my opinion part of this surplus might 

with advantage be devoted is the strengthening of the judicial staff of Bengal 

both in its superior and subordinate branches. The judicial work of the 

province, civil and criminal, has in recent years increased to such an 

extent as to be beyond the powers of the present staff to cope with. There 

were 642,807 civil suits in::ltituted in 1902, and there were 664,597 such suits 

disposed of. But this number of suits disposed of included many cases pending 

from the previous year; so that, notwithstanding the efforts of the judiciary to 

keep abreast of the work, there were 105,003 suits pending at the end of 

the year (as compared with 82,807 suits pending at the end of ) 892), of 

which 1,838 had been pending for more than a year. A large proportion of 

these arrears occurred in the superior Courts, there being 964 cases pending for 

over a year in such Courts out of a total file of 7.121 cases: so that the arrears 
of cases pending for more than a year amounted to about one-seventh of the 

total of their files. There were also 13,050 appeals remaining to be disposed of, 

of which 624 had been pending for over a year. These figures, I venture to 

say, show that the ranks of both the District and the Subordinate Judges of 

this province require to be added to. I need not give details of the increase 

in criminal work, but that it has been substantial will be seen when I mention 

that, while in J 892, or about 10 years ago, District Judges were able to devote 

4,161 days to the disposal of civil, and 3,852 days to the disposal of 

criminal, work, in 19o1 they were engaged for 4,984 days on criminal, and had 

only 3, 115 days to spare for civil, work. The result of this increase of criminal 

work is not only that the civil work of the District Judges' Courts, over which 

it has to be given preference. is either neglected or has to be done by Subor-

dinate Judges, but that the efficiency of the Subordinate-Courts is impaired 
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owing to the i ~si i i  of the District Judges finding, time for their inspec-

tion and supervision. The ranks of the Subordinate Judges also want 

strengthening; for the bulk of the arrears, original and appellate, is in their Courts. 

At present there are orily 56 Subordinate Judges in Bengal as against an 

average number of 59! in '901 and of 61 in 1902, and additional assistance 

is urgently wanted. Such assistance to be efficacious should be promptly 

granted, as otherwise the Courts cannot effectively cope with any tem-

porary increase of work that may arise from an unforeseen increase in the 

number of institutions. It is true that the appointment of four additional penna-
nent Subordinate Judges was sanctioned in 1902, but these are not enough to 

meet the requirements of litigation, and unless a further temporary increase in 

the number of Subordinate Judges is from time to time promptly granted, as 

the need for their services arises, arrears will increase so rapidly as to exceed 

the powers of the Courts to deal with them. 

II Another object to which some part of the surplus which the Hon'ble 

Financial Member expects, might, with advantage, be devoted is the increasing 

of the attractions of the judicial branch of the Civil Service in this Province. 

Notwithstanding the facts that promotion to the High Court has ~ e  

been quickened and that a new grade of District Judges on a salary of Rs. 3,000 

per mensem has been created, the judicial branch continues to be unpopular 

and it is difficult to recruit it. This 1" perhaps due to judicial work being 

less varied and more monotonous and laborious than executive work. A 

Judge is more confined to his office than a Collector, and it is impossible for 

the former to discharge his duties efficiently without a considerable amount of 

home study and reading. But whatever the causes may be, it is beyond 

question that retirements from the ranks of District Judges in Bengal have, of 

late years, been numerous and that the junior members of the Civil Service 

are reluctant to enter the judicial branch. Hence, the average standing of the 

District Judges of this province is now less than it was formerly. Twenty years 

ago the average length of service of the then District Judges was 22 

years and 4 months. Now it is 15 years and 6 months, and' several officers 

have been appointed to officiate as District Judges in Bengal when they 

were of little more than six or seven years standing. I doubt whether in any 

other province there are such junior officers filling the posts of District 

Judges as in Bengal. This is a serious matter, as the District Judges 

of the present day are necessarily officers of less experience thall' they 

were twenty years ago, and the less experience an officer has, the less 

quickly he can work and the greater risk there is of his decisions being 

wrong and requiring to be set right in appeal. Some means should, 
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therefore, be taken to induce e ~ s of the Civil Service to enter the 

judicial branch more readily than they now do, and to remain in it after 

they have completed the period of 25 years' service which renders them 

eligible for a pension, when their services are most" valuable to the State. 

On the other hand, it is sti\1 more desirable that better arrangements than 

at present exist should be made for ensuring that members of the service who 

elect to serve in the judicial branch should, when they are first appointed 

to be District Judges, be competent to discharge the important duties entrust-

ed to them. Unfortunately, there are at present no rules or regulations 

which require a junior civilian to be thoroughly acquainted with any 

branch of civil law before he is appointed to be a District Judge. The 

regulations framed by the Secretary of State for India for the examination 

of selected candidates for the Indian Civil Service require them, before 

they are permitted to proceed to India, to pass an examination in criminal 

law and the Indian Evidence Act. They may also, if they choose, pass an 

examination in Hindu and Mohammedan law, but this is an optional subject. 

In 'former years, selected candidates might also, at their option, pass an ex-

amination ill the Code of Civil Procedure and the Indian Contract Act, but in 

the regulations for the examinations of 1903 there is no mention at all of this 

subject. After their arrival in India, junior civilians have to pass a departmental 

examination in certain Acts of the Indian legislature, chiefly Revenue Acts. They 
have to be in charge of a Treasury for six weeks and to learn settlement work for 

two months during the first two years of their service. They have further to be 

examined with the aid of books in all unrepealed Acts of the Government of 

India, the Bengal Regulations, the Bengal Acts, the Circulars of the Bengal 
e ~  and the High Court and the Manuals of the Board of Revenue. 

As this examination is in writing and the examinees are allowed to consult books, 

it is evident that it affords no guarantee oftheir having carefully studied the Acts 

they are examined in. Then, the subjects of this examination do not embrace 

Hindu or Mohammedan law or any branch of civil law, except the Acts of the 

Indian legislature, ,and as a matter of fact the examinees are generally examined 

only in Revenue Acts and Acts relating to criminal law j so that it will be seen 

that when a junior civilian is appointed to officiate for the first time as a District 

Judge, when he has to hear appeals in civil_ suits from the judgments of experi-

enced Subordinate Judges and Munsifs, he may be totally unacquainted, not only 

with the provisions of the laws he applies to the facts before him, but even with 

the general principles which should guide him in administering justice. This 

would seem to be very undesirable both in the interests of the public and in that 

.01 the officers themselves. • 
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" A further change has of late years been made in the training of selected 
candidates for the Indian Civil Service, which in my opinion, cannot fail to have 
a detrimental effect on the administration of justice, both civil and criminal, in 
this Empire. In former years selected candidates were required during the 
period of their noviciate to attend the Courts in England and study the cases 
they heard tried there. All civilians were therefore bound to be conversant to 
a greater or less extent with the mode in which trials are conducted in England. 
But, recently, it was made optional for candidates to attend the Courts. They 
were recommended to visit them, and they were given a card to facilitate their 
admission to them. The regulations of 1903 contain no reference at all to this 
matter. The result is that it is possible for junior civilians to be vested with 
criminal powers and appointed to preside over Courts, though they may never 
have seen a trial conducted in any Court. I am informed by competent 
authority that the abrogation of the rule making attendance in the Courts in 
England compulsory has resulted in a noticeable deterioration in the judicial 
work of junior civilians. In any case it is clear that when they begin to admin-
ister justice in this country, they may have to learn their work at the expense 
of the parties or from the judgments of Appellate Judges, whose training may 
have been as defective as their own. 

"My Lord, I apologise for having taken up so much of the time of Your 
Excellency's Council in calling attention to these matters, but they seem to be 
defects in our judicial system which need to be removed, and if the Hon'ble 
Financial Member wiII devote some of his anticipated surplus to the provision 
of remedies for these defects, I feel certain the result will be beneficial to the 
administration of justice in Bengal, if not throughout the Empire." 

The Hon'ble MR. WHITWORTH said :-" My Lord, I propose, like the last 
speaker, to offer a few remarks on .certain points in connection with our judicial 
administration. That administration is usually charged with two principal 
faults: (/) delay, and (2) the unsatisfactory character of work done in the exe-
cution of decrees. 

" Delay is usually due either to cumbersomeness of procedure affecting the 
individual case, or it is due to cases blocking one another through accumula-
tion. As to the first of these causes some attempts have been made to meet 
it in the Civil Procedure Code Bill recently reported on by a Committee of this 
Council. But the second is one which, I think, requires constant attention on 
the part of the Executive Government as well as the Judicial authorities. 
Judging by the BOI1}bay Presidency (of which alone 1 have experience), I am 
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inclined to think that the work of the Courts is not on the whole too much for 

the Courts. But the distribution is unequal. We have lightly-worked Courts 

and heavily-worked Courts. Changes in the condition of different parts of the 

country.require redistribution of areas j and intermediately much relief can be 

given by the temporary employment of additional Judges or temporary deputa-

tion of existing 1 udges from one Court to another. Accumulation of arrears is a 
double evil: besides the delay itself, a long pending case is more difficult to try 

than one of recent origin. Litigation is pretty heavily paid for in this country, 

and I think it is due to the litigant that heavy arrears should never be allowed to 

accllmulate. 

" As regards the unsatisfactory character of execution work, I have some 

more definite proposals to make. I suppose no one but a bailiff, or a very 

experienced decree-holder, knows all the secrets of execution; and in order to 

get any accurate conception of it, it is necessary to deal with specific cases on 

the spot, and with every officer concertled, and every document connected with 

the case, at hand. 

" Execution is i~ i  in the hands of bailiffs; who are superintended by 

an officer called nazir, aided by a few clerks j and al1 are under the control 

of the Subordinate Judge. To appreciate the evil so universal1y complained 

of, it is necessary to regard execution in connection with each of these three 

classes of official s. 

" First, the bailiffs fail, because they are very badly paid, with very bad pros-

pects both as to service and to pension, and because while so conditioned they 

are constantly dealing, out of sight of all control, with comparatively well-to-do 

persons who want their decrees executed, or want decrees against them to be 

not executed. The wen-to-do decree-holder and the badly paid bailiff go 

together to effect execution: the bailiff has all the official ;tuthority, but it is the 

decree-holder who wants the work done. The result, in the absence of a high 

standard of morality, is obvious. A bailiff's pay in Bombay varies from 1<9 to 

RI5 a month. A bailiff on R]5, if young enough, will gladly take a clerkship 

on R 12, because then it is open to him to rise to a salary of I< 100 or 

more. But the ordinary bailiff never rises above the R 15 grade. Yet his 

duties are more difficult and responsible, for he has to conduct auctions 

of valuable property, effect attachments, and give delivery of property decreed; 

while the clerk only writes and keeps accounts. 

II Secondly, the nazir fails, because he has never been a bailiff. He is often 

a very intelligent and energetic man, but he has been a clerk all his service, and 
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is suddenly taken from his desk in the office to superintend a number of bailiff;; 

carrying out execution anywhere in three or four hundred villages. He h ~ 

also to carry out the most difficult executions himself though he has had no 

experience even of simple ones. 

"Lastly, the Subordinate Judge fails, because he ordinarily gl\'es all his 

attention to his purely judicial work, knowing that his ad\'ancement depends 

upon his reputation in that branch of his duties. His judgments from time 

to time come before the High Court, and according to their qualit y, and the 
number of cases he disposes of, he is known as an efficient or inefficient.J udge. 

BUl of his superintendence of the execution estaLlishment, little j,; ever heard 

outside his district. 

"Thus, there is failure, greater or less, at ever), point, and our executi\'e 

work remains a scandal and a reproach. Obviously, a higher class of officer is 

needed for the work in hand. Now it is very easy-as the Police Com-

mission must know well by this time-it is very easy to say you mllst offer higher 

salaries and get a higher class of man. Any department can be reformed 

on those lines. But what I propose is to get the higher class of man 

without paying higher salaries, The men are ready to hand. We are now 

paying  comparatively high rates of salary to one class of men who are 

doing easy work, without much handling of money, and under the eye of a 

judicial officer, while we are paying lower rates to another class, who are doing 

harder work, and constantly dealing with valuables, out of sight 01 a1\ authority, 

and under circumstances of the strongest temptation. All we have to do is to 

com bine the executive officials with the clerical officials into one roster. Then the 

official charged with the execution of decrees, instead of being one who can never 

earn more than Rs. 15 per mensem, and who under present standards is disposed 

to make what he can while he has the opportunity, and who can afford to 

risk his petty pension for substantial present gains, is at once in a position in 

which he may rise to a salary of R 100 or R J So. He has prospects and hopes, 

and his reputation becomes a matter of much greater importance to him. He 

would also in the future be recruited from a higher class with a higher 

standard of education. 

" It is not the whole of the existing body of bailiffs that would have to be 

enrolled with the clerical establishments. Bailiffs do all kinds of work, from the 

execution of decrees dcwr. to the serving of summonses and mere peons' work. 

A line would have to be drawn, those required for execution purposes being 
graded with the clerks, and the rest might appropriately be called peons or 
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chaprasis. There is so much of evil association with the term bailiff that it 

might be well to get rid of it altogether. 

"Under hi~ scheme the nazir, or head of the executive branch, would from 

the beginning be well versed in execution proceedings, and would know how' to 
supervise his bailiffs . 

.. An incidental advantage of the change I advocate would be to introduce 

some variety into the lives of that little regarded but highly deserving c\ass-

the judicial clerk, The monotony of his work and the atmosphere in which 

he works are alike appalling, but his industry and devotion are great. That the 

long hours of writing should be occasionally varied by out-of-door duties cannot 

but be benefic.iaL 

I: It is not of course to be supposed that the adoption of the change I recom-

mend would have the immediate effect of wholly purirying our execution work. 

The evil is too gigantic for that. But the most salient point in that evil is the 

fact that thf' difficult and delicate work of execution is entrusted to ill·paid, un-

educated persons, who carry it on out of sight and under conditions of great 

temptation, and what I urge is a distinct step towards meeting that particular 
factor of thf' evil. I give ~he scheme merely in rough outline, as it would not 

be appropriate to trouble this Council with all the details of the transition. 

"I desire now to say a word about the Courts in the Province of Sindh. 

There are t",o points I would ge~

(1) the unsatisfactory constitution of the Sadar Court, which is the High 

Court of the Province, 3ild 

(2) the inadequate remuneration of the Subordinate Judges. 

" In order to appreciate the great anomalies existing in Sindh, it is necessary 

to realize that that Province is roughly lth of the whole Presidency, including 

Sindh; or equal to lrd of the remaining part of the Presidency. In population, 

it is something less than tth of the whole i in revenue it is something more than 

lth, (These statements are based on the figures given in the last Administra-

stion Report of Bombay.) In area it is more than lrd i but that is not so 

important a factor. For general administrative purposes it may be taken as lth 

of the whole. And, like each of the thr:ee remaining divisions of the Presidency, 

it consists of six districts, i.e., 6 out of 24, or just lth. I may add that it is 
regarded as a more important charge than any of the other three divisions. 

"For the 18 districts of the Presidency proper there is a High Court of 

seven Judges. For the six districts of Sind h there is a Higlf Court of one Judge. 
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Alone he has to determine just the same questions as under:r Chartered 

High Court are necessarily reserved for two .or more Judges. The two Judges 

can refer to a third Judge or consult other Judges. The Judge of the Sadar 

Court can refer to no one and consult no one. His salary is only very minutely 

differentiated from that of some of the District Judges serving under him 

and is less than that of some District Judges in Bengal. This is interesting 

with reference to the suggestion just made by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Rampini 

that some of the subsisting balances should be devoted to Bengal. Sindh is not 

on the Bengal side of the pankat:. Then Sindh possesses in Karachi a 

great seaport. The sea-borne trade of Sindh is a full !th of that of the 

Prt::sidency proper, and is increasing much more rapidly than the latter. But 

the Judge of the Sadar Court in Sindh is only a District Judge from the 

Presidency who can hardly have had much experience of mercantile law. 

/I I proceed to another anomaly. Broadly speaking, under the British 

system of administration, the Civil Courts in any Province consist of three 

principal classes. There are (I) theSubordina Ie Judges, who <Ire usually natives 

of the country j (2) the District Judges, who are usually covenanted civilians j 

and (3) the High Court. Now, ~ i g Sindh with the Bombay Presi-

dency proper, we find that as regards the middle class of Courts there 

is perfect equality. The District Judges in the two areas have 

the same powers and the same salaries. I ndeed, they are one body 

of men, all belonging to one graded list; and a District Judge who 

is serving in the Presidency today may be serving in Sindh tomorrow, 

and vice 71ersd. Surely this suggests a similarity of conditions for judicial 

purposes in the two areas. Yet the High Courts differ, as I have just 

pointed out. And unfortunately the Subordinate Judges in the two areas are very 

differently circumstanced too. Their duties are the same, and their merits are 

very equal j but their remuneration is strikingly different. I need not go into 

details. Suffice it to say that a Subordinate Judge in Sindh if he gets to the top 

of the list will receive only ~  salary (and even that is a recent es~i  

while in the Presidency 'he might rise to R8oo. Yet, in spite of this dis. 

couragement-which they feel acutely-the Subordinate Judges in Sindh are 

on the whole a zealous and deserving class and their industry is wost com-

mendable. Only in Sindh have I ever observed lamps kept for regular use in 

Court, because the hours of daylight were not long enough for the Court work. 

And the Court work is, of course, not nearly the whole of a Judge's work. 

" I pass to another matter. There is great need in the Bombay Presidency 

for the provision of, more suitable buildings as Court-houses in se\'eral places. 
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Not only are several Subordinate Courts very inadequately housed, but some 

District Courts also. There is one so closely surrounded by other buildings that 

there is no access to it except at one single point, and that by so narrow a lane 

that no ,ordinary carriage can drive up to the door. Both light and ventilation 

are necessarily extremely delicient under such circumstances. 

"On page 57 of the Financial Statement I notice a provision of £13,:;00 for 

the improvement of the Volunteer Force in India. I speak only from local ex-

perience,-if Bengal experience is different, no doubt His Honour the Lieute-

nant-Governor will correct me-but so far as that experience goes [ am strongly 

of opinion that one essential step towards making the force efficient is by limit-

ing recruitment. The difficulties which beset a Commanding Officer of Volun-

teers are of a nature and ~g ee of which officers of the Regular Army probably 

have no conception. There are, no doubt, many very keen and enthusiastic 

Volunteers in this country. I remember many such with gratitude. But there 

are many others who Jom from some motive difficult to discern, and 

who never lose the sense that they have conferred a favour upon 

Government by doing so. They know that the income of the corps depends 

upon the capitation grants, and that the Commanding Officer is therefore 

~ e  to keep up his numbers. So they hold their resignations in terrorem 
over him. But the keeping up of numbers sometimes means the keeping up 

of inefficiency. And I should be inclined to limit the numbers of each corps 

to something far within the possible recruitment. Then men would come to 

regard member!;hip rather as a privilege than a favour conferred. And that IS, 

I think, the first step towards efficiency. " 

The Hon'ble SIR MONTAGU TURNER said,-" My Lord, it must be 

e~  and unreservedly admitted that the Budget now presented for our consi-

deration is of a most satisfactory character, indicating as it does increased 

prosperity on the part of the country and a thoroughly sound financial condi-

tion of the Indian Empire. It is, indeed, most gratifying that Your Excellency's 

Government should find itself in the happy position of being able to grant a 

remission of taxation, and further that, both in the reduction of duty on salt and 

in raising the limit for taxable incomes, you have anticipated correctly the views 

and wishes of the people at large. It is true that the reduction in the salt-duty 

may not immediately benefit those whose condition we are all so anxious to 

improve, the very poorest of the inhabitants of this country j but the remission at 

any rate indicates the desire on the part of Your Excellency's Government to 

help that particular class of deserving people. It opens the way for possible 

further remissions, if we are fortunate enough to have a ~he  succession of 

p'rosperous years free from the disturbing elements of political complications 

,·ith our neighbours, and by cheapening this universal article of consumption so. 
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necessary to the health of the people, it may lead to an increased consumption 

-which would, to some extent, make up for the present loss of revenue. 

"I am disappointed that the limit for taxable incomes has not been 

made at least Rs. 1,200 per annum. Government are doubtless aware there are 

many upon whom the Income-tax will still bear heavily and who deserve very 

sympathetic consideration. It has always been an obnoxious tax, and now that 

the cost of living in India has so much increased it tells particularly hardly on 

Europeans with fixed and limited incomes. Further, the Income-tax has 

alw:tys been looked upon as a tax of a temporary nature, as one that could well 

be enforced at times of great perils or  of financial straits, but, being entirely 

unsuited to this country by reason of the circumstances generally attending its 

collection and payment, it should not be regarded as a permanent source of 

revenue and its total abolition should be kept constantly in view. 

"Under the head of Coinage, Currency and Exchange the Hon'ble 

Member on page 13 of the Budget refers to a nett import of silver bullion up to 

the end of F ebruarv of 4 millions sterling. He goes on to say that (of the silver 
importation, however, a large amount was for dollar coinage and for consumption 
in the country, but a certain proportion was apparently imported by speculators 
for a rise in silver as a profitable method of remittance. 

(, And in the note by the Financial Secretary it is stated in paragraph 149:-

("I he ieading features of the year have been the great increase in the e ei ~ from 

the Export-duty on rice and the Import-:hlty on silver. The former is due to the 

bUlDper crop in Burma. The causes of the latter are somewhat obscure, but it is believed 

that silver i5 larf!ely used as a convenient form of remittance.' 

" In other words,  it is apparently difficult to assign any definite reason for the 

increased import of silver bullion, though it may be that the abnormally small im-

ports in Igoo-190 I may explain in part the heavy increase in 1901-lg02-stocks 

being low, and the people with a return of ordinary prosperity being in a better 

position to buy silver lor domestic purposes. 

,( For the ten months ended 31st January, 1903, I make the imports of silver 

to be as follows :-

Less Exports 

As against imports for the same period in 1902-
Imports • 
Less Exports • 

• 

Rs. 
100532,573 
4.18.0/,200 

8,97,28,424 
4.30,55.031 

" I consider that Government should give their careful attention to this matter 

and ascertain definiteJy what has caused this increased import of silver. 
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Especially should very cardul attention be directed to the point as to whether 

there is any abnormal development of illicit coinage of rupees in this country. 

The general impression is that such is the case, but 1 have no definite data to 
submit beyond what is already in possession of Your Excellency'S Government. 

" 1 listened wilh great interest to the remarks made by the Hon'ble 

Member in connection with the countervailing duties on bounty sugar imported 

into India, and it is satisfactory to find that the imposition of the countervailing 

duties has had the intended effect, although it has resulted in a decreased 

rt:venue under the particular head of countervailing duties. It is noticeable, 

however, that the quantity of sugar imported, and for which an ordinary 

5 per cent. duty is paid, has not much diminished in volume. I trust, 

my Lord, that the Government of India will absolutely decline to become 

a party to the Brussels Convention, in other words, that they will hold 

themselves entirely free to act as may be best in the interests· of India after 

sufficient time has elapsed to ascertain the result of the working of the Brussels 

Convention Agreement. 1 also trust that the Government of India will continue 

the present countervailing duties after the 1st of September until such time has 

elapsed as will allow of the disposal of the surplus stocks which it is believed 

are in existence, and which have benefited by the bounties which will 

cease from the I st September. It must be borne in mind that should India 

give its adherence to the Erussels Conference the duty leviable on sugars 

imported from other contracting countries would be restricted to 6 francs per 100 

kilos or say Rs. 1-6 per maund for the refined and 5 francs 50 cents per hundred 

kilos on other sugars, that being the maximum surtax permissible 10 terms of 

Artic.le 3rd of the Convention. 

" By remaining outside the Convention, India would be in a very strong 

position with a free hand to levy such duties as may be considered essential to 

guard her cane-crushing and sugar-refining industries. on which considerable 

fresh capital is now being spent, from unfair competition. If by agreeing to the 

Convention we bind ourselves to abolish taxation on imported sugar from Con-

tinental ports, might it not perhaps necessitate the abolition of the 5 per cent. 

ad valorem duty levied on sugar in common with other imported goods? This 

alone calculated on the imports of sugar from Austria, Hungary and Germany 

during the twelve months ended 31st December 1902 at Rs. 9 per cwt. amounts 

roughly to Rs. lot lakhs. in other words. it would affect price to the extent of 
about Sf annas per maund. It is interesting to note that from the Budget figures 
the 5 per cent. ordinary duties on sugar are estimated at Rs. 28 lakhs for the 

current year apart from any income which may be derived from the countervail-

ing duties. 

" My Lord, I am somewhat disappointed to find that no ~e e e e is made to 

.1 possible reduction in the cost of Inland Telegrams. That Department has 

shown for some time..fairly big surpluses in its working. It is true that an addi-
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tional expenditure of about Rs. 9 lakhs is budgetted to providc for the cost of 

~ es and new lines, but apart from this I notice that the estimate{ surplus for 

1903-"4 amounts to Rs. 39/.13,000, and that the surpluses for the past four years 
have varied from Rs. 43 to SS lakhs per annum. It would seem as though the time 
had arrived when the Government of India could well afford to make a reduction 

which would be exceedingly popular, and which I have no doubt will lead to a 

great increase in the number of messages tendered for transmission throughout 

the country. 

(, I feel sure that the matter of Military expenditure will receive the careful 

attention of the Government of India From the figures given in the Budget it 

would seem that there is a tendency to increase the expenditure under this head, 

the Budget estimate being some Rs. 18,9°,46,000. It is, however, not surpris-

ing that the estimate for the current year should be heavy, considering the im-

portant works that ha\"e been lately undertaken in regard to the establishment of 

a Cordite Factory, a Gun Carriage Factory, a Rifle Mill Factory, and improve_ 

ments in machinery at Ishapore and Cossipore, all of which will tend 

eventually to the reduction of the cost of armaments in this country, and 

to the more satisfactory provision of ammunition and armaments in cases 

of emergency. I note with satisfaction that under the heading of Military 

\V orks Estimates, an expenditure of Rs. S lakhs is allowp.d for the installation of 
electric light and punkha pulling in barracks. The lives of our soldiers are 

so valuable, and the benefit arising from the improved system of lighting and 

punkha pulling so great, that I would regard it as an absolute economy to provide 

these very necessary adjuncts in every barracks in India. It would naturally tend 

to improve the health of the soldiers and put an end to those regrettable acci-

dents which occasionally happen to unfortunate punkha coolies. 

" I note with satisfaction under the head of Foreign Tariffs that both the 

Government of India and the British Foreign Office are giving their continued 

attention to the question of the new Persian Customs Tariff. The Bengal 

Chamber of Commerce have recently addressed Your Excellency'S Government 

in this matter and have pointed out the very prejudicial effect on Indian trade (in 

particular the Tea Trade) with Persia the new Tariff will have. The Bombay 

Chamber of Commerce have made a similar representation, and it has 

been suggested that the Government of India should endeavour to secure 

a postponement of the operation of the new Tariff for at least six months. 

I have recently received letters from Agents in the Persian Gulf who write to the 

following effect :-

, The scale of duties now leviable on imports and exports will have the merit of 

destroying the bulk of the present volume of trade between India and Persia. liuty on 

sl.ecilied goods have ~e  enhanced not only out of all proportion to those paid hitherto 

but also apparently for the prf'c1usion of the staples of each country. Cased cargo, such 

as liquors, etc., will require to pay on gross weight of each case or package including 

the casiDg and wrappers. The hasty introduction of the Tariff has evoked feelings of intense 
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dissatisfaction and indignation throughout the country, and merl'hants have telegraphed 

cancelling orders and contracts for tea and other gouds directly' affected.' 

"And in another letter the same Agents report that although the merchants 

have petitioned tht: Government of Persia for grace to complete the existing 

orders and contracts they had not received a reply to the memorial, but it was 

suggested that they should accept the situation in view of the fact that the Foreign 

Legations have unanimously accepted the new Tariff. Merchants, however, preferred 

to leave their goods untouched, only clearing such goods as were landed anterior 

to the introduction of the Tariff. It seems remarkable, if correct, that the British 

Representative should have accepted the new Tariff without realizing what it 

meant so far as the trade between India and Persia is concerned. It seems as 

though we were likely to suffer a very severe reverse in the development of Indian 

trade with Persia the effect of which will be felt for many years to come. It is, 

indeed, deplorable that such should be the case and  that the interests of this 
country should have been so neglected as apparently is the case. 

II In making these remarks I am aware of the fact that an official opinion has 

been expressed in England that the augmentation of a duty on. tea though 

disliked by the consumers is not likely to reduce the trade in that commodity. 
But the fact remains that for the present trade is utterly stopped and Persian 

dealers are shipping their stocks of tea from England to Bombay and doing their 
best to cancel orders. 

H My Lord, I have been surprised at no declaration having been as yet made 

by Your Excellency'S Government on the proposal for payment of interest on 

Goyernment rupee paper at the sterling rate of J s. 4d. per rupee. A critic of 

this proposal has argued that it means that a number of peopie holding rupee 

paper have no confidence in the fixity of exchange. The real point is that the 

foreign investor nas not yet i e ~ i e e in the fixity of exchange, that it 

is desirable to attract the money of the foreign investor for this country's deve-

lopment, and that the confidence of the foreign investor in the fixity of the ster-
ling value  of the rupee and in Indian investments generally can be best and 

most cheaply secured by Government giving proof of their o"'n confidence. 
I take for granted that it is desirable to encourage the investment in rupee 

paper not ,only in India but outside India, and that Government desires to see 

rupee paper as popular with the ordinary investor as any other form of gilt-

edged security. The hesitation of Government to give this guarantee would 

seem, although we know that such is not the case, as though they lacked con-
fidence in the comparative fixity of the sterling value of the rupee." 

The Hon'ble RAI BAHADUB BIPIN KRISHNA BOSE said :_H My Lord, 

the most noteworthy and at the same time the most gratifying feature of the' 

. 'Financial Statement is the substantial remission of taxation it announces. The 

,",liotion in which !.he remission is granted is also such as will, I make nQ 
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doubt, commcnd it5Clf to all. Th,' only relson:,hle ohjection that could be urged 

acrainst the Income-tax, a tax which, di';;:lgreein'Y with the Hon'ble Sir Montacru b '--- ;:--, to. b 

Turner, I look upon as eminently bir and just, disappears with the raising 

of the limit of exemption. As regards the reduction of the duty on ~  had it 

stood by itself, its benefit might not perhaps ha\'e reached those for whom it 

is intended, bllt operating in combination with the progressive cheapening of the 

cost of carriage, to which allusion has been made in the Statement, it cannot 

fail to ma ke its influence felt in the right direction. The last of a series of fiscal 

measures adopted with a vicw to add to the resources of the Government in 

order to enable it to meet the yearly increasing burden of its sterling p:lyments, 

was the imposition of duties on cotton-goods. After this the Currency Legis-

lation of 1893, "hich linked the rupee to rcd. gold unit, began to make its 

influence fdt_ The fixity in om I:leasure of value in relation to t he pound 

sterling h;.n·ing been established, the Government was able to save \\"hat it 

formerly used to lose on the Home charges. Such being the position, the 

country will acknowledge with the deepest gratitude the decision of Your 

Excellency's Government to take off a substantial portion of the burden of tax' 

ation. 

" Economic pr.}grcss.-Regarding the economic situation, India, as has been 

often pointed out, is such a vast country with such diverse conditions prevailing 

in its different parts that any generalization intended to applv to the whole 

empire is apt to mislead. My remarks will be confined to the Province with 

which 1 am famihar. The Central Pro,'inces reached the low water mark of 
adl'ersity in the agricultural year 1899-qco. Cultivation had then contracted 

to what it had been nearly a quarter of a century back, the area lost to the plouah b 
being represented by nearly t\\O millions of acres. This decrease in the cultivated 

area was, o\\"ing to want of resources, accompanied by the displacement of 

superior by inferior crops. The export of wheat shrank to nearly 2!.oth of the 

normal and that of rice to ith. In crmtrast with the low ebb to which the export 

of agricultural produce fell, there was an enonnous development in tfle export of 
hides, bespeaking heavy loss of cattle. The recovery during the current year, 

though not without hopes in some parts, bas not everywhere been as satisfactory 

as could be desired. During the year enr1.ing 30th September, 1902, the exports of 

wheat were a little less than a fifth and those of rice a little over a quarter of what 

they used to be in good years before the cycle of lean years began. The season, 

though unpropitious for other crops, was, however, favourable for cottoo, and its 

export was a third more than the highest figure attained at any previous period. 

As for prospects during the current season, they are on the whole favourable in the 

northern districts. 'The :::rea placed under wheat is still no more than a third of 
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the normal of past good years, but the yield is expected to be a fuIl crop.- Cot-
ton has also given an excellent return. Unfortunately rice has badly failed 
throughout the rice-producing tracts. Relief is now being gi'/en in ihese 
localities. The total number on relief according to the latest return is 36,825. 
It would be premature at this juncture to say anything about the adequacy of 
the relief measures. It is hoped that the judgment passed by the Famine Com-
mission that the relief given during the late famine was excessive, an opinion, 
however, not endorsed by the Secretary of State, would not make the pendulum 
swing in the opposite direction. 

" Manufactures play but an unimportant part in the economy of the Province. 
But the people are not wanting in self-hel? and they have not been slow to 
take advantage of the great expansion in cotton cultivation. In the cotton-pro-
ducing tracts, especially in Nagpur, there has been a material development in 
the cotton-industry. The number of factories has risen to 70, and yarn and cloth 
turned out by our local mills have been successful in establishing themselves 
in markets outside the Province. Under the severe stress of the calamities of 
the past decade, village industries are, however, showing signs of permanent 
decay. To make up for the loss that the disappearance of these industries is 
entailing on the people, it is to be fervently hoped that the Government will deal 
in no niggardly spirit with the efforts that private enterprise is putting forth to 
work the mineral resources of the Province, which is peculiarly rich in iron, man-
ganese and coal. The export trade in manganese has received a great impetus 
during recent years, but I would fain indulge the hope that under a happy com-
bination of rich iron ore, manganese and coal, all within easy reach of one 
another, a prosperous local industry in iron and steel will spring up in the near 
future and consume at least some portion of the manganese that now goes out. 

" Land-revenue Coilection.-The accounts for 1901-1902 show that the land-
revenue collections in the Central Provinces were better by six lakhs of rupees 
as compared with the Budget figure, the actual being 86 lakhs as against an 
estimate of 80 lakhs. This is stated to be due to improvement in the agricul-
tural condition. I may, however, be permitted to point out that the Budget 
Estimate was framed on the basis of an average season tempered by an applica-
tion of the salutary principle of adjusting the collection to the special circum-
stances and necessities of the people. It seems doubtful whether in all the dis-
tricts due regard has been paid to this generous policy. Turning to the Local 
I\dministration Report for the year I find it stated that the material condition 
of the tenants has deteriorated. Their indebtedness has largely increased, not by 
extravagance in expenditure, but by reason of their inability to repay seed-
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loans. They have also suffered grievous loss in the death of plough-cattle. The 
malguza.rs are said to have suffered even \lIore severely. They have become 
more involved in debt, while their estates have depreciated in value. Apart 
from losses in their home-farm and rent collection, they have lost heavily ill 
their grain advances to their tenants regarding seed and subsistence. As 
was inevitable under the circumstances, the area under plough was, if the cotton 
tracts be excluded, iess than the normal, and on this contracted area the con-
ditions under which kharif and rabi were sown were equally unfavourable. 
The revenue as fixed at the new settlement on the basis of an almost 
unbroken record of good seasons accompanied by a large expansion of the 
cultivated area was 94 lakhs, and we find that with a diminished cultivated 
area, an outturn below the average and an impoverished peasantry and pru-
prietory body, the realizations were only 8lakhs less than the above. I have 
nothing to say regarding the northern districts, or the Nagpur Province. Here, 
as far as I have been able to make out, the policy of forbearance as laid down ill 
Your Excellency'S Resolution of last year was, generally speaking, given effect 
to. I regret I cannot say the same of the Chhatisgarh. I must confess I have 
heard the people often and often complain of the rigour with which the collec-
tions were enforced, especially in Raipur and Bilaspur. I am aware the people 
are prone to exaggerate, and it is often difficult to find out the truth in an over-
coloured account of a person smarting under a sense of supposed wrung. But 
official records when properly examined seem to indicate that the com-
plaints were not wholly unfounded. i find the Commissioner, while admitting 
that the malguzar!: have suffered most heavily, laying down in his divisional report 
that I the necessity of firm administration was never more apparent' than when 
the' appetite of the people' had been' whetted by concessions' and that 'a firm 
hand was needed to bring them to their bearing '. Everybody who has any 
experience of these matters knows that the subordinate officials directly respons-
ible for the collection are seldom lacking in zeal, and I would not wonder if. 
knowing that the key-note of their Commissioner's policy was' firm administra-
tion,' they did not err on the side of leniency. In 1894-95, in Raipur (Khalsa), 
with an area under plough of 251- lakhs of acres and with an excellent rice· crop, 
the land-revenue paid was 8llakhs. During the year under discussion, the area 
under plough was about 19 lakhs and the outturn three-fourths of a normal 
average. The export of rice, which is a sure index to the character of the 
season and the paying capacity of the people, was, during the year ending 30th 
September 1901, 31- lakhs and during the year ending 30th September 1902 

5lakhs of maunds, as against 37i lakhs in 1894-95. And yet it is found 
that the realizable land-re\'enue was 81lakhs, the same as in old prosperous years, 
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and the actual realization 7 lakhs 45 thousand, or 88 per cent. A part of this 
wag no doubt on account of arrears, but to the payee it was all the same under 

what account his payment was distributed. The Commissioner admits that these 

results, so satisfactory from a revenue point of view, were not obtained I without a 

certain amount of coercion,' which, is justified on the ground of ' demoralization 

of the people '. But it was apparently overlooked that Raipur was the most 

acutely affected district in the acutest famine the Province has ever passed 

through. The rice, its staple crop, had been blasted almost in its entirety, and it 

was not possible for the people with seasons below the average following the 

famine to have so far improved their position as to be able to pay 88 per cent. 
of the full assessment without being compelled to borrow and to stint the neces-
saries of life, And this is what seems to have taken place. In spite of the re-

strictions on alienation recently imposed and the depressed condition of landed 
property, transfers largely increased, I will not detain the Council by an examin-

ation of Bilaspur figures. They tell the same tale. The realizations have 

reached 90 per cent. of the de'mand as per kistbandi. I gratefully acknowledge 

that the Budget figure for the ensuing year has been framed in a spirit of 

generous recognition of the depressed condition of the people, and I hope the 

same generosity will characterise actual administration. 

" Agricultural Ba"ks.-After over a quarter of a century of more or less 
academic discussion, an important fresh start was given to the question of intro-

duction of Rural Banks by the publication of the reports of the Simla Committee 

and the Famine Commission. While unable to make any definite pronounce-

ment, the Hon'ble the Finance Minster held out the hope that definite proposals 

would soon be formulated. I make no doubt they will be instinct with the 

same feeling of deep sympathy with the misfortunes of our agriculturists as have 

characterised other measures of Your Excellency's Government. The question 

being under consideration, 1 may be excused for submitting a few remarks. The 

system that seems to find most favour is what is known as the mutual credit or 

co-operative system. I do not deny that if we had only to deal with a class of 

men in a fairly prosperous condition and possessed of sufficient business habits 

and credit to combine for their mutual benefit, they could well have been left to 

work out their own salvation But such unfortunately is not the actual state 

of the case. In many parts of the country our peasantry are in such a 

chronic state of indebtedness and their credit is so low that nothing short 

of an extraneous organization, able and willing to extricate them from 

their present condition of virtual serfdom to :their creditors and thereafter 

to advance them money on fair terms to meet their ordinary current wants 

and for land improvement, can bring about the e i h~  reform. For 
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the success of such an organization something more substantial than mere' good 
will', the only contribution that, according to a distinguished Bombay officer, 
the Government would be prepared to make to the solution of this difficult prob-
lem, is wanted. If the newspaper accounts are correct, it was not by this mode 
of grappling with the problem that Lord Cromer has succeeded with his Egyptian 
peasantry under conditions somewhat similar to the conditions obtaining here. 
What is needed in the case of men, who owing to fheir pre,;ent helpless condi-
tion, aggravated, if not induced, by the recent seasonal disasters, are unable to 
help themselves, is an institution that would take the place of the present 
money-lenders and be able to lend on individual credit on reasonable terms. 
And as, in spite of what is said to the contrary, you cannot run a Bank that is to 
meet the demands of a large population from year's end to year's end ull 

mere philanthropic principles, special facilities, subject to such conditions as the 
Government may think fit to impose, have to be granted to place the concern 
in a position gradually to take the place of the 1l10ney-lenders and at the same 
time to earn a fair return on the capital invested. I do not advocate any-
thing which the Government, of which Lord Cromer was a member, was not. 
prepared to give in 1884. A complete scheme intended to have operation in the 
Purandur Taluqa of the Poona District was then formulated. It is said to have 
fallen through because the Secretary of State would not sanction it. But 
r,1atters have become more critical si;1ce then, and it is possible that a si;nilar 
scheme may no\\' receive favourable consideration. In any case I respectfully 
draw attention to the proposals of 1884_ 

,. Oct r.'z' T<lxat '·Oll t'n J?:hmzc ipa,£t;es.-Last year the Hon'ble Mr. Sri R<I m 
hac! referred to a Resolution of Gmcrnment laying down the broad princ;ple that 
uct:-oi in municipal towns should not be levied on article.;; subject to sea-customs 
c:.lty at a rate higher than one-quarter anna per rupee, except in the case of ghee, 
timber and ·tobacco. Since then a further development has taken place. Octroi 
is the mainstay of municipal revenue in great many important towns in the Centra! 
as in thr. United Provinces, and, considerin,g the ail-embracing character of the 
sea-customs duty, the Government order threatened a serious dislocation of 
municipal finance. It was accordingly represented by the local bodies in my 
Province-and their representa.tion had to a great extent the support of the Local 
Administration-that the existing rate, which ranged from one-quarter to one anna 
per rupee, should be permitted to be maintained, except in cases where it may 
degenerate into a transit-duty on through trade. Final orders have recently been 
received. They are to the effect that the utmost concession the Government is 
prepared to make is to allow in the case of six articles only a sJ:ecial rate of three-

• 
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quarters of an'anna, this rate, however, being worked down within the next five years 
to one quarter anna. As the exempted articles occupy only a subordinate position 

in the schedule and as moreover five years is not a long period in the history of 

municipal administration, how best to meet the heavy loss of revenue thus threat-

e ~  is already causing the committees the greatest anxiety, especially as nowhere 

are their funds equal to the strain of the progressive need for improvement which 

is every day gaining in urgency in our growing towns. The Hon'ble the 

Finance Member said last year that octroi gave special openings for fraud and 

that he could hardly think of a more useful municiral tax than a house-tax. I ven-

ture respectfully to draw his attention to the remarks of Sir Charles Crosthwaite, 

who, when he says that it would be impossible to ra'se in Northern India 

or in the Central Provinces by direct taxati'm ar.ything lihe the sum raised by 

octroi laxation, that the attempt to substitute direct taxation for octroi taxation 

would lead to much and serious trouble, and that the discontent created would be 

out of all proportion to any advantage that would result, crystallizes local k now-

ledge and experience. In the Central Provinces octroi is as old as the days of 

the Bhosla rulers. It is paid mostly by traders, and the rest of the community 

do not feel that they pay any tax. Moreover, it is the presence in the schedule 

of the very rates which the Government order aims at reducing which gives 

equality of incidence. For most of the articles coming within the purview of 

the Resolution are luxuries, and the relief which the reduction of rates would give 

would be a relief to the rich at the expense of the poor. As to cost of 

collection, our experience has been that in large towns octroi costs the least to 

collect, and, asJ for fraud, it is reduced to a minimum under the system of 

fixed-value-passes that we have introduced. Under these circumstances, I 

venture to hope that the Government would be graciously pleased to reconsider 

the matter and permit a maximum rate of at least three-quarters of an anna as a 

permanent measure as recommended by our late Chief Commissioner, Sir 

Andrew Fraser, in the case of such municipalities only where the incidence of 

deduced average consumption shows that nothing that is not consumed 

within municipal limits is taxed. Any other course would, I am afraid, mar the 

usefulness of an institution that under the symparhetic guidance of officers 

of Government is doing good work to the advantage of the people and to the 

satisfaction of the Local Administration. 

" E"cise-duty 0" ~ s  "iew of the present depressed condition of 
the i ~ s  especially in Bombay, I am tempted to say a few words 

regarding the excise-duty on cotton-goods. It would appear, from the discussion 

which took place in this Chamber when this duty was imposed in 1894, that its 

lntroduction was ~ measure undertaken by the Government "Of India not of its 
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own initiative but in obedience to a mandate from Her late Majesty's Government 

in England. Even so, one is never without hopes tint the burden of a tax, 

imposed not on its own merits but under the pressure of the overpowering in-

fluence of an authority which is supreme in this as in other matters, may, if it 

be found to be injuriously affecting an industry, which is desen-ing of every 

fostering care the Government can bestow on it, be taken off, or at least made 

less onerous. Indeed, circumstances have so aliered since the duty was imposed 

that one feels impelled to draw attention to the hardship that is involved in its 

continued existence. In 1894, the mill-industry was in a fairly p:-osperous 

conditlon. The purchasing power of the Indian people had not been para-

lyzed, as it since has been, by de\'astating famines Competition of Japan in 

the China market had only just made its appearance, but had not succeeded in 

making its influence felt to any appreciable degree. And it was said in justifi-

cation of the duty that with increasing prosperity its burden would in due course 

be transferred to the consumer through the medium of a rise in prices. But 

unfortunately the contrary has happene:i. The price of cloth, instead .of going 

up, has gone down by about 1:l per cent. since 1894, nor has it been found 

possible to reduce the cost of production to such an extent as to leave a margin 

for profit large enough to make up for the fall in prices. Thus the anticipated 

transfer of the l:-urden from the producer to the consumer not having taken 

place, it has necessarily to be borne by the former. But since some time past 

the mill· industry has been passing through a severe crisis; and thus the 

pressure of the duty, which might, under favourable circumstances, have been 

borne with ease, has become oppressive. A concrete example will explain this. 

A competent authority has put the average selling price of Bombay mill-maae 
ordinary cloth at 7! annas and the average net profit, taking good with bad 

years, at t anna per lb. Thus the profit made on 100 Ibs. which costs 
750 annas to produce, is 50 annas, and this prorlt has to bear a duty of 
~  annas, or over 50 per cent. The foreign trade is said to be subject to 

an equally onerous charge. I do not possess the necessary technical knowledge 

to discuss the currency question, but there are some broad facts which, in my 
humble judgment, seem to deserve consideration. Prior to the closing of 'the 

Mints to the free coinage of silver, the par of exchange was on the same footing 

as regards our rupee and the Chinese dollar. But since the adoption of the 

closure policy, the rupee is not on the natural basis of its intrinsic value. An 

artificial value has been placed on it, so that while the metal of which it is com-

posed has gradually dwindled down to 22d. the rupee itself has been maintained 

at 42d. per ounce. But as such a state of things does not exist in China j 

the Indian manufacturer who sells his goods in China, receives in exchange . ' 
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a certain ntlmber of dollars, which, when he converts them into rupees, 

give him a smaller number of that coin than what they did before the currency 

was contracted. Thus where he used to get 220' rupees for every JOO 

dollars, he now gets 120 rupees. At a recent meeting of the Bombay Cha m ber 

of Commerce, the Hon'ble Mr. Moses said that the con clition of the Bombay 

mills was deplorable .. Ten mills had been closed or sold at a third of their 

original value, eleven "ere about to go into liquidation, and the rest were eking 

out a bare existence. Even when acting in combination the fiscal measures of 

Government may not, as is sometime;; aIleged, have brought about this state of 

things. Other causcs may be in operation, but that the excise-duty and the dis-

location of the dealings with China olVing to the currency policy have had their 

share in aggravating the present depression seems to be clear. 1 am not com-

petent to say whet.her the benefits which have flowed from the currency policy 

do not outweigh the disadvantages it may have caused, and I should not be 

understood to criticise that policy in an adverse spirit. All I wish to urge is 

that our mill-industry has a special claim to indulgent treatmcnt. Its ruin in-

volves not merely the ruin of a venture in which 15 to 20 crores of capital h,ls 
been sunk, but such a misfortune is sure to operate as a deterrent to the _ develop-

ment of manufaclurin ~ in:iustries in the future. Considering how vitally im-

portant it is that the Indian population should not be reduced to one dead level Of 
poverty-stricken agriculturists to ,ink under the strain of the first failure of crops 

in spite of all the aid the Government in its bounty may give, it is not too much, 

1 submit, to ask for an enquiry. And if, as has been said by persons entitled tu 

speak with authority, it be found that much of the goods which pay excise do not 

enter into competition wilh Manchester, or if they did, do so only to a 

microscopic degree, a strong case would btl made out for the abolition or the 

partial abolition of the duty, which might influence the Government in England. 

The recent imposition of an import-duty on corn in England, without any 

cJuntervailing excise-duty on home-grown corn, would also justify a re·opemng 

of the question. 

" IrrigaHon.-Soon after Your Excellency assumed the government of this 
country, you were pleased to say, 'the subject of irrigation appealed very 

closely to my concern.' This declaration has been followed up by prompt 

action, and irrigation now ~ ies a foremost place in the financial arrange-

ments of the year. For this the Central Provinces have cause to be especially 

thankful. For they had hitherto been conspicuous by their absence in the 

accounts relating to irrigational expenditure. All that is changed now. Cnlil 

the report of the Commission and the Government order thereupon are received, 
• 
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no definite line of action ·can be taken. But in the meantime the provisional 

recommendations of the Commission are being given effect to, especially in the 

Chhatisgarh, where the appearance of distress has, to some extent, e i i ~ e  

matters. Our three big rivers, Weinganga, l\lahanuddy and Nerbudda, lend 

themselves, more or less, to large projects, and these are being investigated by 

the Public \Vorks Department, and will, when feasible plans are formulated, 
be carried out. Besides these, minor works, such as tanks, wells and field em-

bankments, are being taken in h,wd through the agency of the District Revenue 

Staff and in consultation with the landholders, who are cordially co·operating 

and contributing funds to supplement Government grants. It 1V0uld be ;:11-
possible to overrate the good that these works will do. It costs nothing to be-

little projects like these of immense practical utility by calling them mere matters 

of administrative detail, but those who are benefitting by them, and they are 

the entire agricultural population, think anu hold otherwise. 

"Agricttltu1'fl1 Improvement.-Reference has been made to what is 
going on in the Central Provinces in the matter of agricultural improvement. 

Indeed, much useful work is being done there. The principle kept in view is 

not to force reforms inconsistent with the condition of our agriculture but to 

http in the introduction of such improved methods as can readily assimilate 

with our existing methods. And as this is best done by working in the midst 

of the people themselves where they can watch and learn what is being 

done, small demonstration farms, subsidiary to the experimental farm at Nagpur, 

hare been started in suitable localities in various parts of the Province. 

Selected seeds and seeds of improved varieties are being distributed. Local 

methods are being improved by importation of more skilled labourers from one 

district to another. Intelligent  landholders and cultivators are being helped in 

every way to introduce improved methods in their own farms. Useful informa-

tion written in simple language is being disseminated. All this and much 

more, which I need not dilate upon, is being silently done. Our local Victoria 

Memorial is to take the form of an Institute for improvement of agiculture 

and 'industries. We h ~ already registered ourselves under the Literary 

Societies' Registration Act, 1866, and, before leaving the Province, Sir Andrew 

Fraser laid down the foundations of an organization that is to cover the whole 

Province and that will be worked by a body of official and non· official members 

in harmonious co-operation with the Department of Agriculture. OUf Director 

is to have an assista.nt, who will devote himself excluf;ively to this and cognate 

matters, and, I understand, our present Superintendent of the Nagpur Farm, 

Mr. R. S. Joshi, is to be that assistant. A worthier selection could not be 

made. Thoroughly trained in modern methods, intensely practical, possessing 
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a complete knowledge of local systems and bringing to hear on his work a whole-
hearted devotion, the Province, to quote the words of our Director, • owes him 
a considerable deht for his many years of good work in the efforts to improve 
agriculture.' I hope and pray that, helped by these measures, the Province 
under the blessings of Providence will at no distant date once more enter upon 
an era of plenty and prosperity." 

The Hon'ble SAVVID HUSAIN BILGRAMI said :-" My Lord, the con-
gratulations with which Your Lordship has been greeted in the Council Chamber 
to-day will be echoed throughout the country, and though the tax-payer at large 
may not understand the skill and economy that have led to the signal financial 
success re\·ealed in the Budget Statement of the year, he will none the less 
appreciate the relief which Your Lordship has been able to grant him from a 
part of his burden. N or will the good deed go unrewarded, for I am persuaded 
that the remission of eight annas on salt will lead to an increased consumption 
in future years and reduce appreciably the loss estimated to accrue from this 
source. 

'/j But while the relief afforded by the reduction of duty on salt will take 
some time in reaching the c.:>nsumer, the raising of the limit of taxable income 
will be hailed at once by thousands of petty traders, clerks and pensioners and 
be a pleasant remembrance and happy augury to them of the year of His 
Majesty's Coronation. 

" The recuperative power of the country, and the wise measures taken by 
Your Lordship's Government for its development, have resulted in a succession 
of four prosperous years, and we may be permitted to hope that these four years 
will be followed by many more of increasing prosperity. If the monsoons do not 
fail us, and war is averted, we may indeed count on recurring surpluses and a 
condition of stability in the finances of the country to which she has long been 
a stranger. With such a prospect before us, it may not be out of place to 
consider what use might be made of our anticipated prosperity, and in which 
direction our future surpluses might be employed with the greatest advantage 
to the country. 

" I believe, my Lord, in the efficacy of education, and I believe that, as 
tirr.es permit, we should ask Your Lordship's Government for increased expendi-
ture in this direction, and ask year after yt:ar until we get it. Much of the 
poverty, a great deal of the oppression of which we hear, is due to ignorance. 
Reforms in administrative departments may polish the §urface; the real evil 
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remains beneath and will never be reached until the people come to know their 
rights and are able to resist the petty oppression of subordinates. The simplicity 
of the Indian raiyat is easily imposed upon. The most benevolent measures only 
reach him in an emasculated condition, if they are not turned into fresh engines 
of extortion. One of the best abused departments is the Police in India, but 
half of its evil odour would evaporate if the people whom the Police is 
supposed to protect were not ignorant of the most elementary concerns of life. 
1 he administration of plague measures would give little trouble but for the 
same reason. The remission of part of the duty on salt which. Your Lordship's 
Government has so graciously conceded will not, it is apprehended, reach the 
poor consumer at once, because in his ignorance he will let the middleman pocket 
the difference. Many an epidemic would be isolated and extinguished, many 
a serious riot would be prevented, but for the most childish misapprehensions 
bred of ignorance. I n short, instances might be multiplied ad injinit,lm to show 
how the best intentions of our rulers often miscarry owing to the simplicity and 
igriorance of those who should benefit by them. 

" I venture to submit, my Lord, that funds spent in dispelling this ignorance 
would be remunerative expenditure, as remunerative I was going to say as funds 
spent on irrigation, though in a different way. If its direct benefits are only 
moral, not material, it will indirectly and in its ultimate results bring in returns 
convertable into rupees, annas and pies. It will promote order, fortify and 
enhance the prestige and power of the executive and hel p to reduce expenditure 
in various directions, and in time even directly increase the receipts of the State. 
It is not an exaggeration to hold that no industrial revival, on which so much of 
the future prosperity of the country must necessarily depend, can take place 
until the general intelligence of the masses of its inhabitants has been raised to 
a higher level by the spread of education. 

" Yet how has the work of educating the people been done up to this time? 
India is spending something under a crore of rupees from Provincial funds on 
education for the service of a population of 232 million souls. A comparative 
study, in this connection, of the outlay on education from public funds in the 
foremost civilized countries of the world is very instructive. 

" Taking the year 18516.97 for convenience of comparison, one finds that 
while India was spendmg Rs. 95,22000 in round numbers on education, both 
direct and indirect, Engi,md was spending on direct education alone no less a 
sum than Rs. 12,03,54-,000; France was spending Rs. 12,42,98,000; Russia 
Rs. 5,24.81,000; Germany Rs. 5,]9,78,000 ; and the United States of America 
Rs. 1I,61,86,ooo! ' 
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" I t will be seen from a T':lbular Statement * which I will, with Your Lord-
ship's permission, take the liberty of laying en the table, that, taking the re-

spective populations of the countries concerned, the cost to the State per head 

of population works out at Rs. 3·9 for England iRs. 3°2 for France i annas 6°4 

for Russia iRe. I for Germany i Rso I °6 for the United States of America i and 

pies 7·7 only for India! 

.. Total expenditure on education from aJl sources, including endowments, 

subscriptions, the large item of fees, local and Municipal funds, etco, was, for the 

same year, Rs. 3;52,00,000 in round numbers, so that the net contribution of the 

State towards education was less than one-third of the total cost. And yet the 

total cost, not quite a third of which, be it remembered, was borne by the State, 
will not work out to more than annas 2°3 per head of population, so that, if we 

wished to overtake even a backward country like Russia, we should still have to 

spend little short of three times the amount we are spending now from all sources, 

public and pri vate. 

"When we remember that in some of these countries vast sums are contribut-

ed by private munificence to the higher education of the people, and that State 

funds are mostly appropriated to primary education, we can form some concep-

tion of the disparity of the position India occupies in the civilized world. E\Oen 

Russia, where the subject population is kept in a state bordering on slavery, 

spends nearly te n times as much as India! 

" So much for State expenditure on educationo Now let us enquire how many 

children are under instruction in India compared with other countries. I finl 

.for the same year that while we had some 37 lakhs of children under in-

struction in our schools "including aided and recognized private schools) out of a 

population of ~ millions, England had 65 lakhs out of a population of 31 

millions, Japan 46 lakhs out of a population of 43 millions, and Rusaia 45 lakhs 

out of a population of 129 millions! 1£ we were moving at the rate of our 
British fellow-subjects we should have 480 lakhs under instruction, if we took 

Japan for our model we should have 248 lakhs, but if we were content to follow 

the lead of a backward country like Russia, we should sti11 have 80 lakhs in our 

schools for our population! Another Tabular Statementt. which I take the liberty 

of laying on the table, will bear out my contention. 

" I think I have shown, my Lord, that His Majesty's Indian subjects are far 

behind e\'ery other civilized nation in the world in the matter of education. It 

is as much to the advantage of the rulers as of the ruled that this disparity 

• VitI. Appendix A. 
t Viti. Appendilt Bo 

• 
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should no longer be allowed to exist, and that the State should help us to over-

take fellow-traveIlers who have left us far behind them on their onward way. To 

argue, as some will argue, that our condition would be a great deal worse if our 

affairs were not cared for by our English rulers, would be neither just nor generous. 

We are grateful for the innumerable blessings we enjoy under British rule, but 

we claim the right of a backward and struggling people to be helped to work out 

our salvation out of taxes paid by ourselves. India is a poor country: if it ever 
grows rich again it will be with the help of its generous rulers. In a matter of 

vital importance, like that of education, it would be fatal to wait till we can help 

ourselves. That would be reasoning in a vicious circle. Hitherto when the need 

ior economy has risen the shears have been applied impartially and education has 
not been spared. In years of financial depression this was perhaps inevitable, but 

now that prosperity has once more made its appearance and pro1nises to stay 

with us, what better use could be made of it than to make a more generous 

grant towards education and extend its boundaries forward in all directions? 

The people of India expect a great deal from Your Lordship in this and in other 

directions, and they have no doubt that they will get it before you leave her 

shores. 

" I would have ventured to indicate another direction in which financial 

prosperity might afford relief to India-I mean the abolition of some of the 

duties that hamper our industries; but I feel persuaded that the questiolt of the 

economic freedom of India will have to be fought on English, not Indian, ground, 

and when the hattie is joined we know from past expeiience on which side Your 

Lordship's voice will be raised. 

" I do not wish to trespass on Your Lordship's time much longer, hut there is 

one smaIl matter to which I will, with Your Lordship's permission, call attention. 

The history of this Council; I need not remind Your Lordship, has been one of 

slow and cautious progress. There was a. time when the Ordinances of the 

Governor General issued at his own initiative or with the consent of the Executive 

Council had the force of law. .1 ucl ges of the Supreme Court were sometimes 
invited to help in the ela bor3.tion of enactments, but there was no . representation 

of any kind. The next step was laken in 1861 by the ~ i i  of the Legis-

lative Council and the appointment on it of a few non-official Members, Indian 

and European, nominated by Government. In J 892 a further advance was made 

and the number of non-official Members was increased, and in 1893 a restricted 

amount of representation was conceded which has over and over again sent to 
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the Council Members, both European and Indian, who have proved an ornament 
to the Legislature and a source of strength to its deliberations. The right of in-

. terpellation granted at the same time has often proved a means of clearing away 
misunderstandings and of justifying the Government to the public. At this point, 
however, the progress of popular principles has rested since 1892. There has been 
no further expansion, :.and, considering al1 inl erests, it is difficult to indicate in which 
direction futher expansion is possible in the near future. There is one point of 
procedure, however, which Your Lordship might consider without making the 
smallest change in the constitution of the Council. The present practice is to 
allow one day for the presentation of the Budget and another immediately after-
wards for what is cal1ed the debate. The interval between the two proceedings 
is far too short to permit of the non-official Members offering their views and 
criticisms with any fulness of preparation, while the official Members have hardly 
time to deal fully or adequately with any controversial matter that might have 
been brought up in the course of the debate. I therefore venture to suggest for 
Your Lordship's consideration whether it would not be in the best interests both 
of the Government and of the public in future to .grant an extra day, and, if 
practicable, to increase the interval between the Budget Statement and the 
debate." 

The Hon'ble RAI BAHADUR P. ANANDA CHARLU said :-" The widest and 
deepest thanks lire due to Your Excellency's Governmef't for the two reliefs in 
taxation ,,,hich have been announced in the Budget we are considering-though 
one of them, the Salt-tax, does not come up to Your Excel1ency's ideal that the 
reduction must be on a sufficient scale to relieve the people on whom it pressed 
with the greatest weight or to the rule admitted by Sir Edward Law that a very 
small reduction would be of no avail to the consumer. More than these have 
been claimed and were claimable for these many years and "'ere admittedly capable 
of being granted last year but for certain schemes, three in number which were 
named, and possibly two contingencies which loomed in front-both unspoken. 
One of these contingencies was a military scheme which was then in an embryonic 
form and which threatened to develop, on birth, into half a dozen Oliver 
Twists rolled into one. It had to be mentally reckoned with, as it was 
sure "to come down upon the country-whether it is liked or not-with all the 
force of v£s major with which there is no arguing. The other contingency 
arose in connection with the Delhi Darbar, for which an allotment had 
indeed been made, but which, like most human forecasts, m£ght exceed 
the initial provision by a good bit, having regard to nCIV phases in variety 
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and attractions which would, too surely, obtrude into view In th e interval 
and tempt acceptance and dovetailment .. Ungrudgingly, however, had this 
contingency to be silently taken into account, as the scheme and its scale were 
determined upon with a sz'nceyz'ty, which there is no doubtinlT-althoulTh "" ." 

there was a second side to the question and although many, whose 
standpoints and ideas of fitness of things were and are different, have, with equal 
sincerity, held the grand display as an outcome of the unconscious, and amiable 
frailty of masterminds, conscious of their strength-a display. by the way, that 
was calculated to outweigh a hundred homilies on thp. vallie of thrift alld 
impressively convey to the public mind a practical lesson that expensive 
demonstrations are, after all, not out of place on festive occasions. But now 
that the boons are accomplished facts, by-ganes must be by-ganes and there 
ought to be room, in our hearts, for no other than a feeling of unmixed rejoic-
ing, so far as thes:e items of relief are concerned-especiaIly as our minds would 
involuntanly and' not unreasonably associate these concessions with the 
Coronation of our new Sovereign, though they had not synchronised with its 
celebration here or elsewhere. The remission in Salt-tax, so far as it goes, 
ought to open up proportionately a vista of gladness in many a poor household, 
where that tax has hitherto been remembered with ill-repressed irritation and 
a sense of injustice as each morsel entered the mouth. So at least, it 
must be in my Presidency, where a meal, with a stinted supply of sait, is 
worse than a loaf without leaven or sweets without sugar. It is, however, 
a pity that the remission has been given a form which may not bring 
the relief home to the understanding of hosts of sm ... l1 buyers and may, in 
practice, even keep them out of the blessing for a time-being in their credulity 
liable to be hoodwinked and bamboozled by the plausible representation that 
the reduction is meant as a premium to purchasers in maunds and not for thl! 
rest. 'So much a seer' would have been a happier form; for tile seer is the 
measure of most men's purchase. Without laying myself open to the charge 
of looking a gift-horse in the mouth, I should suggest that the reduction 
should be a little more -and it could easily be a Iiltle more--so as to admit (If 
its being realized in terms and units familiar to the masses, i e., as a pice, and 
not as four-fifths of a pice, per seer. 

II Then the relief would be both intelligible to and demandable by the poorer 
classes for whom-as I toke it-it was distinctly meant. 1 trust the sugges-
tion is not too late. Obviously, it could not be mrtde earlier and it is never too 
late to mend. Otherwise, there is every risk of the capitalist and wholesale 
dealer absorbing die profit and doing the masses out of all participation in 
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what to them would toci surely be a ble;sing and not a' trifle' as is put in 
the Budget, in strange incongruity with the immediate admission that the tax (in 
lJuesHon) is paid mainly by those who can least afford to contribute anytking. 
I t is indeed true that this sort of gamE> on the part of capitalists and wholesale 
dealers could not last long and economic laws must sooner or later assert them-
selves and arrest the mischief. But, in spheres where there is little knowledge 
of rights and less of competition, the mischief would enjoy a regrettably 
longish lease. This the authors of the benefaction must devise methods to 
mInimIse. 

"Coming next to the relief respecting the income-tax, no less warm 
and general is the satisfaction that it has taken-not the form of lowering 
the rate or its abolition as has been pathetically suggested today, 
both of which would mean a favour to such as can pay-but the more 
generous form of saving from payment hosts who cannot afford it, 
without crippling their already slender resources and without forego-
ing many a homely comfort which would lend a charm to otherwise hum-
drum lives of fret and of dull monotony. There is, however, a manifest 
danger to this relief reaching most of those for whom it is expressly intended. 
Widows and orphans in receipt of small pensions and meagrely paid clerks in 
Commercial and Government offices will, of course, taste of the fruit, inasmuch 
a:> the definite amounts of their income will bar the· use of the long bow 
and the inventive faculties on the part of the informer-Class which is none the less 
unscrupulous for being governmentally employed. But the petty traders and 
others of uncertain and fluctuating income-the classes who make up the bulk 
of the donees of the relief-may, quite as now, be the victims of the 
very hardships and harassments which the Government expressly wish to 
preclude, 'Viz., harsh inquisitorial proceedings and over-assessments at unjusti-
fiably high rates. Nothillg is easier for the informer-class, which is behind the 
assessing class, than to overestimate the income and, being the masters of the 
situation as at present, frustrate the benevolent intentions of the Government 
in a vast majority of'eases, if not wholly • 

• , On the evils of the method which has been aU along pursued in the 
assessment of this tax I unbosomed myself at some length last year. My 
remarks are on record. I do not" wish to repeat or paraphrase them today. 
I will only add this :-that the staff of informers who are behind the assessor 
and on the strength of whose assurances the a!lsessments are virtually 
made are no better than the class miscalled King's 'witnesses, and that they 
should be rated no higher. If only their secret prom1>tings are in a few 
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instances thrown aside when not independently corroborated, their occupation 

would be gone and matters would right themselves wonderfully rapidly. 

At least in this single respect, the procedure of judicial tribunals ought to be 

accepted and acted upon, to be judicious and just, if for no other reason. It is 

certainly worthy of adoption to render the boon, now given, to become one in 

reality. That it may result in the acceptance of the interested sses~ee s version, 

though unsatisfactory, is true enough. But it certainly has at least the 

guarantee that it is given under the risk and trepidation of prosecution for a 

false return, while the allegations of the informer are both tainted and free from 

all fear of the criminal law. 

" looking at this in the light of a Coronation Budget as it appears to me to 

be, I notice \ ... ith pleasure that even the comparatively rich, vzz., a number of 
Native States, have had their gift in the shape of three years' interest on 

-Governmect guaranteed debt, etc., though in my selfishness as a tax-payer I may 

grumble at tht:ir being cried off. This, however, must materially aid them in re-

gaining thtir equilibrium after the severe strain they and their credit must have 

been put to, in actively displaying their rejoicing at the Coronation, whether it 

was at Delhi and in their own States. The cattle too, which cannot speak for 

themselves, are not forgotten; for they are expressly mentioned as meant and 

~ e e  to participate in the salt-tax relief. With this may be coupled the 

comforting declaration, made in a.nswer to my questions, that adequate provision 

is recogr:ized as existing to enable them to live and to thrive. It will hereafter 

be thtir own fault if they deteriorate, die out or ignore h~ laws of trespass, :is 

heretofore, and entail loss or prosecutions and other forms of harassment on their > 

possessors by their neighbours or by Forest officials. But if facts, as they are, do 

not tally with the above· noted declaration, it is for the villages concerned to bring 

to light matters which appear to the Government too onerous and plainly use-

less-though in my opinion it will not be useless, if undertaken and accomplished 
notwithstanding that it would be onerous, which I must admit. I put the ques-

tions, not without some substratum of doubt as to things being aIllhat they 

should be or are believed to be. Iii support of that doubt and out of some 

instances which have fallen within my observation I shall now only point out 

that, in respect of two vill2.ges of no less than 524 and 307 acres respectively, 

their printed settlement Registers, ready to hand contain this sentence: 

'Pastur?ge. No lands ~ e >been set aside for this purpose,' without 

:J. word to explain why. It is perhaps a truism that the up·keep of plough-

cattle at the requisite standard in numerical and staminal strength is as 

necessary an element • 0f agricultural well-being as ~  and lessons on 
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methods of cultivation, on rotation of crop and on suitable manure, all which 
might as well not exist, if this element is not up to the mark. It is, however, 
a truism, which, like many others, does often drop out of mind. It would be 
emphatically a case of the chain being as weak as the weakest link in it. 

" Now that a continuous attention to irrigation is as good as ensured under 
Your Excellen,cy's regime, it becomes urgent to study how best to improve the 
breed and the stamina of plough-cattle and how machine-devising ingenuity may 
be stirred up to supplement cattle-labour or supply its deficiencies in dealing 
with farms of a few acres each-say 20 to SO acres-not of thousands, for 
which and for which alone even America appears as yet to have provided. 
Perhaps the new Agricultural Department 'lnd the Inspector-General of 
Agriculture may not find work in these directions out of place within their 
sphere of labours or too mode3t for achievement of striking distinction or 
startling results. 

II The tiller of the soil too has not been lost sight of in the joyous moment. 
He gets his 25 lakhs for minor irrigation j but it is unfortunate that the remark 
is more or less tacked on to it that, out of the 25 lakhs allotted last year, no 
more than 16 lakhs has been spent. If so, it is surely not the tiller's fault j 

nor is it due to the absence of deficiencies which need remedying. The fact of 
this year's further allotment is an ample corroborati.on of the existence of the 
need for activity-unless it be like what it i~ not, viz., the liberality of Dr. 
Primrose in Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield who put a guinea in the 
pocket of his market-going children to prevent them from sulking but with 
a distinct admonition not to change or to spend. Then again, the remark that 
water cannot flow up hill, involving as it does a sarcastic fling at the advocates 
of irrigation as the panacea of many ills, is no less unfortunate. It implies that 
a\1 the tanks and reservoirs are in the best cf repairs and in the· best of 
conditions with their supply-channels in perfect order, that wells have been 
exploited for and sunk all over the area wherein needs and facilities have 
existed for them and that, apart from schemes which are said to require much 
time dnd careful preparation (grand canals presumably), the water millenium 
has reached the point where it is checked only by the natural law to which 
attention is drawn pointedly and.with an undertone of triumph. Having some 
idea of the deficiencies in the several respects above enumerated, I beg leave 
'to hold that the interval has not been long enough and the energy, brought to 
bear on that particular task, has not been in evidence strikingly enough, to 
impress one that the limits of feasibility have been reached. But, after all, no 
one asked that water should be made to flow uphill-though, if a proper case 
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arose, science would have her solution. All that is asked, which was liable 

to be so satirised as a demand to carry wa'ter uphill is, wherever possible, to 

raise the waters of rivers to levels higher than their beds and banks as is done 

by Krishna and Godavari anicuts and similar embankments. This and like 

demands cannot be scoffed at, as though they were a bid to jump into the moon. 

Now, coming back to the Budget, cne has to note, with some concern, that as 

to the vast body of the middle classes, they get no special gift. Spread of 

e.ducation, in its many forms, with a special eye to the technical side, 

a larger share in the government of their country so as to admit of retrench-

ments and of a just distribution of patronage, are among the special gifts 

which would be)ittest for them. On these and some other points in the BudgPt 

worthy of criticism, I would fain enlarge. But time forbids. 

" I cannot, however, omit to take up just three or four minutes to touch on 

the subject of our army, on which I felt bound to speak year after year and at 

considerable length last year and which-by its immensity, concretely and 

palpably exhibited to the eye at Delhi -had upon me quite a stunning effect. 

In spite of the peremptory defence which was made by way of reply to 

my remarks last year and of the chaff to which I was benignly treated, I 

must confess I remain incorrigible. In adhering to the position I have 

all along taken to the best of my judgment, I have this day only to point out 
that, as regards my view as to aLsence of real fears to India from Russia 

it is concurred in by no less than Sir Edward Grey-not a sentimental pro-

Indian, or an m· informed dabbler in politics nor yet a pretentious glo!:le-trotter-
but one who -if my humble judgment is worth anything-might one day rise to 

the highest position under his Sovereign-one too whom-be it said to his lasting 

credit-not even the party-muzzle could gag when duty and truth seemed to 

him to demand outspoken utterance of his mind_ Sir Charles Dilke-a 

keen observer and more or less an accepted authority on questions of Greater 

Britain-is virtually of the same way of thinking. I say I virtuaily' as his 

statement that the present Indian Army is adequate for its purposes might 

be misconstrued into a denial of its being, to any extent, superfluous. As I 

understand him in the context, he was speaking-not on the issue 

whether it is or is not too much-but on the proposal of virtually adding to it. The 

need for such addition he denied, and all other considerations were irrelevant and 

were left untouched or taken for granted for the time being. 

"If as Sir Edward Grey has said-and said truly as I hold-the North·West 
Frontier of India is a bugbear and it would be more difficult for Russia to 

place ~  men there than for England, the only vulnerable point in this 
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peninsula is practically safe and the only outsid-e foe, if Russia is a 

foe as taken for granted, is powerless for harming her. Where then 

is India's enemy and where else is the' weak point open to attack? Internal 

peril there is none. All turbulent spirits have been not only quelled but 

happily crushed once for all. The loyalty of the people is impregnable, 

if only on the basis of the strongest self·interest. 

" '''''hile thus we are busy pressing our case--50 to speak--for an inch, a 

demand is sprung upon us for quile a  mile in the opposite direction. We read, 

in the papers, that the problem is raised and hotly debated in England whether 

we ought not to be saddled with a contribution virtually to the cost of the 

British forces, on what I should, in this connection, call the shadow}' ground of 

imperial obligations. But this is far too vast and too-many-sided a problem to 

be dwelt upon here within the extremely limited time and with the very 

slender materials I may just now lay claim to. But this I feel I have a right 

to ,say, that, freed from all adver.titious considerations and vague issues with 

which the problem is obscured and confused, the real imperial interests 

and obligations of Great Britain-as the local Statesman neatly put it 

the other day-lie 'in s ~g i g of the over·sea portions of the Empire 

;;.nd the protection of the trade-routes which are the very life-blood of British 

prosperity'. To this must perhaps be added the obligations, still inchoate, 

which might arise from the relations which are beginning to be fostered between 

Britain and her colonies. Towards the ~ s  of these purposes, India would be 

doing more than ample by maintaining an army of her own, even with the 

reductions contended for. But would it be just to call upon her to open 

her already lean purse directly or even remotely for the benefit of people who, on 

the score of the out-of-date colour-privilege, are intolerant of Indians even as 

willing, useful, skilful and sober coolies, with the tokens upon them of a civilisa-

tion, of which sobriety and cleanliness are, and I hope will ever he, the dis-
tinguishing marks? It)s for unbiassed statesmanship and British conscience 

to give the response." 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE said: -"Your Excellency, I desire at the 
outset respectfully to associate myself with what has been said by my Hon'ble 
Colleagues, who have preceded me, in recognition of the important measures 

adopted by Government this year to give relief to the tax-payers of this 

country. For five successive years now, the Hon'ble Finance Member has heen 

able to announce a largt: surplus of revenue over expenditure, and these surpluses 
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have aggregated over 22 crores of rupees, as may be seen from the following 

figures:- . 

Year 

1898-99 

1899-1900 

1900-1901 

1901-1902 

1902-1903 

Total for 5 years 

Surplus in crores 
of Rupees. 

3'9 
4.2 

2'5 

7'4 
4'/ 

22'1 

" Moreover, a sum of over II crores has been spent during the period out of 

current revenues for meeting extraordinary charges, but for which the aggregate 

surplus would have amounted to over 33 crores of rupees. My Lord, to take 

from the people a sum of 22 crores in five years over and above the requirements 

of e e ~ i  and extraordinary-at a time again when the country 

was admittedly suffering from famine and plague and general industrial 

depression as it had never suffered before, is a financial policy, the justifica-

tion of which is not at all clear i and I cannot help thinking that even the cautious 

mind of the Hon'ble Member ought to have been satisfied with a shorter period 

than fi\'e years and a smaller total surplus than 22 crores to be able to recognize 

that with a I6d. rupee Government were bound to have large and recurring 

surpluses year after year, when the level of taxation had been so determined as 

to secure financial equilibrium on the basis of a (3d. rupee. However, it is 

better late than never, and I sincerely rejoice that my Hon'ble friend was at 

last able to advise Government that the time had come when the claims of the 

tax-payers, who have had to submit to continuous and ceaseless additions 

to the taxation of the country during the last' eighteen years, to some 

measure of relief might be safely considered. My Lord, as regards the 

particular form of relief, decided upon by Government, I have nothing but 

the warmest congratulations to offer. I confess I was not without 

apprehension that Lancashire, with its large voting strength in the House 

of Commons and its consequent influence with the Secretary of State for 

India, might once more demonstrate how powerless the Indian Govern-

ment was to resist its demands and that the abolition of cotton-duties 

might take precedence of the reduction of the duty on salt. My fears, however, 

have happily been proved to be groundless, and I respectfully beg leave to con-

gratulate Government on the courage, the wisdom and the statesmanship of 

their decision. PuMic opinion in India has for a long time prayed for these very 
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measures of relief, and the National Congress has, year after year, urged upon 
the attention of Government the necessity of raising the' taxable minimum Ilmit 

of the income·tay. from five hundred rupees to one thousand, and of reducing 

I the duty on salt from Rs. 2·8 a maund to Rs. 2 at the earliest opportunity; My 
I Lord, I am surprised to hear the opinion expressed in some quarters h ~  the 
I reduction of the salt-duty will not really benefit the vast mass of our population, 
but that it will only mean larger profits to small traders and other middlemen. 
I think that those who express such an opinion not only ignore the usual effect 

on prices of competition among the sellers of commodities, but that they also 

ignore the very obvious lesson which the figures of salt consumption during the 

. last twenty years teach os. An examination f)f these figures shows that, during 

the five years that followed the reduction ofthe salt-duty in 1882, the total 

consumption of salt advanced from 28'37 millions of maunds to 33'71 miJiions-

. an increase of 5'35 million maunds or fuJly 18 per cent. In 1887.88, the duty 

\ was raised from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2·8 a maund, which n.ot only arrested the steady 

, increase of the previous five years but actually led to a reduced consumption 

, during the next four years, and this in spite of the fact that the figures for 

these years included for the first time the figures of salt consumption in Upper 

Burma, It was not till 1891-92 that the ground thus lost was again recovered, 

but since then consumption has remained virtually stationary-only a very slight 
advance of less than 6 per cent. being recorded in 14 years as against an in-

crease of 18 per cent. in five years previous to the enhancement of the salt-

duty. My Lord, I am confident that what has happened before will happen 

again, and that the Finance Member will not have to wait long before he is 

able to announce that the consumption of salt is once again steadily on the in-

crease, And the loss of revenue caused by the reduction in duty at present 

will be only a temporary loss, and that in a few years' time it will disappear 

altogether in consequence of increased consumption. Again, my Lord, 

I have heard the opinion expressed that the duty on salt does not after all con-

stitute any serious burden on the resources of the poorer classes of our com-

munity, because this duty, it is urged, is the only tax which they contribute 

to the State. Here" again, I must say that those who express such a view 

hardly realize what they are talking about. Our revenue is principally derived 

from Land, Opium, Salt, Excise, Customs, Assessed Taxes, Stamps, Forests, 

Registration and Provincial Rates. Of these, the Opium Revenue is contributed 

by the foreign consumer and may be left out of account. Of the remaining 

heads, the proceeds of the Assessed Taxes are the only receipts that come 

exclusively from the middle and upper classes 'of the people, and the v are 

represented by a comparatively small sum -being less. than two crores of 
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rupees a year. On the other land, the bulk of the Salt Revenue comes from 
the pockets of the poorer classes. The Abkari Revenue again is contributed 

mainly by them; so also is the Forest Revenue. Under Stamps and Regis-

tration, they contribute their fair sh e~ ssi  more than their share, as the 

bulk of our litigation is about small sums. I believe they also contribute their 

share under Customs. And as regards Land Revenue anu Provincial Rates, in 

raiyatwari tracts at any rate, a large proportion of this revenue comes from 

very poor agriculturists. So far, therefore, from contributing less than their 

fair share to the exchequer of the State, the poorer classes of our community 

contribute, as a matter of fact, much more than they should, relatively to their 

resources; and Government have therefore done wisely in deciding to give relief 

to these classes by a reduction of the duty on salt. I trust it may be possible for 

Government to reduce this duty still further in the near future, for the consump-

tion of salt, which in the time of Lord Lawrence was found to be about 12th. per 

head in some parts of India, is now not even IOlb. per head, whereas the highest 

medical opinion lays down 20th. per head as a necessary standard for healthful 

existence • 

. "My Lord, in the remarks which I made in the course of the Budget discussion 

of last year, I dwelt at some length on the heavy and continuous additions 

made by Government to the taxation of the country since 1886, and I urged 

that as the currency policy adopted by Government had put an end to their 

exchange difficulties, some relief should be given to the sorely-tried tax-payers 

by a reduction of the salt-duty, a raising of the taxable minimum limit of the 

income· tax, and the abolition of the excise-duties on cotton,goods. Two of 

these three pra)'ers have been granted by Government this year, and it was 

mucll to be wished that they had seen their way to grant the third also. These 

excise-duties illustrate what John Stuart Mill has said about the Government 

of the people of one country by the people of another. They were levied 

not for revenue purposes but as a concession to the selfish agitation of 

Manchester. They are maintained owing to a disinclination on the part of 

Government to displease that same powerful interest, though the mill.industry 

in this country, owing to various causes, not the least important of which is 

the currency policy of Government themselves, is in a state of fearful depression. 

The justification ostensibly urged in favour of their retention is that the 

principles of free trade would be violated if they were removed while the 

imports from Manchester were liable to Customs-duties. The hollowness of 

this justification has, however, been effectively shown up by the present Editor 

of the Times of India in the brief IntrodLlction contributed by him to a , 
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pamphlet, published some time ago by my friend Mr. B. j. Pad shah, irr which 
the question of the effect produced by the excise-duties on the cotton-in-

dustry of India has been examined with elaborate care and a clear grasp of 

principles. 

, In deference °to the representations of Lancashire mill·owners,' says the writer of 

the Introduction," India was compelled to impose an excise-duty upon her own cotton-

manufactures. That is to say, she was forced to tax an internal industry at a peculiarly 

inopportune time for 'the benefit of Lancashire. She was practically sacrificed to the 

political exigencies of the moment. The British Parliament has now imposed a duty-

not large but enough to be felt-upon imported corn. India sends corn to England 

just as Lancashire sends piece-goods to India. If the British Parliament really desires 

to render that justice to India which it so frequently professes, its only logical course 

must be to place an excise-duty on its own home-grown corn. Such a proposition is 

naturally impossible, but it serves to throw into strong relief t1:e essential injustice of 

the present treatment of the Indian cotton-industry. The British Parliament is willing 

enough to thrust taxation upon Indian mill-owners for the benefit of their Lancashire 

brethren: but it places a protecting arm round the British farmer as against India." 

" In no other ~  would such a phenomenon of the Government 

taxing an internal industry-even when it was bordering on a state of collapse-

for ti":e benefit of a foreig .. competitor be possible, and I am inclined to believe 

that the Government of Indiil themselves regret the retention of these duties 

as much as anyone else. I earnestly hope that before another year is over 

the Secretary of State for India and the British Cabinet will come to realize 

the great necessity and importance of abolishing these duties, whose continued 

maintenance is· not only unjust to a great Indian industry but also highly im-

politic on account of the disastrous moral effect which it cannot fail to produce 

on the public mind of India. 

" My Lord, the Financial Statement rightly observes that for the first 

time, since J 882, the Government of India have this year been able to 

announce a remission of taxation. Twenty-one years ago, a Viceroy, 

whose name will ever be dear to every Indian heart, aSSisted by a Finance 

Minister who has since risen to a most distinguished position in the 

service of the Empire, took advantage of the absence of any disturbing 

elements on the financial hOorizon to modify and partially recoostruct the 

scheme of our taxation and expenditure. The financial reforms of Lord Ripon 

and Major Baring (now Lord Cromer), joined to other great and statesmanlike 

measures of that memorable administration, roused throughout the country a 

feeling of enthusiasm for British rule such as had never before been witnessed ~ 
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and the mind of every Indian student of political <lnd findncial questions con-

stantly harks back to that time, because it soua,ht to fulfil in a steady and 

earnest manner the higher pllTpose of England's connection with India. The 

fiscal status est a blished during that period ~s rudely disturbed in 18.35 in 

consequence of an arprehension of R uS!"ian aggression on the North-Western 
Frontier, and a period of continuous .storm and stress, financial and otherwise, 

followed, which I venture to think has now happily come to a close. During 

the 14 years-from 1885 to 1898-the GovernlT.ent of India ~  about 120 

crores of rupet·s from the people of hi~ country over and abo\·c the level of 

J882-85 (inclusive of "hoat 12 crores lor Upper Burrn:l) under the larger heads 

of Revenue-about 36 crores under Land Revenue, 25 under Salt, 12 under 

Stamps, 18 under Excise, ~ under Customs, and ~ under Assessed Taxes. 

Nearly 80 crores out of thi" additional I ~  crores, i.e, fullv hi ~  was swal-

lowed up by the Army services, whereas the Shalf!S that fell to the lot of ~ i  

education out of this vast sum was representel by less than a crore Of rupees. My 

Lord, I mention these facts not (0 indulge in vain regrels about a past which is 

now be) ond recall, but because I wish ~ es  a::d re,pcctfully to emphasise the 

great necessity 0;' increased expenditure in future on objects which hil.ve so far 

been compar;ltively neglected, as on these the ultimate well-being of the people 

so largely depends. As things stanrl at pre>ent, Indian finance is virtually 

at the mercy of mililary consideriitions, and no well-sustained or vigorous 

effort by the State on an adequate seal::: for the material advancement or the 

moral progress of the people is possi[-,le ~i e our revenues are liable to be 

appropriated in an ever·increasing prop::::rtion for military purposes. My Lord, 
I do not wish to speak to·day of the serious and danlling increase that 

has taken place during the last eighreen years ill the military expenditure 

of the country, which has risen in a time: of profound peace from about 

17t crores-the e g~ for 1832-RS-tO ~ crares-the arnount .provided 

in the current year's Budgf!t, i.e., by over 50 ~  cent, when the revenue 

derived from the principal heads has risen from 5 I crores to 69 ~s only, ie., 
by about 3S per cent. Our.Mllitary expenditure absorbs practic:.lly. the whole of 

our Land-revenue and exceeds the entire civil expenditure of the country by 

about 2l crores, thus demonstrating the excessive e e ~ of the military 

factor in Indian finar.ce. In no country throughout the civilised world do the 

Army Services absorb s(> large a proportion of the national income. Not even in 

Russia is this e e i ~ more than one-fourth of the total ordinary revenue, 

while with us it is about one-third, omitting, of course, from the Revenue side 

Railway receipts, which are balanced by a corresponding entry on the Expendi-

ture side. Military :rafety is no doubt a paramount consideration to which every 
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other must yield, but military preparedness has no ddinite standard and might 

absorb whatever resources can be made available for it practically without 

limit. Moreover, the demar.ds of military improvement must grow more and 

more numeroICs and insistent as years roU by, and there can be no finality in such 

. matters. Military efficiency must, he ~ e  as Lord Salisbury once pointed 

! out, be always relative, i c., determined in the case of each cOllntry by a 
combined consideration of its needs of defence and the resources that it can 

fairly devote for the purpose. Judged by this test, our military expenditure 

must be pronouncfd to be milch too heavy, and unless effective measures are 

taken to bring about its reduction, or at any rate prevent its further increase, 

there is but little hope that Govelnment will ever be able to find adequate funds 

for public education or other important and pressing measures of internal i:nprove-

ment. The question cannot be put better than in the eloquent words used by 

Lord Mayo in his memorable minute on the subject dated 3rd October 1870-

words which are as true to-day as they were 30 years ago-if anything, even 

more so. 

" Though the financial necessities of the bour," said he," have brought more promi-

nently'to our view the enormous cost of our army (16'3 crores) as compared with the 

available resources of the country, I cannot describe fiscal difficulty as the main reason 

for the course we have taken. I consirler that if our condition in this respect was most 

prosperous, we sh"uld still not be justified in spending one shilling more on our army 

than can be shown to be absolutely and imperatively necessary. There are considera-

tions of a far hightr nature involved in this matter than the annual exigencies of finance 

or the interests of th03e who are employed in 'the military service of t he Crown. Every 

shilling that is taken for unnecessary military expenditure is so much withdrawn from 

those vast sums which it is our duty to spend for the moral and material improvement 01 

the people." 

"The present strength of our Army is in excess of what the Simla Com-

mission of I ti79-of which Lord Roberts was a member-pronounced to be 

sufficient both for the purpose of maintaining internal peace and for rep<;lling 

foreign aggression, not only if Russia acted alpne, b!lt even if she acted with 

Afj:(hanistan as an ally. General Brackenbury, some time ago Military Member 

of the Governor General's Council, admitted in his evidence before the Welby 

Commission that the present strength was in excess of India's own require-

ments and that a portion of it was maintained in India for imperial purposes. 

The truth of this statement was forcibly i\1u<;trated during the last three years 

when India was able to spare, without apparent g~  or inconvenience, a large 

number of troops for Imperial purposcs in South Africa and China. Again, 

since the Army increases of 1885 were made, a great deal bas been done at a 
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heavy outlay of money to strengthen ollr coast and frontier· defences and 

to place the administration of the Army on a sounder basis. The armed 

strength has, moreover, improved in other directions also. The number d 

Volunteers has increased by nearly 13,000 men. The i~e Army reservists now 

number close upon 20,000 and the I mperial Service troops about 18,900-both 

new and recent creations. My Lord, I alii free to admit that in these matters 

Government are bound to be guided, mainly, if not exclusively, by the opinion of 

their expert military advisers. But there are certain broad features of the 

situation-certain large questions of general policy-which, I believe, itis open 

to everyone to discuss: and I venture to submit, with much diffidence and not 

~i h  a sense of responsibility, a few remarks on this subject for the cOn-

sideration of Your Excellency's Government. Our Army is for all practical 

purposes a standing army, maintained on a war j"ooHng even in times of ~ e  

It is altogether an i e ~ e force, without any strong auxiliary supports in 

the cOllntry such as exist in European States, and its strength can be augment-

ed only by an arithmetical increase of its cost. In Western countries and even 

in Japan, which has so .:luccessfully copied the Western system, the establish-

ment maintained in times of peace can, owing to their splendid system of reserves, 

be increased three, {our, five, even six times in times of war. Japan, for instance, 

which spends on her Army in times of peace about one-fourth of what we 

spend, has a peace establishment half our own and can mobilize in times of 

war nearly double the number of men that India can. The British troops in 

this country are under the Short Service system, but owing to the peculiarity 

of the situation, the main advantage of short Service-'i:'z·z., ~e i g for the 

country a large body of trained reservists-goes to England, while all the dis-

advantages of the system-the paucity of seasoned soldiers, increased payments 

to the British War Office for recruitment charges and increased transport lharges-

have to be .borne by us. The Native Army is in theory a Long Service army, 

but it was calculated by the Simla Army Commission, on the basis of the 

strf"ngth which then existed, that a"S many as 80,000 trained Native sol-

diers obtained their discharge and returned to their hpmes in ten years' 

time. 'And the formation of reserves was proposed by the Commission so as 

to keep the greater number of these men bou:Jd to the obligations of service and 

also in the hope that the reser·,es so formed in time of peace might f enable the 

Government to reduce the peace strength of the Native Army.' The Commis-

sion apprehended no political danger from such a restricted system of reserves, 

and it was calculated that the proposed reserves, if sanctioned, would absorb 

about 52,000 out of the 80,000 men retiring from the Army every ten years. 

Acting on this reco,",mendation, Lord Dufferin's Government decided on the 
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formation of such reserves, and proposed to begin with two kinds-regimental 

and territor:al reserves-of which the latter system W:lS ~  better suited 

to the circumstances of such a large country and would undoubtedly have suc-

ceeded better. But the India Offict:, more distTllstful in the matter than the 

men on the spot, disallowed the formation of territorial reserves, with h~ result 

that our reservists today do not number even 20,000 mt!n. Practically, therefore, 

we h:lve to place our sole reliance on a standing army, and while the plan is, 

financially, the most wasteful conceivdble, c\'en as an organization of national 

defence it is radically faulty. No pouring out of money like water on mere standing 

battalions can ever give India the military strength and preparedness which 

other civilized countries possess, while the wnole populat on is disarmed and the 

process of demartialization continues apace. The poiicy of placing the main 

reliance for purposes of defence on a standing army has nOlv bl"en discarded 

e\'erywh< re eife, anel at the pr< sent mon ent India is about the only country in the 

civilized world where the people are debarred from the privileges of c:'tz'zen 

soldiership and from all voluntary participation in tht: responsibilities of national 

defence. The whole arrangement is an unnatural one j One may go furthc:r 

and say that it is an impossible one, and. ii ever unfortunately a day of real stress 

and ~e  comt:s, Government wili find it so. My Lord, 1 respectfully plead 

for a policy of a Ettie more trust in the matter. I f"eely e ~ i e the necessity 

of proceeding with great caution, and if Govern,11ent are not prepared to trust aU 

parts of the cOllntry or all classes of the community e ~  let them select parti-

cular areas and particular sections of thl" community for their experiment. What 

I am anxious to see is the adoption of some plan, whereby while a position of greater 

seH-respect is assigned to us in the work of national defence, the establif,hments 

necessary during peace and war times may be s~ e  and thus our finances 

may be freed from the intolerable' pressure of an excessive and ever-growing 

military expenditure. 

" My Lord, the question wlJich, in my humble opinion, demands at the 
present n,oment the most earnest and anxious attenticn of Government is the 

steady deterioration that is taking place in the economic condition of the mass 

of our people. In my speech onlast yf'ar's Budget, I ventured to dwell at some 

length cn this subject and I have no wish to repeat again today what I then 

said. But the Hon'hle Sir Edward Law has made a few observations' on the 

question in the Financial Statement under discussion which I deem it my duty 

not to allow to pass unchallenged. At page 20 of the Statement, under the 
heading of Economic Progress, my Hon'ble friend observes :-

II As a general indication of the increasing wealth of the taxpayers, I think that 
a very fairly correct estimate 01 the position is to be obtained by not ing the increase 
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in revenue returns under heads the returns from which are manifestly dependent on their 

spending power. Such heads are Salt, Excise,'Customs, Post Office and in a lesser 

degree Stamps, and I give the following ligures, showing progress in revenue under these 

heads during the last three years. • The inevitable deduction from 

the figures tabulated must be that the malert"a! prosperit" of II:,? people as a .hole is 
making good progress." 

" My Lord, I can only say that I am amazed at the Hon'ble Member's idea 

of what he calls the' good progress' of the material prosperity of the 

people. Are the figures really so striking that they should convey to his mind 

a clear and emphatic assurance on a momentous question and fill him with such 

evident satisfaction? Last year, in replying to some of the remarks which I 

had made on this subject, the H on'ble Member was pleased to state that I had 
been arbitrary in my selection of certain periods for comparison and that I had 

compared the statistics of an earlier period which was normal with those of a 

later period which was disturbed by successive famines. The Hon'ble Member's 

criticism was based en a misapprehension, because I had precisely avoided doing 

what he said I had done. However, having passed that criticism on me, one 

would have expected that the Hon'ble Member would be particularly careful 

in the selection of his own statistics. I am sorry, however, my Lord, to find 

that some of his figures are not only arbitrarily selected but are used in a 

manner which I can only describe as misleading. Take, for instance, the 

figures of Salt-revenue. The Hon'ble Member starts with the year 

1 899-lgoo, when the Salt·revenue was 5.85 millions sterling, and points out 

that it had risen to 6'04 millions for 1902-1go3. Now, in the first place, 
the rise here is very small. But will the Hon'ble Member tell me why 

he took 1 899-1 goo as his starting year and not the preceding one, 

viz., 1898-99, the ~ e e for which was 6'06 millions sterling, 

i.e., 51ightly overthe figure for Ig02.03? If we take 18g8-99 as our starting year. 
we can deduce from these same figures the conclusion that the Salt-revenue has 

actually diminished during these four years and that the ground lost since 1898-99 

has not yet been regained. Again, take .the figures for Stamps. As they 

are presented by the Hon'ble Member they no doubt show a small steady 

increase and the revenue for 1902-03 appears larger than for 1901-02, the 

figures given by the Hon'ble Member being 3'472 millions sterling for 1902-

03 as against 3'446 millions sterling for 1901.02. But the Hon'ble Member 
seems to have lost sight of the fact that the figure for 1902.°3 includes the 

revenue for Berar, which the figure for 1901-02 does not do; so that for 

purposes of a fair comparison the Berar revenue must be deducted from the 

former. The amount for Berar included in the figure for 1902-03 is, as Mr. 

Baker tells us, about £ 'l8,700. And, this amount being deducted, we get for 
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J 902-°3 a revenue of 3·443: which, it wiII be seen, is slightly lower than for the 

preceding year; and in fact Mr. Baker himself speaks in· his note of the Stamp-

revenue declining slightly during h~ year. The Hon'ble Mt:mber has also 

omitted to deduct receipts for Berar under Excise and ·Post OITice from his 

figures for 1902-°3, and has moreover made no mention, as Mr. Baker has done, 

of the recent assemblage at Delhi being responsible for a portion of the increase 

under Post Office. I t is true that even after deducting the Berar quota the 

Excise·revenue shows some increase, but the Hon'ble Member must forgive me if 

I say that that is not necessarily a sign of increased prosperity though it is un-

doubtedlya sign of increased drunkenness in the land. Finally, many will decline 

to accept an increase of Customs-revenue III the present circumstances of India 

as any evidence of growing material prosperity. The bulk of our imports consists 

of manufactured goods, and almost every increasing import d foreign goods-

far from indicating any increase in the country's purchasing power-only con-

notes a corresponding displacement of the indigenous manufacturer. Thus, while 

the import of cotton·goods has been for years past steadily increasing, we know. 

as a matter of fact, that hundreds and hundreds of our poor weavers throughout 

the country have been and are being driven by a competition they cannot stand to 
give up their ancestral calEng and be merged in the ranks of landless labourers 

-and this typifies, to a great extent, the general transformation that is fast 

proceeding throughout the country. The process of such displacement is 

not yet complete, but the large and progressive totals of our import-trade only 

show that the transition of the country from the partially industrial to the 

purely agricultural phase of economic life is going on at a rapid pace, Clnd that 
the movement has already reached an advanced stage. There is at present hardly 

a country in the world which has become so preponderatingly agricultural or sends 

abroad so much of its food-supply and raw material for ~e as British India. 

When the d·isastrous transformation is completed-and this is now only a question 

of time, unless remedial measures on an adequate scale are promptly under-

taken-it will reveal a scene of economic helplessness and ruin before 

which the heart of 'even the stnutest optimist will quail. No doubt there 

are here and there signs of an awakening to the dangers of the situation, but the 

first condition of this awakening producing any appreciable practical results is 

that the fact of our deep and deepening poverty and of the real exigencies 

of the economic position should come to be frankly recognized by the 

Government of this country. And, my Lord, it is a matter for both surprise and 

disappointment that a few paltry increas"s in revenue under certain heads should 

be accepted by the Finance Minister or this country as conclusive evidence of 

our growing material prosperity, when many most important indications point just 
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the other way. The annual death-rate, i~ e e  of famine and plague, has 
been steadily rising for the last twenty years, showing that a ste'ldily increasing 

proportion of the population is being underfed; the increase of population during 

the last decade has been much less than normal; there has been a diminution 

of the net cropped area in the older Provinces and a more or less general 

shrinkage of the area under superior crops j the indebtedness of the agricultural 

populatilln has been alarmingly on the incrt>ase all over the country; their 

losses in crops and cattle during the last five years have ~e  estimated at 300 
crores of rupees j the ~  legislation of e ~  has enormously 

depreciated their small savings in sil ver j the wages of labourers have not risen, 

during the last twenty years and more, in proportion to the rise in the prices 

of necessaries. I venture to think that unless these disquieting symptoms are 

properly diagnosed, not even the high authority of my Hon'ble friend will 

suffice to convey any assurance to the public mind that' the material pros-

perity of the people as a whole is making good progress,' and that no appre-

hensions need be entertained for the future, if only the revenue under certain 

heads continues to advance as it has done during the past three years. 

" My Lord, Indian finance seems now to be entering upon a new and impor-

tant phase, and the time has come when Government should take advantage 

of the compariltive freedom, which the country at present enjoys from the storm 

and stress of the past eighteen years, to devote its main energies to a vigorous 

and statesmanlike effort for the promotion of the material and moral interests of 

the people. Speaking roughly, the first half of [hE' nineteenth century may be said 

to have been for British rule a period of conquest and annexation and consoli-

dation in this land. The second half has been devoted mainly to the work 

of bringing up the administrative machine to a high state of efficiency and 

evol ving generally the appliances of civilized Government according to Western 

standards. And I venture to hope that the commencement of the new century 

will be signalized by a great and comprehensive movement for the industrial 

and educational adva!1cement of the people. After all, the question whether 

India's poverty is increasing or decreasing unrler the operation of the influences 

called into existence by British e~ h gh of great importance in itself-is 

not nearly so important as the other qu estion as to what measures can and must 

be taken to secure for this country those moral and material advantages which 

the Governments of more advanced countries think it their paramount duty to 

bring within the easy reach of their subjects. My Lord, I have no wish to judge, 
it is perhaps not quite jt:st to judge, the work done so far in these directions by 

the British Govemruent in India by the standard of the splendid hie e e ~ 
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of countries, more fortunately circumstanced and having a more favourable start 

than ourselves in the field. I admit the exceptional character of our 

Government and the conflicting nature of the different interests which it 

has got to weigh before taking any decisive action in this matter. But after so 

many years of settled government and of unchallenged British supremacy, it is, 

I humbly submit, incumbent now upon the rulers of this country to gradually 

dro? the exceptional character of their rule and to conform year by year more 

and more to those advanced notions of the functions of the State which have 

found such wide, I had almost said such universal; acceptance throughout the 

Western world. European States for years past, have been like a number 

of huge military camps lying by the side of one another. And yet in the case 

of those countries, the necessity of military preparedness has not come and does 

not come in the way of each Government doing its utmost in matters of poputa r 

education and of national industries and trade. Our record in this respect is so 

exceedingly meagre and unsatisfactory, even after making allowances for our 

peculiar situation, that it is almost painful to speak of it along with that of the 

Western nations. In Europe, America, Japan and Australia, the principle is now 

fully recognized that one of the most important duties of a Government is to 

promote tlle widest possible diffusion of education among its subjects, and 

this not only on moral but also on economic g ~  /Professor Tews of Berlin, 

in an essay on Popular Education and National Economic Development, thus 

states his conclusions on the point :-

" (. General t-ducation is the foundation and necessary antecedent of increased 

economic activity in all branches of national production in 'agriculture, small i ~ ies  

manufactures and commerce. (The ever-increasing differentiation of special and 

technical education, made necessary by the continual division of labour, must be 

based upon a gennal popular education and cannot be successful without it.) 

2. The conseQuence of the increase of popular education is a more equal 

distribution of the proceeds of labour contributing to the general prosperity, social 

peace, and the development of all the powers of the nation. 

3. The economic and pocial development of a people, and their participation 

in the intt'rnational exchange of commodities, is dependent upon the education of the 

masses. 

4- For these reasons the greatest care for the fostering of all educational 

institutions is one of the most important national duties of the present." 

II My Lord, it is essential that the principle enunciated with such lucidity by 
Professa.' Tews in the foregoing propositions should be e~ e  accepted in 
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this country as it has been elsewhere, and that a scheme of mass education should 

now be taken in hand by the Government oUndia so that in the course of the next 

twenty-five or thirty years a very appreciable advance in this direction might be 

secured. I,t is obvious that an ignorant and illiterate nation can never make any 

solid progress and must fall back in the race of life. What we therefore want-

and want most urgently-is first of all a widespread diffusion of elementary educa-

tion-an effective and comprehensive system of primary schools for the masses-

and the longel." this work is delayed the more insuperable win be our difficulties in 

gaining for ourselves a recognized position among the nations of the world. 

My Lord, the history of educational effort in this country during the last 20 

years is sad and disheartening in the extreme. Lord Ripon's Government, 

which increased the State contribution to education by about 25 per cent., J:e., 
from 981akhs to 124 lakhs between 1880 and 1885, strongly recommended, in 

passing orders upon the Report of the Education Commission of 1882, that 

Local Governments and Administra tions should make a substantial increase in 

their grants to Education and promised special asssistance to them from the 

revenues of the Government of India. But, before the liberal policy thus recom-

mended could be carried ou t, a situation was developed on the frontiers of India 

which led to i:lcreased military activity and the absorption of all available re-

sources for Army purposes, with the result that practically no additional funds were 

found for the \lork of Education. And in 18S8 the Government of India actually 

issued a Resolution stating that as the duty of Government in regard to Education 

was that of merely pioneering the way, and as that duty had on the whole been 

done, the contribution of the State to Education should thereafter have a 

tendency to decrease. Thus, while in the West the Governments of different 

countries were adopting one after another a system of compulsory and even' 

{rep. primary education for their subjects, in India alone the Government was 

anxious to see its paltry contribution to the education of the people steadily 

reduced! In the quinquennium from 1885-86 to 1889'9° the State grant to 

Education rose from 124'3 lakhs to 131'6 lakhs only, z'.e" by less than 6 per cent., 

and this in spite of the fact that the amount for the latter year included State 

expenditure on Education in Upper Burma which the former year did not. 

Since 1889'90 the advance under the head of Educational expenditure from 

State funds has been slightly better, but part of this increase since I 893 has 

been due to the grant of exchange compensation allowance to European officers 

serving in the Educational Department throughout India. It is only since 

last year that the Government of India has adopted the policy of making special 

grants to Education, and J earnestly hope. that. as year follows year, not only will 

these grants be incnased, but that they will be made a part of the permanent 
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expenditure of the State on Education. In this connection I would earnestly press 

upon the attention of Government the necessity of making-Education an Imperial 

charge, so that the same attention which is at present bestowed by the 

Supreme Government on matters connected with the Army Services and ~ i

way expansion might also be es ~  on the education of our people. Under 

present arrangements, Education is a Provincial charge and the Provincial Gov-

ernments and Administrations have made over Primary Education to local bodies 

whose resources are fixed and limited. No serious expansion of the educational 

effort is under such arrangements possible. In the Bombay Presidency, for ins-

tance, District Local Boards, who have charge of Primary Education in rural areas, 

derive their !"evenue from the one-anna cess which the v have to devote in certain 

fixed proportions to Primary Education, Sanitation and Roads. Now, our revenue-

settlements are fixed for SO years i which means that the proceeds of the one-anna 

cess in any given area are also fixed for 30 years i and as Government, as a:rule, 
contributes only lrd of the total expenditure of these boards on Education, it is 

clear that the resources that are available at present for the spread of Primary 

Education in rural areas are absolutely inelastic for long periods. There are 

altogether about sllakhs of i ge~ in British India, out of which, it has been 

talculated, four-fifths are at present without a school j the residents of these 

villages pay the local cesses just like other villagers, ang yet the necessary edu-

cational facilities for the education of their children are denied them! 

"The position as regards the spread of primary education and the total 

expenditure incurred in connection with it in different countries is shown in 

the following table. The figures are taken from the Reports of the Umted 

States Commissioner of Education, and are for 1897 or 1898 or 1899 or 1900 as 

they have been available :-
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Total enrol· 
R,tio 0' I Total I Popula!ioo in meat aD 

Name or Country. Milliuus, Primar1 ~  to ClpcDdih're in 
School. in populatioD, m iIIioh!l of 
MIllions. pound •. 

-------_._ .... _--/ ~

EUROPE, 

Austro-H ungary · 41".4, 6'2 IS 5'35 

Belgium · 6"] '8 14'5 1'5 

Denmark · 2'2 

I '3 14 
I 
I 

France · · 38'S 

I 
5'5 14'4 8'9-

I Prussia 34'S 

I 
6'3 20 9'2 

England and Wales · 31"7 5"7 11"7 12'1 

Scotland · · 4'3 '7 17 1"6 

Ireland · · · 4'5 '8 17'6 1'2 

Greece · · 2'5 '16 6"] 

Italy · 3' 2'4 T3 2'5 

Norway · · · 2 '3 16'4 4'5 

~ g  · 5 '24 4'7 '" 

Russia · · 126'5 I 3'g 3 f4 

Spain · · 18'2 1'4 7"4 

Sweden · 5'1 '74 14'5 1'1 

Switzerland · · 3'1 '65 20"7 1'3 

ASIA, 

I ndia (British) · · · 211'2 316 1'4 "76 

Japan · · · 42'7 3'3 7'S 2 

. 
APRIC4, 

Cape Colony · · 1'5 'IS 9'65 '27 

Natal · · · · '54 '02 4'50 '06 

Egypt · · · 9'7 '21 2'17 

AllaRICA. 

United. States · · 75'3 15'3 20'9 44'S , 
Canada · · · · 5'2 '95 18 :I 

AUSTIULASU., 4'3 '79 18 2'5 

----

-
E.ptnditafc 
pcr bead R .. IAIlU. 

of population. 

----------.--
S, d, 

2 6 

4 6 

,,' Expenditure figures 
not available, 

4 II ·On public Schools 

I 
only, whir" enroll 
about I h re e· 
fourths the tola\. 

5 4 

5 a 

7 8 

5 5 

,,' Figures of expen· 
diture not avail 
able. 

I 7 

4 6 

,,' Do, Do, 

0 8 tState contributio n 
only, 

Figures of expen 
diture not avail 
able, 

4 2 

8 5 

0'83 

all 

3 6 

2 2 

Expenditure figures 
not available. 

91 0 

7 9 

11 7 
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" The figures of expenditure on Higher Education in various countries are 

also most interesting and instructive :-

Name of Country. Total amount spent. 
Expenditllre per 
capital 01 population. 

Austria '56 millions sterling 6a. 
Belgium · '16 " " 

6d. 
Denmark '06 

" " 
8d, 

France · · '92 " 6d. 
Germany 1'6 

" " 7d. 
Great Britain & Ireland 1'7 

" " 
lui. 

Greece · '02 

" " 
2d. 

Italy '46 
" " 3id. 

Norway '°4 
" 
, . 4"· 

Russia '95 ,. 
" 

2d. 
Spain '1 

" " lId. 
Sweden · '14 " " · 61d. Switzerland · '14 " " lid. 
United States 3"5 " " · Ild. Canada · 'ZI 

" " · lod. Australasia '13 
" " 8d. 

India · '28 " " 
Id. 

" Except in England, the greater part of the cost of higher education, about 

three-fourths and in some cases even more, is met everywhere out of the funds 

of the State. 

" My Lord, even allo1Ving for the difference in the purchasing power of 
money in this country and elsewhere, these figures tell a most melancholy tale 

and show how hopelessly behind every other civilized nation on the face of the 

earth we are in the matter of public education. It is sad to think that, after 

a hundred years of British rule, things with us should be no better than this, 

and, unless the work is taken up with greater confidence and greater enthusiasm, 

there is small hope of any real improvement in the situation taking 

place. In other countries, national education is held to be one of the most 

solemn duties of the State and no effort nor money is spared to secure for the rising 

generations the best equipment possible for the business of life. Here it has so 

far been a more or less neglected branch of State duty, relegated to a subordinate 

position in the general scheme of State action. Now that an era of substantial 
surpluses has set in, Government will not find themselves debarred from taking 
up the work in right earnest by financial difficulties. In this connection, I re-

t1pectlully desire to make one suggestion-vis., that henceforth, whenever there is 

a surplus, it should be appropriated to the work of promoting ~e educational and 
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industrial interests of the country. At present these surpluses {!o to reduce the 
amount of our debt, but, as the Hon'ble Sir Edward Law has pointed 
out in the Financial Statement, our burden of debt is by no means heavy, 
and there are yaluable assets on the other side to cover the whole of it. 
Surpluses, after all, mean so much more taken from the people than is 
necessary for the purposes of the administration, and I think it is most 
unfair that these surplus revenues should be devoted to the reduction 
of a debt which is not at all excessive, when questions concerning the 
deepest welfare of the community and requiring to be taken in hand with-
out any delay are put aside on the ground of want of funds. We have 
seen that the surpluses during the last five years have amounted to uver 22 

crores of rupt:es. If this vast sum had been set apart for the promotion 
of our educational and industrial interests instead of being needlessly 
devoted to a reduction of debt, what splendid results the Government would 
haye been able to shew in the course of a {elv years! My Lord, the question of 
expenditure lies really at the root of the whoie educational problem. The country 
has recently been agitated over the recommendations of the Universities Com-
mission appointed by Your Excellency's Government last year. I do not desire 
to say anythinJ.{ on the present occasion on the subject of University reform, 
but it strikes me that if Government made its own institutions really model 
ones by bringing up their equipment to the highest standard and manning 
them only with the best nlen ih:lt can be procured both here and in England, 
the private colleges would necessarily find themselves driven to raise their own 
standard of equipment and efficiency. And if a number of post-graduate 
research scholarships were established by Government to encourage lifelong 
de\'otion to higher studies, the whole level of higher education in the country 
\Yill be raised in a manner satisfactory to all. I think it is absolutely necessary 
that men whom the Government appoints to chairs in its own Colleges 
should set to their students the example of single-minded devotion to learning, 
and should, moreover, by their tact and symFathy and inborn capacity to in-
fluence young men for good, leave on their minds an impression which will 
endure through life. Only such Englishmen as fulfil these conditions should 
be brought out, and I would even pay them higher salaries than at present if the 
latter are found to be insufficient to attract the very best men. They should 
further be not young men who have just taken their degree, but men of some 
years' educational standing, who have done good work in their subjects. My 
Lord, it is difficult to describe in adequate terms the mischief that :s done to 
the best interests of the country and of British rule by the appointment of third 
or fourth rate Englisllmen to chairs in Government colleges. These men are 
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unable to command that respect from their students ",hich they think to be due to 
their position, and then they make up for it by clothing themselves with race 
pride, which naturally irritates the young men under them. The result often is 
that young students leave college with a feeling of bitterness against English-
men, and this feeling they carry with them into later life. On the other 
hand, the influence which a first class Englishman, who knows how to 
combine sympathy with authority, exercises upon his pupils shapes their 
thoughts and feelings and aspirations throughout life, and they continue 
to look up to him for light and guidance even when their immediate 
connection with him has come to an end. My Lord, the question 
of technical instruction has often been discussed during the past few years in 
this country, and some time ago Your Excellency was pleased to ask if those, 
who so often spoke about it, had any definite proposals of their own to make. 
I do not, however, see how such a responsibility can be sought to be imposed 
upon our shoulders. Government have command of vast resources, and they 
can procure without difficulty the required expert advice on the subject. If 
a small Commission of competent Englishmen and Indians, who feel a 
genuine enthusiasm for technical education, were deputed to those countries 
where so much is being actually done by their Governments for the technical 
instruction of their people, to study the question on the spot, in a year or two 
a workable scheme would be forthcoming, and with the large surpluses which 
the Hon'ble Finance Member is now able to announce year after year, a 
beginning could almost at once be made, and actual experience would suggest 
the rest. 

"My Lord, there is one more question on which I beg leave to offer 
a few observations. The question of the wider employment of Indians in 
the higher branches of the Public Service of their own country is one which 
is intimately bound up, not only with the cause of economic administration, 
but also with the political elevation of the people of India. There is no 
other country in the world where young men of ability and education find them-
selves so completely shut out from all hope of ever participating in the higher 
responsibilities of office. Everywhere else, the Army and the Navy offer careers 
to aspiring youths which draw forth from them the best efforts of which they are 
capable. These services, for us in this couRtry, practically do not exist. The great 
Civil Service, which is entrusted with the task of general administration, is also 
very nearly a monopoly for Englishmen. But it is not of these that I propose to 
speak today. 1 recognize that, in the present position of India, our admission 
ote these fields of high employment is bound to be very.slow. and I can even 
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understand the view that, for the purpose of maintaining i i~h supremacy 

intact, there must be for many years to come a large preponderance of English-

men in the ranks of these services. But, my Lord, our exclusion from high 

office does not end here. In all the Special Departments, or Minor 

Services, as they are called, our position is eyen worse. (n the Judicial and 

Executive branches of the public service, the subordinate ranks at any rate 

are manned by us. But in such departments as Forests, and Customs and Salt 

and Opium, our exclusion from even lower ranks is practically complete. Thus. 

in the Survey Department of the Government of India, there are altogether 132 

officers, with salaries ranging from 300 to 2,200 rupees a month, and of these only 

two are Indians and they are in the last grade of Rs. 300. There are, moreover, 

45 officers in this Department whose salaries range between Rs. 160 to 3UO, and 

even among these, only ten are Indians. Again, take the Government 

Telegraph Department. There are 52 appointments in it, the salaries of 

which are Rs. 500 a month and more. and of these only one is an Indian. 

In the Indo-British Telegraph branch, there are 13 officers with salaries above 

five hundred e~s a month, and among these there is not a single 

Indian. In the Mint Department, there are six officers with salaries above 

five hundred, and there too, there is not a single Indian. So too in the Post 

Office. Last year there was only one Inuian in that Department among the 

ten men who drew salaries above five hundred. But he was a mem ber of 

the Civil Service, and it was in this capacity that he was there. In the 

Geological Survey, 2 out of 14-officers, drawing salaries above Rs 500, 

are Indians; in the Botanical Sun'ey, none. In the Foreign Depart-

ment, out of HI2 such ollicers, only 3 are Indians; under Miscellaneous there 

are 22 such officers, but not a single Indian is among them. it is only in the 

Financial Department that there is any appreciable proportil)n of Indians, namely, 

'4 out of 59. among those whose salaries are above five hundred a month. 
Turning to the Departments under Provincial Governments, and takin ~ the Pr s'-

dencyof Bombay, we find that in the Forest Department there are 2) officers 

whose salaries and allowances come to Rs. 500 and ab)ve a mon h  ; of these ollly 

one is an Indian. In the Salt Department, there are 13 places with salaries 

above four hundred a month. and not a single one among these is held by an Indian. 

In the Customs Department of Bombay, there are 13 officers who draw Rs. 300 a 

month and above, and of these only three are Indians. The Medical Department 

is of course practically a monopoly of Englishmen. In the Police Department, 

there are 49 officers classed as Superintendents and Assistant Superintendents 

with salaries from Rs. 200 upwards, and there is not a single Indian among them. 

Only among II Probationary Assistant Superintendents there are ... Indians. 
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In the Educational Department, there are ~  officers drawing salaries 

of Rs. SOD and above, and of these only 5 are Indians. In the 

Public Works Department the proportion of Indians is larger, there 

being 26 Indians classed as Executive Engineers and Assistant 

Engineers out of 8. Superior Officers of the Department. Turning next to 
Bengal, we find that in the Forest Department there are 26 officers whose 

salaries range between Rs. 200 and Rs. 1,200 a month, and among these only 

2 are Indians and they are in the lowest grades. In the Salt Department there 

are 4 officers with salaries ranging from Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,000. There is no 

Indian among them. In the Customs Department there are 41 appointments, 

with salaries ranging from Rs. l360 to Rs. 2,250; not a single one among them is 

held by an Indian. In the Opium Department .here are 87 officers with salaries 

coming down from Rs. 3,000 to so low a point as Rs. 140 a month 

only 12 out of these are Indians. Two officers belong to the Stamps and 

Stationery Department; one draws Rs. 1,100 a month and the other Rs. 500 ;bu t 

neither of them is an Indian. In the Jail Department there are I Inspector 

General, 12 Suprintendents and 4 Deputy Superintendents. There is only one 

Indian among them, and he is in the rank of Deputy Superintendents. In the 

Educational Department there are 59 officers drawing Rs. 500 and above, and out 

of these only 10 are Indians. Lastly, in the Public Works Department, 84 

officers draw a salary of Rs. 500 a month and above, of whom only 15 are Indians. 

The other provinces tell the same mournful tale, and 1 do not wish to trouble the 

Council with any more details in this matter. 

" Now, my Lord, I would respectfully ask if such virtual exclusion of the 

children of the soil from these Special Departments can be justified on any 

grounds. Reasons of political expediency may be urged for our exclusion 

from the Army. It might also be urged with some show of reason that 
the Civil Service of India must continue to be recruited, as at present, by 

means of a competitive examination held in London, because that Service 

~ ese s the traditions of British rule to the mass of the people, and its 

members must therefore be imbued with the English spirit and be familiar 

with English modes of thought: and that in theory at any rate Indians are 

free to compete for entrance into the service on the same terms as English-

men. But why this shutting out of our people from the Special Departments 

also? There is no question of political expediency involved here. If Indians 
are found to sit on High Court Benches with dignity to themselves and honour 

to their country, it cannot be contended that they would be found wanting, 

if they were entrusted with respoT'sible duties in the Opium or Salt or Customs . . 
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Departm-ent. If it be argued that for the technical instruction that is necessary 
in the Telegraph and some other Departments there are no adequate facilities 

in the country, the answer to that is that Government should provide those faci-

lities to the people of this country. But the virtual monopoly of these Departments 

is so jealously guarded that where competitive examinations for entrance into them 

exist, those examinations have been surrounded with stringent restrictions such 

as are unknown in the case of the great Civil Service. Thus, while an Indian, 

by passing the Indian Civil Service Examination, might one day be the Head of 

a District or of a Division as some Indians actually are at present, no Indian is 

allowed to compete for entrance into the Police Department at the competitive 

examination that is held in London, because, if he passed, he might one day be the 

head of the Police in a district. Again, only two years ago the rules for admission 

into the Engineering and Telegraph Departments from Cooper's Hill were altered 

with the express purpose of preventing more than two Indians in any particular 

year Jrom entering those services. This alteration of the rules was a grievous 

wrong done to the people of India, and it has produced a feeling of ~i e  resent-

ment throughout the country. In the Educational and Public Vlorks Departments, 

our numbers are slightly more satisfactory than in the other departments, but 

even here the constitution of a Provincial Service, with a lower status and a 

lower scale of pay, has caused much dissatisfaction and discontent. My Lord, 
if all posts were equally open to Indians and Europeans, something may be 
said in favour of paying the Indian a smaller salary, if Government in the 

interests of economic administration, preferred the Indian to the Englishman, when 

both were equally eligible i but to restrict the employment of Indians and at 

the same time to pay such of them as are employed a lower salary is to inflict 

upon them a double disadvant;J.ge, the reason for which it is not easy to 

understand. My Lord, the Universities turn out every year a large number 

of young men who have received a fairly high education. It is a natural 

aspiration on the part of many of them to seek responsible employment in the 

!Service of their own country. If they find a bar in front of them, whichever way 

they turn, how can they be blamed. if they occasionally show 5igns of discontent jl 

They belong to what may be called the articulate cldsses of this country, and what 

they say sinks slowly but steadily into the minds of the mass of the people. 

We have been promised equa!ity of treatment, both in the Act of 1833 and 

the Proclamation of 1858. I for one am prepared to aIlow that such 

equality of treatment is under existing circumstances possible only within certain 

limitations; only I am anxious that there should be a constant movement in the 

right direction, and that, as year succeeds year, the sphere of employment should 

widen for my countrymen more and more. I ask this in the name of good 
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policy as wcll as of justice, and I earnestly trust that the spirit of my remarks 
will not be misconceived. 

I< My Lord, I must apologize to the Council for having spoken at such 
unconscionable length and strayed oyer a somewhat wide variety of topics. But 
this is the only day in the year when the non-official Members of the 
Council find an opportunity to place before Government their views, 
such as they may bc, in regard to the more important questions connected 
with the administration of India. No one denies that the difficulties of 
the position are great, and no one expects radical or far-reaching changes 
all in a day. What one regrets most, however, in the present system of ad-
ministration is that it favours so largely a policy of mere drift. The actual work 
of administration is principally in the hands of members of the Civil Service, who, 
taken as a body, are able and conscientious men i but none of them individually 
can command that prestige, which is so essential for inaugurating any large 
scheme of policy involving a departure from the established order of things. The 
administrators, on the other hand; who come out direct from England, command, no 
doubt, the necessary prestige, but their term of office being limited to five years, 
they have not the opportunity, even, if they had the will, to deal in an effective and 
thoroughgoing lUanner with the deeper problems ofthe administration. The resuit 
is that there is an inveterate tendency to keep things merely going, as though every 
one said to himself r This will last my time.' What the situation really dema nds 
is that a large and comprehensive scheme for the moral and material well-
being of the people should be chalked out with patient care and foresight, and 
then it should be firmly and steadily adhered to and the progress made examined 
almost from year to year. My Lord, speaking the other day at the Imperial 
Assemblage at Delhi, Your Lordship was pleased to observe: r If we turn our 
gaze for a moment to the future, a great development appears with little doubt. 
to lie before this country. There is no Indian problem, be it of population or 
education or labour or subsistence, whIch it is not in the power of statesmanship 
to solve. The solution of many is even now proceeding before Our eyes. "," 

The India of the future will, under Providence, not be an India of 
diminishing plenty, of empty prospect, or of justifiable discontent; but one of 
expanding industry, of awakened faculties, of increasing prosperity, and of more 
widely distributed comfort and wealth. I have faith in the conscience and purpose 
of my own country, and J believe in the almost illimitable capacities of this. 
But under no other conditions can this future be realized than the unchallenged 
supremacy of the Paramount Power, and under no other controlling authority is 
this capable of being maintained, than that of the British C,own.' My Lord, 
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the people of India have all along accepted with willing allegiance the condition 
so justly insisted upon by Your Lordship, namely, the unchallenged supremacy 
of the Paramount Power, and the faith expressed in the purpose and conscience 
of Ep.gland is our main ground of hope for the future. Both sides stand to lose 
a great deal if their harmonious co-operation is ever disturbed, and working in 
a spirit of mutual understanding and appreciation they may realize for this 
country an honoured position among the nations of the earth and for England 
the glory of having helped India to such a position." 

The Hon'ble SIR DENZIL IBBETSON said :-" My Lord, when I addressed 
the Council in the Budget discussion of last year, I ventured to speak to them 
rather as the late head of a Province than as a Member of the Government 
which I had so recently joined, to describe the financial starvation from which 
so many of the Indian Administrations had been suffering during a series 
of distressful years, and to insist upon the absolute propriety of devoting 
a large proportion of the available surplus to in some measure regaining the 
headway that had thus been lost, and to providing for expenditure, urgently 
needed, which thE. pressure of circumstances had unavoidably postponed. 

" In the present Budget, while devoting somewhat more than two crores 
to the reduction of taxation in a form which public opinion, as expressed in 
the comments of the Press and in t1le speeches which we have listened to 
this morning, has emphatically endorsed as the best possible, we have not 
neglected to provide still further for that deferred expenditure of which I 
have just spoken. The 40 lakhs of special provision for increased expenditure 
upon education has been repeated this year, as was indeed inevitable, since 
most of the objects to which it was devoted involved a recurring charge. 
Similarly, of the grant of 18 lakhs which was to be applied mainly to 
improvement in the pay of district establishments, 15 lakhs are again repeated 
in the present Budget j while, in addition to these renewals, a special grant of 
40 lakhs has been made for non-recurring expenditure. 

"It may interest Hon'ble Members to know how the 'grant for the im-
provement of establishments has been distributed. Details are not yet complete, 
and the proposals have not yet in all cases received final sanction. But, 
roughly speaking, the grant has been allotted as follows. Two lakhs have been 
devoted to the Provincial Service. Two and a half lakhs have been allotted to 
the Subordinate .I udicial Agency which disposes of so large a portion of our 
judicial work, three and a quarterlakhs to the Tahsildars and Naih Tahsildars who 
form 'the backbone ci our revenue administration, and three lakhs to the Land 
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Record staff which assists them. No less than three and a half lakhs have been 

devoted, most wisely and properly, to improving the pay of the clerical estab-

lishment in district offices, both revenue and judicial, than whom I venture to say 

no men in, India work harder, or for more moderate remuneration. The menial 
establishment, who, with their small salaries, have been severely affected by the 

rise in the cost of living, have also shared in the improvement to the amount of 

three-quarters of a lakh ; while a similar sum has been spent in improving the 

prospects of the Subordinate Medical Service. 

CI When addressing the Council last year, I alluded to the appointment of 

an Irrigation Commission under a distinguished president, which was then 
visiting the several provinces of India. The Commission has now completed 

its inquiries, and we hope that its report will e~ h us before the end of next 
month, and that it will enable the Government to lay down a well-matured and 
comprehensive policy for the future development of irrigation in India. 

Meanwhile, the enhanced grant of one crore for major works has been continued, 
and the provision for protective works has been increased by II lakhs. Nor 

have minor works been neglected. The special grant of 25 lakhs which was 
made last year has been repeated, and an additional provision has been made of 
nearly 10 lakhs, so that while the expenditure upon minor works during the first 

three years of the lustrum stood constant at about 106lakhs, it rose to 128 lakhs 
in 1902-03, and the present Budget provides for 147 lakhs under this head. 

Nothing was impressed upon me more forcibly, when serving upon the Irriga-

tion Commission, than the large scope which exists for the immediately 
profitable expenditure of capital upon minor irrigation works, to the advantage 
both of Government and of the people. But it would have been unwise to 

embark upon any extensive policy while the experts who have been appointed 
to advise us are still examining the matter i and I think that the figures given 
above represent as rapid an advance as would be advisable until the subject 
has been carefully considered as a whole. It is satisfactory to note that a pro-

vision of 17 lakhs was made last year, and is now repeated, for extending to 
the dry zone of Upper Burma, which is one of the most precarious tracts in the 
Empire, that canal irrigation which has proved of such infinite service in 

North-Western India. 

U At the Budget Debate last year, the Hontble Member who officially 

represented the United Provinces reproached us-very gently, I admit-with 

not having included irrecoverable takavi in the famine arrears which we were 
remitting. In reply, while explaining why it would not have been possible 
to do so, I freely admitted that a certain portion of the ad.ances made during 
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the famine would be found to be irrecoverable, and should properly be regarded 

as an integral portion of the cost of relief. But I pointed out that 22 lakhs 

of such advances had already been written off, and that the Budget for 

1902-°3 contained a further provision of so lakhs. Hon'ble Members will see 
that in the Revised Estimate these 20 have grown into 31 lakhs, while the present 

Budget provides for a further remission of 10 lakhs under the same head. 

" With reference to the remarks which the Hon'ble Mr. Bose has made upon 

land-revenue ~ e i s in Chhattisgarh, he will be glad to learn that the Chief 

Commissioner has suspended or remitted no less than three and three-quarter 

lakhs of the current demand in the two districts of Raipur and Bilaspur. The 

Ifact will shew that the Local Government is prepared to deal lenientiy with 

people who have undoubtedly suffered greatly. At the same time, it must be 

remembered that the assessment in Chhattisgarh is one of extraordinary 

lightness. ~  even before I left the province, there were distinct indications 

(and not only in Chhattisgarh) of the necessity for that • firm hand' to which 

the Hon'ble Member alludes. Firmness, however, is not incompatible with a 

weB·considered leniency. As regards the development of the mineral resources 
of the Province, my Hon'ble friend may rest assured that no effort on the part of 

Government will be spared to assist and encourage it, and already there is good 

reason to believe that active steps wil! presently be taken to start that industry 
of which he has spoken. 

"The figures which the Hon'b!e Mr. Rampini quotes as showing the 
I nett profit' upon the administration of justice are for my Hon'ble Financial 

Colleague to deal with rather than for me. But I think the Hon'ble Member will 

himself admit that the mere subtraction of current income from current expendi-

ture, as shown under the heading • Courts of Law' in the annual accounts, 

affords  no safe basis for such an estimate. And I noie that no longer ago than 

last March, the Hon'ble Mr. Pugh, when addressing the Council upon the same 

subject, admitted that, taking India as a whole, the surplus was not more than 
sufficient to afford a necessary and reasonable margin of safety. On.that occasion 

I protested strongly against the idea which was then put forward, and which 

seems also to underlie the Hon'ble Mr. Rampini's remarks, that in considering 

this matter the several provinces of India can be treated as so many water-

tight compartments; and to that position I still adhere. 

II As regards the two specific suggestions which my Hon'ble friend puts 

forward, namely, the strengthening of the Judicial staff in Bengal, and the improve-

ment of the prospects of the Judicial Branch of the Service, I would remind 
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him that there are constitutional authorities who are charged with the care of 
these matters, and whose representations always meet with·the fullest consideration 

. from the Government of India. Moreover, the mere existence of arrears does 
not of itself prove the insufficiency of the staff. It may result from slack and 
dilatory procedure, the remedy for which is to be found in closer and more 
effective supervision; or, as pointed out by the Hon'ble Mr. Whitworth, it may 
result from the fact that the existing staff is not utilized to the best advantage. 
Both these are matters which can be satisfactorily dealt with by the local author-
ities alone. I may add that we have at this moment proposals before us for 
strengthening the Subordinate Judicial Service in Bengal at a cost of over a 
lakh of ,rupees . 

.. On one point I am in entire sympathy with him, and that is the necessity 
for taking all possible precautions to ensure that men who are called upon to 
perf9rm judicial duties of importance have received the necessary training. It 
is a necessity which is greater now than it ever was before, or than I hope it ever 
will be again, because the under-recruitment for the Civil Service which pre-
vailed not many y(>ars ago, has resulted in the unprecedentedly rapid pro-
moti9n of its junior members. Curiously enough, only a few days ago-but 
I may add, before I had received the advance copy of his speech which the 
Hon'ble Member has been good enough to send me-the very point to which 
he calls attention came under my notice. I had observed that the rules for 
Departmental Examinations in India had not been modified since the regulations 
at Home were changed j and I had already directed a draft to be prepared, asking 
Local Governments to consider the best method of securing a reasonable 
acquaintance with at least the text of the Civil law of India on the part of our 
Junior Civilians. 

" As regards the reporting cases in the Courts which was a part of the 
Home training when my Hon'ble friend and I entered the service, my own 
experience leads me to regard it as of the greatest value, and to regret its 
omission from the present course. But its retention or omission depends 
upon the larger question of the period for which it is advisable to retain 
selected candidates under training in England; and that again forms part of 
the sti11larger question of the age at which they shall be permitted to compete. 

II The H on'ble Mr. Whitworth admits that the arrears of judicial work to which 
he refers can be avoided by improved administrative arrangements, and that 
is essentially a matter to be dealt with by the Local Government and the High 
Court. So, too, is the reorganizatioa of the execution department which he 
recommends. We have lately received a representatiol! from the Bombay 
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Government regarding the constitution of the Sadr Court in Sindh, which I 
hope to deal with very shortly. Any proposal for improving the position of 
the Subordinate Judges in that Province which the Bombay Government may 
think fit to put forward, will receive the most careful consideration. But, in so 
far as it may rest upon the regular use of lamps because the hours of daylight 
are not long enough, I could, on the same ground, put forward a very strong 
claim in behalf of many officials in the Punjab-and also, may I add, of at 
least one Member of Council. 

"More than one Hon'ble Member has alluded to the legislation which results 
in the virtual exclusion of Indians from South Africa and Australia. It will be 
sufficient for me to say that the Secretary of State is already in possession of 
our views on the subject j and that, in our recent negotiations with the Delegates 
from Natal, we have not failed to bear in mind the strong feeling which exists in 
India. 

" When I addressed the Council last year, I said that, now that an Inspector 
General of Agriculture had been appointed, I hoped that substantial progress would 
soon be made in the development of that agricultural inquiry and experiment 
which is one of the crying needs of the country. In such matters it is well to make 
sure of your ground before you take important steps, and the Inspector General 
has rightly devoted his first year to making himself acquainted with what is 
being done in the various Provinces. Meanwhile we have been collecting a 
small staff of experts. Besides an Agricultural Chemist, we already have a 
Cryptogamic Botanist whose business it is to investigate the diseases which 
attack our agricultural staples, wllile an Entomologist who will study the insect 
pests from which they suffer is just about to land in India. The services of 
an Economic Chemist are also at the disposal of the Agricultural Department, to 
which an Economic Botanist has just been transferred by· the Madras Govern-
ment. Weare indenting or have indented upon the Secretary of State for two 
more trained experts and another Agricultural Chemist to be attached to the 
Provincial Establishments, and, when they arrive in India, there will be one only 
of the larger Provinces which will be without the benefit of highly-trained sCIen-
tific advice in matters agricultural. 

" In order to assist the Government in controlling and co-ordinating the 
various branches of scientific enquiry which are concerned with the economic 
development of the country, we have constituted a Board of Scientific Advice. 
At the same time, the Royal Society at Home has consented to appoint 
from among its I\lembers a Committee which will examine the proceedings 
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of the Board and . of the various Departments with which it deals, and will 

advise us in all matters connected with economic science, and from which 

we hope to receive the same invaluable assistance which we already receive 

from the Royal Society's Observatories Committee in all that concerns pure 
physical science in India. 

II Meanwhile, during the past month or two a scheme has been elaborated 

which will, if sanctioned, be the first important outcome of the new departure, 

<'nd will, I hope, prove the cornerstone of agricultural progress in India. The 

scheme has not yet been submitted to the Secretary of State; but something of 
the sort must come sooner or later, and I will brieRy outline its main features. 
Hon'ble Members will remember that His Excellency the Viceroy has decided 
to devote the greater portion of Mr. Phipps' munificent benefaction of 41-lakhs 
to an g i~  Research Laboratory. It was at first proposed to place it at 

Dehra Dun, where some kindred institutions are already located, and which 
would thus become the head-quarters of economic science in Northern India. But 

the scheme has grown since then, with the cordial sympathy and approval of my 
Hon'ble Colleague in charge of the Finance Department; and it is now proposed to 

combine a large Experimental Farm and an Agricultural College with the institu-

tion for Research, so as to form an Imperial Institution in which the field, the class-
room and the laboratory may mutually assist one another under the direction of 

one common head. For-such an institution Dehra would be unsuitable, and it is 

proposed to utilize the fine Government estate at Pusa, which is preeminently well 
suited for the purpose. The staff which I have already enumerated will 

have its head-quarters there, and will be materially strengthened; and the Hon'ble 
Mr. Ananda Charlu will be glad to learn that we shall teach the elements ot 
mechanics as applied to agriculture. It will be our aim to provide for 

education in the science and art of agriculture up to a point which may 
correspond with the M. A. degree in letters, and so to combine practical 
training with theoretical instruction, that those of our pupils whose natural 
bent inclines towards scholarship, and who will find employment as teachers 

and professors, shall have' a practical acquaintance with the subject which 
they teach, while those of a practical turn, who will find more active 
service in executive appointments, will have a sound foundation of theory 

upon which their practical knowledge will be securely built. The most 
encouraging feature of the situation lies, to my mind, in the awakening of 

native public opinion to the importance of agricultural education and enquiry which 
has taken place during the last few years. The volume  of this opinion 

has grown steadily, so far as one can judge from the columns o! the native papers, 
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and its existence has a very important practical bearing upon the success of our 

institution. It is no use building a College if we fail to attract pupils; and 

pupils will not come unless they see a prospect of profitable employment before 

them. In providing such employment, Government will do its best. There 

WIll be a certain demand for educational service-a demand which will expand 

as the supply of teachers at the top enables us gradually to extend instruction 

downwards until we reach the village-school. A certain number will be 

employed by the Courts of Wards in the various Provinces. More will, I hope, 

be needed for those demonstration farms alluded to by the Hon 'ble Mr. Bose, 

as to the value of which I agree with him entirely, but which we are not yet in it 
position to start, simply for want of men qualified to take charge of them. And 
qualifications in agriculture will be given due weight in selection for the revenue 

side of Government service. But what Government can do will be a mere 

fleabite compared with what the great landowners of India can do; and with 

what the great landowners 11Jdl do, if the demand for men with agricultural 

training which is so constantly put forward in the native papers is the 

expression of· a genuine opinion. I realize that much will depend upon 

the class of men that we tum out. They must be, not mere theorists 

with heads crammed full of book knowledge, but thoroughly practical 

men, accustomed to apply in the field what they have learned in the 
laboratory. I believe that we shall turn out such men; and if only the great 

landowners will appreciate their value and give them employment, they will 

be doing more than could be done in any other way to promote the agricultural 

development of their ~  

"The Pusa institution will also include a cattle-farm for the improve-

ment of the local breed of· cattle. And this leads me to a subject which 

is of vital importance to the agriculture of the country, and which has been too 

much neglected in the past. Hitherto the Civil Veterinary Department 

has been, in many parts of India at least, so fully occupied with the care 

of horse-breeding in order to supply remounts for the Army, that it has 

had but scanty leisure to devote to its more proper duty of improving the 

local breeds of cattle, and of combating the infectious diseases which annually 

impose such a heavy tax upon the cultivator. Much has been done within 

the past two years to elaborate a method of inocu!ation against rinderpest, and 

to induce the people to avail themselves of it; and already there are the most 

encouraging ~ig s that the idea has taken root and is spreading steadily. But 

no great progress could. be expected so long as our ~ e i  Veterinary establish-

ment were not fret! to devote themselves to this and kindred subjects. The care 
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of horse-breeding, at any rate in those parts of  India in which it forms the 

heaviest charge upon the attention of our staff, is now about to be transferred 

to the Military Department j and I hope that before long the good effects of 

the change will become apparent, and that we shall be able to ~  substantial 

progress in dealing with the question of agricultural cattle in India. 

" The Hon'ble Sir Edward Law remarked last Wednesday that the alleged 

deterioration in the quality of fibre of the jute grown in Bengal appeared 

to him to be a matter which required the close attention and advice of 

agricultural experts, assisted by agricultural chemists, and that he hoped 

that it would be taken up. The subject was brought to the notice of 

Government in August 1900, and inquiries were immediately set on 

foot. The first step was to ascertain the local facts precisely-always a 

work of difficulty where a staple is cultivated over a large tract of country. 

The next was to conduct a carefully arranged series of experiments in the 

cultivation of different varieties under varied conditions. Now, unfortunately. 

a plant will not allow itself to be hustled i it insists upon taking its own time 

to grow, and will ripen only once a year. Consequently, such experiments take 

time. We may be fortunate enough to .hit upon the cause of ihe deterioration 

and its remedy almost at once, or it may take us !'ome years of careful 

experiment. But I think I can promise that the inquiry will be practical and 

thorough. 

" The Hon'ble Mr. Cruickshank has alluded to the important measures 

that are in hand for the rehabilitation of Bundelkhand. The measures are, in 

the main, the proposals of the Local Government j but they have had throughout 

the hearty approval and support of the Government of India. The Hon'ble 

Rai Sri Ram Bahadur reminds us that we shall have to put our hands 

into our pockets if our plans are to succeed; and he refers us to an 

expression of his opinion, in another place, upon the intrinsic merits 

of our measures. I gather that he and those who think with him approve of 

the e ~ si  of the Encumbered Estates Act. But they consider that tht 

proposals for restricting the alienation of land are unjustifiable and unsound, 

and that they should at least be postponed until experience has shown how 

a similar measure works in the Punjab. Now it cannot be too clearly 

understood that in this matter the whole scheme stands or falls together, 

and that it is not open to choose one portion of it and reject another. We 

fully recognize that the depressed condition of the 13undelkhand landholders. 

thuugh due in the main to causes for which the Gove{nment is in no 

way responsible, such as the character of the soil and a long series of 
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unfavourable seasons, is also in some" degree the result of a revenue 
system which was unsuited to the tract. We have accordingly changed 
the basis of assessment, and in fllture the demand will be periodically adjusted 
upon a fluctuating system, under which the burden will vary with the means of 
bearing it. Weare granting an immediate reduction of some five lakhs in the 
annual assessment, which will reduce it to a very moderate proportion of the 
assets as they now stand; and we are also granting a further special reduction 
of some 2t lakhs upon the already reduced demand, in the hope of giving the old 
landowners a fair start under the new system. Finally, we have sanctioned 
rules under which remissions will follow upon failure of crops upon a scale of 
unprecedented liberality. So far as the Revenue-administration is concerned, I 
am sure that my H on'ble friend will admit that the matter has been dealt 
with in a large and generous spirit. 

" But there remains a cause of indebtedness with which it is far more difficult 
to deal; and that is, the character and habits of the people. Just twenty ydars 
ago the same indebtedness for which we are now endeavouring to find a remedy 
prevailed in Jhansi, one of the Bundelkhand districts. The Government then 
passed the Jhansi Encumbered Estates Act, constituted a special Court with 
equitable jurisdiction, at a ,:ost of a lakh of rupees, to enquire into and adjust the 
debts of the landowners, and advanced a further sum of 5 lakhs for their liquida-
tion, with the result that the greater number were restored to solvency. But no 
sooner had this been done than the old process began again, and at the present 
moment indebtedness in Jhansi is as great as ever. It is agreed by all who know 
them best, that this result is largely due to the thriftless character of the people, 
who are unable to resist the temptations that spring from the gift of a pro-
prietary right which will fetch money in the market; and that so long as they 
are left wilh an unrestricted power of alienation, so long must any amelioration 
that may result from proceedings such as I have described be of a purely 
temporary character. 

"We are now proposing to repeat the experiment of 1882 upon a greatly 
extended scale, to apply the Jhansi Act to the whole of Bundelkhand, to create 
special Courts in five and a half districts instead of one at a cost which will 
presumably exceed 5lakhs, to advance 25 lakhs for the liquidation of debt, 
and to spend one ldkh on the purchase of estates in special cases in order to 
retain their old proprietors upon the land. But we are not prepared to take 
these measures unless we have some assurance that the benefits which 
result WIll he more 'lasting than before. We have not the slightest intention 
of spending 6 and lending 25 lakhs of rupees, if the process is to be repeated 

• 
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for the third time twenty years hence. We are therefore proposing legislation 

to restrict the power of alienation of land by the agricultural classes of Bundelkhand, 
on similar lines, though somewhat less stringent, to those followed in the Punjab; 
and it must be distinctly understood th at this legislation is an integral portion of 

the scheme. If that is to be postponed, then the whole scheme for the 
!"edemption of debt must be postponed also i and the Hon'ble Rai Bahadur 

knows what that will ~e  for the people. II 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GENERAL SIR EDMOND ELLRS said :-" My Hon'ble 

Colleagues Rai Sri Ram Bahadur, Mr. Gokhale, His Highness the Agha Khan 

and Mr Ananda Charlu have all reiterated, with their usual eloquence, the 

demand, with which we are all familiar, for the reduction of Army elCpenditure. 

If His Highness the Aga Khan does not advocate a reduction of the British 

force, a sentiment on which I congratulate him, but suggests short service for 

the Native Army as a means of decreasing the burden. In this he is strongly 

supported by Mr. Gokhale. In reply I.would say that I cannot think that this 

system on European lines is applicable to India. 

" My Hon'ble Colleague Mr. Ananda Charlu says that, notwithstanding the 

manner in which his previous representations have been met, he remains 

I incorrigible.' I am afraid I must plead to being equally incorrigible on the 

other side and must give very much the same answer as last year, that I see no 

probability of any decrease in Military expenditure, but rather the other way. 

Our critics both here and in the Press are apt, I think, to attribute this steady 

increase to the innate viciousness of the soldier rather than to natural causes. 

The increases are, I believe, due to four main causes :-

first, the addition to the army in 1885 i 

second, the increase of Ray which was a few years ago given to the 
Native Army.,and this year to the British i 

third, the loss by exchange, as the British soldier is a large gainer by a 

,low exchange j 

jourth, the enormously enhanced cost of war material, whether guns, 
rifles, ammunition, etc. 

,I As to the first item, I fear the Government of India 'till remain at variance 
.with its critics. The addition to the army was considered necessary in 1885 
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by the then Government, and the maintenance of the addition is con'sidered 

necessary by the present Government. It is justIfied by the addition of the Pro-

vinces of Burma and Baluchistan to the Empire. It is argued that because we 

spared 10,000 men for South Africa we can spare them altogether. In every con-

cern I know of, whether business or engineering, there is a factor of safety. A mill 

or factory may work extra time under pressure, or underhanded owing to sickness, 

but no sane manager would therefore advocate a reduction of establishment. No 

engineer would build a railway bridge to. carry the exact load it may be called on 

to  bear. Similarly, because we spared 10,000 men and many officers in 1900 to 

1902, it does not follow we were not pushed ourselves. In fact we were, as 

regards officers especially, and every Lieutenant,Generai considered that effi-

ciency was suffering owing to the efforts we made to help the empire. The 

wonder of Foreign Powers is not the enormous army we keep up, but the fact that 

we have such a small army to hold the enormous tract called India. We cannot 

admit, as stated by the Hon'ble Rai Bahadnr Sri Ram and Mr. Gokhale, that the 

army is too great for local purposes or defence. I may venture to suggest that 

perhaps the Government of India, backed by the Home Government, are the best 

judges. Anyone who said five years ago that we should place over 200,000 men 

in South Africa during 1899 to 1901 would have been scoffed at. When can 

we say when our necessity may arise? 

" In regard to the second item I would remark that the amount spent in 

increasing the pay of the Native soldiers and in fact their whole pay, some 

crores, goes back to the country and benefits the people. The extra pay of 

the British soldiers of 2d. a day was accepted by us as being a necessity on 

recruiting grounds i it amounts to a little over 30 lakhs. The further increase 

of 6d. a day which will be a heavy addition to the I ndian Estimates is under 

arbitration by Lord Alverstone. It will not become due until 1St April, 1904. 

" In regard to the third item, exchange is now stable and we need not anti-

cipate any further increase due to a lower exchange. 

" In regard to the fourth item I need only mention that the re-armament 

of our Native Army, Volunteers and Imperial Service Troops will cost 

l3i crores, and in the last three years we have spent 651, 59f and 491akhs for 
the purpose. A single gun for our coast defences may now cost £10,000. 

We are powerless to resist the advance of science in these matters 

and the necessity for keeping pace with our neighbours. No. one could 

seriously comtemplate re-arming our Native army with an obsolete weapon, or 

mounting a s ~h e gun at the cost of a few pounds in the Bombay 

defences. 

• 
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"I have here a statement • showing for a period of twenty years the total 

revenue and the Military and Marine expenditure under the following heads :-

India Military, Home 'Military. Military Works, India Marine, Home Marine, 

and Special Defences (Home and India). I shall have much pleasure in sup-

plying any Hon'ble Member of the Council with a copy. 

" A study of this is instructive and I think entirely refutes the views of our 

critics who assert that increased revenue is swallowed up by the rapacity of the 

military cormorant. With reference to the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale's remarks, in 

the last II years the Revenue of India has increased by nearly 17 millions 

sterling, no doubt a paltry increase due to the machinations of a wasteful and 

wicked Government, whereas the net Military expenditure has risen from 

£16,170,000 to £17,608,000, or barely Ii millions. It would therefore appear 

that owing to wise state'smanship which, whilst fully alive to the require-

ments of the Army as a means of ensuring peace, has been equally alive to 

developing the material prosperity of the country, a trifle of 14 to r 5 millions 

of revenue in this financial year has been made available for spend ing on the 

people of India and its further development. The percentage of net military ex-

penditure has fallen from 26 per cent. for the 9 years before 1892-93 to 

24 per cent. for the last II years. 

" People are apt to forget that if you wish for peace you must be ready for 

war. It will, I firmly believe, be the first sign of the decadence of our power 

in India if the counsel of neglecting military requirements is ever listened to. It 

is the fact of our being strong that permits of the great development we are 

witness to and the increased prosperity of our finances. Rather than find fault 

with Army expenditure, I would urge our critics to be thankful that we have a 

broad-minded statesman at our head to whom the Army owes much and who has 

not shrunk from the necessary expenditure for its improvement i and I would ask 

them to be further grateful that we have the leading soldin of th<:: day at the 

head of that Army, under whose auspices it will, we feel assured, become 

stronger and better fitted to guard the interests of this vast Empire and thus 

. i~ i  that peace from which cometh prosperity." 

His Honour THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR said :-" My lord, at this 
late stage of the debate, I do not intend to detain this Council'tcmg, or to 

make large demands upon their patience, but I desire to take this opportunity, 

• 
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as other speakers have done, first to congratulate the Government of India and 

still more the people of India upon the prosperity budget which has been laid 

before us, and secondly to draw attention to a few matters with which the 

Province of Bengal is chiefly concerned • 

.. My Lord, a surplus of 2! millions sterling, which is better by 2 millions 
than the estimate framed at the beginning of the year, is a matter for sincere 

congratulation, even though it be swelled by an incident for which no provi-

sion was made, for it connotes a  period of favourable seasons amI good 

harITests-a )'ear of peace and prosperity. That the Government of India 

should have decided to spend part of this surplus in remitting taxation 

is also a matter for universal satisfaction, and I think that the methois by which 

that remission will be effected will, on the whole, be generally applauded. 
Whether the price of salt to the petty consumer will immediately be lowered by a 

reduction of 20 per cent. of the duty may admit of some doubt, but the concep-

tion is a noble one h~ h will be readily understood by the people, and if the 

benefits of the reduction do not at once penetrate to the lowliest consumers, they 

will at any rate reach the petty trader and shop-keeper and will increase the profits 

of a  poor but indispf:nsible class of the community. The raising of the minimum 

taxable for income-tax will also be received with thankfulness by a brge body of 

struggling bread-winners to whom the payment of the tax is no small matter. 
The amount foregone is actually small, but the gratification and relief it will afford 

will be relatively large and out of all proportion to the actual amount surrendered. 

Lastly, my Lord, may I be permitted to say that to be able to announce a surplus 

and to remit taxation in a year which nas been signalised by the great Coronation 

Durbar at Delhi is an achievement which will make memorable for all time the 

fifth year of Your Excellency'S Viceroyalty. 

" So far as Bengal is concerned, the announcement to which the Province has 

looked forward with the greatest interest is that which regards the Provincial 

Contract. On this subject the late Lieutenant-Governor made an earnest 

appeal to the Government of India last year, and urged that the-assignment of 

revenue to Local Governments should be so arranged as to include a fair propor-

tion of growing revenue, while in another place he pleaded that the contract should 

be permanent or at any rate for a longer period than five years. Therefore, it 

was with some disappointment that we have learned that no d,efinite statement 

can yet be made. I trust, however, that the announcement of the final decision 

will not long be delayed, and that when it is made it will be found that Bengal has 

obtained a larger s~e of the revenue under the divided heads, and above all 

things a greater permanency of allotment. We acknowledge with gratitude the, 

• 
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liberal assistance which has been given us from time to time by grants 

from Imperial funds, but, acceptable though those have always been, they are for 

obvious reasons less capable of useful application than even smaller sums would 

be if their continuance were assured, or if the grants themselves could be longer 

foreseen . 

.. Though Bengal is an ancient Province with a teeming population, a fruitful 

soil, valuable products, and for the most part practical immunity from famine, 

yet in some material res pects it lags behind other Provinces of the Empire and 

lacks many of the advantages and developments which it would seem to· be 

entitled to enjoy from its wealth, size and importance. 

" The department in which the most crying need for reform still exists is the 

Police, and the appointment by Your Excellency'S Government of a Police Com-. 

mission was hailed with satisfaction by rulers and ruled alike: to carry out 

the reforms which that Commission will recommend, and others which may be 

found necessary by the local circumstances of this Province, will require large 

expenditure, which will, however, be ungrudgingly incurred to the utmost extent 

of our resources. 

"Under the great head of Public Works ::>.lso much remains to be done. 

The offices of Government all over this Province are in constant need of 

improvement. Many of them are dark, overcrowded, ill-ventilated and unhealthy 

and are quite unfit for the uses to which they are put: specially is this the 

case with the Courts of Civil Justice. Again, the question of residences for 

officials is one which becomes more acute year by year: not only is the accom-

modation for Munsifs in many outlying stations squalid beyond belief i but even 

in the large stations (if the houses which they inhabit are not the property 

of Government) the difficulty of accommodating officials presses more and more. 

Indian gentlemen are realizing gradually the advantages of good houses in 

good situations, and there is a tendency for houses in which the officials of 

the district have lived for years to pass out of their occupation. Once more 

the development of railways all over the Province necessitates the construction 

of feeder roads as a complement to the railway system: the construction of 

roads in sufficient number and within a reasonable time is often beyond the 

resources of District Boards, and the aid of the Local Government is 

necessarily invoked. Similarly, much remains to be done in opening out and 

improving the great water highways of the province: several projects of 

undoubted benefit and importance are under consideration, foremost among 

which are the development of the Bhil route in the i ~ District, and the 

dredging and clearance of the Bhagirathi. It is such projects as these which 

• 
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could be carried through with confidence and energy to the immense advantage of 

the people of Bengal if the Government were assured of the long continuance of 

a liberal Provincial contract, but which are now undertaken with hesitation and 

conducted with anxiety. 

"In other Departments of the administration also the demand for funds and 

for prolonged and well-sustained development is equally imperious. The needs 

of Bengal in the direction of primary education are very great. Something 

has already been done for the Provincial Executive Service, and it is hoped 

that before long an im!lrovement may be announced in the prospects cf the 

Subcrdinate Executi"'e Service; but the prospects of the Subordinate Judicial 

Service and cf the Educational Service in Bengal, both Provincial and 

Subordinate, are far from good, and it is admitted that both require reforms which 

cnly await the allotment of funds • 

.. Lastly, ere my list grows too large, I would mention the needs of agricul-

tural development and improvement. Bengal is before all things an agricultural 

province, and any measures which would result at reasonable cost in increao;ing 

the productiveness of the s ~  in reducing the expenses of cultivation and in giving 

the agriculturist a larger return for his toil would have far·reaching and widely 

beneficent results. There was a time when, in this Province as in others, 

it was ge~e  believed that the Indian peasant had nothing to learn in respect 

of husbandry, and that his appilrently crude methods, the heritage of a hoary 

past, were those which were best suited to the conditions of the clima'c and the 

soil. But those days are past; it is recognized now both by Europeans and Indians 

that much can be done for Indian agriculture in many ways, and Bengal is ready to 

share fully and eagerly in that advance in the theory and practice of agriculture 

which has been so marked a feature of Your Excellency's administration. Moreover, 

while it is true that scientific research and improved methods  are likely to do 

much for the general agriculture of the country, stiJ! more is the remark true 

ot the large industries which h;Jve led to the investment of great sums, 

the introduction of European capital and the employment. of an army 

of labourers of every degree. Most of these, alas, are now in a decadent 

condition; indigo is, I fear, almost doomed, tea has seen its best days, and jute 

we are told is deteriorating. On the other hand, there are indications that sugar 

may be destined to save the situation in Behar and, that, while preventing the 

total Joss of the capital sunk in indigo, it may give employment to thousands of 

labourers, both agriculturists and artizans, who would otherwise have been thrown 

back into the mass of humanity which presses upon the soil of that densely popu· 

lated Province. The commercial company which commenced its operations in 

1,,"00 has already expended £250,000 in the country and claims to have 

derr.onstrated that they may expect to get a sufficient return in sugar 
• 
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from an improved variety of cane to give the planter who grows the cane 

an adequate :lgricultural profit, anrl to the cultivator a large increase of 

employment at a season of the year when such increase is most welcome. 

" My Lord, in concluding his observations a ye'l.r ago, the late Sir John W ood-

burn emphatically avowed the loyalty of the Bengal Government to the Govern-

ment of India in matters of finance as in others, and he assured Your Excellency 

that while he desired to bave a share in the growing prosperity of the Government 

of Inaia he was equally ready to accept without demur their decisions on financial 

questions, and to yield to their requests for assistance when this assistance is 

required. With this declaration of loyalty I desire heartily to associate myself, 

and I will ask you to believe that the foregoing remarks are not the complaints of 

a suppliant begging for further favours, bl't that they represent the aspirations 

of a Government which looks out with wistful eyes upon a great field for develop-

ment and enterprise, which is eager to devote all its energies to that task, and 

which desires nothing more earnestly than largpr funds and greater capacity 

in order to utilize to the full for the good of its people the immense oppor-

tunities which lie before it." 

. The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW said :-" Your Excellency, I will endeavour 

to reply to the observations and criticisms of the Hon'ble Members who have 

spoken. 

" His Highness the Agha Khan has, in addition to his kindly congratulatory 

remarks, dealt chiefly with military subjects on which it is not within my 

province to offer any reply. 

"I can only express to His Highness the Raja of Sirmur my gratifica-

tion at the cordial terms of his acknowledgments oc the efforts of Govern-

ment for the benefit of the people. 

" With reference to the Hon'ble Mr. Cruickshank's remarks concerning 

the alleged inadequacy of the sum allotted under the existing Provincial Settle-

ment for the Government of the United Provinces, I need only say that in our 

next settlement every possible effort will be made to treat the various Provinces 

in a thoroughly equitable manner. My Hon'ble friend is as fully aWC".re 

as I am of the very great difficulty of the question and of the utter impossibi-

lity of satisfying everybody. 

" My Hon'ble friend Mr. Sri Ram seems to be under a strange misapprehen-

sion when he says that the surplus of 1901-1902 was not used for any of the 

purposes which he enumerates, namely, remission of taxation, reduction of the 

National Debt, or construction of works of public utility. Human memories are, 

alas short-lived, but I must admit that it is to me most astonishing to find that . , 
the H ~ Member has already forgotten that the surpluses of the last 
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two years enabled us to devote £ I ,32 1,500 to remission of land-revenue arrears, 
and further a very considerable sum directly for public works, as is shown by the 
reduction of our balances in India by the sum of £1,213,300, which, coupled 

with a reduction in the balances in England, enabled us te,> devote the very large 

sum of £3.011,000 to our railway and irrigation programme. In addition we 

sanctioned grauts-in-aid to Provincial Governments for works of public utility 

amounting in h~e aggregate to £ 1,203,2::0. 
"I may here note that the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale has complained, in his 

speech, that the whole of our surpluses were devoted to the reduction of public 

debt. There is a distressing conflict of opinion between our advisers. 

" I note that my Hon'ble friend advocates a further reduction in the postage 

charge for the transmission of newspapers. He says that this is in the interest 

of the general public. I venture to demur to this statement. I believe that it is 

only the very sIIJallest fraction of the general public who are interested in the 

question. The general public is interested in the question of the charge for 

money orders, and I think that we rightly gave preference to the claims of the 

great majority of the public, 

"As regards Agricultural Banks, I have already stated that the reason of 

delay in taking action is to be found in the complicated nature of the questions 

involved, which require the most careful consideration. If my Hon'ble fritnds 

wert: to be obliged to study the very numerous and often conAicting opinions 

which we have received from the large number of authorities whom we con-

sidered it our duty to consult, he would readily understand the cause of the 

delay. Certainly no one wishes more heartily than I do that it may be found 

possible to take reasonable action with a fair prospect of success, at an early 

datp.. 

" Regarding the cotton excise-dues I must say that I am surprised that the 

Hon'ble Mr. Sri R am should consider an increase approximating 50 per cent. 
in six years, in the returns from the cotton excise, as unimportant. I should 

be very' glad to find anything approaching a similar percentage of increase in any 

other branch of revenue. 

"I have now obtained later figures which show a stilI greater advance than 

indicated in my Financial Statement:-

1897-98 

1898"99 
1899-1900 

1900-01 

1901-03 

1902003 

" 

Net total receipts '!! cotton e~ ise es  

• 

R •. 

J 1,38,95° 

13.53,128 

13,°9,514 
11,62,947 

17,16,836 

• 17r76.450 
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"I {uHy sympathise with the Hon'ble Member in his desire to see the· 

development of a system of scientific and technical education. It is manifest 

that the Finance Department must be keenly interested in progress in a direction 

'which must increase the earning power of the people. 

"I must admit to being startled at the remark that the local produc-

tion of kerosine oil has decreased, when the very contrary is the case, and, as 

I noted in my Financial Statement, the imports of Burmese oil had increased 

to the port of Calcutta, alone, by some 25 per cent. in the last eleven months. 

" As regards the local production of sugar, I am not aware of any falling 

off, whilst a new sugar industry on scientific principles has been started in 

Behar. I have little doubt that in course' of time the crude and unsatisfactory 

methods of sugar· making now almost univt'rsal throughout the country will 

have to give way to something superior, and, if the natives of India do 

not advance with the times, they will, I fear, find their industry succumbing 

before the competition of improved methods of production. We can only hope 

that a spirit of enterprise will be developed among the nalive community, 

inducing them to invest capital in working up the raw products of the country . 

. " The Provincial Settlements have, as I explained last year, been delayed 

O:1t of regard for the interests of the Provinces concerned. I hope, however, 

that the majority will be fixed during the coming year. I must state that, as 

eg ~ the United Provinces, I cannot account for the statement that these 

Provinces are living on the reduction of former surpluses. According to the 

ligures which the Hon'ble Mr. Sri Ram has himself tabulated, the revenue 

during the period he refers to has exceeded the expenditure by over 26 lakhs, 

and it would appear that the Provincial balances should have increased by a 

similar amount. 

" It has been observed that the figures given by the Finance Secretarv, the 

Hon'ble Military Member and myself in connection with Army expenditure do 

not correspond. The Finance Secretary showed that, e i~g the cost of the 

H yderabad Contingent, the g'-oss expenditure in 1903-04 is estimated at 

£" 10,400 less than the Budget of J 902-°3. 1 he Hon'ble Sir Edmond Elles says 
that the net expenditure of the coming year wilI be Rs. 1,23,200 less than the 

Blldget of 1902-03, whilst I have shown that the Budget Estz"mate for 1903'04-

exceeds the Revised Estimate for Igc2-03 by £41 ;,400. The apparent discre-
pancies are accounted for by the fact that the compari:;ons in each case 

are of different kinds and on a different basis. The table given in my State-

ment shows only net figures for the comparative military.expenditure in tne 
cespeclive years i I have given lIctual figures for the first three years tabulated, 

for the fourth year the Revised Estimate, and for the coming year the Budget 

ig~ es which are alu·ne available; an,\ I am inclined to think that this is the 
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clearest manner in which, without book-keeping complications, the situation can 

be exhibited to the public; but my results do. not really differ from those shown 

either by the Hon'ble Military Member or by the Financial Secretary. 

" I have had a statement compiled showing the percentage of net ordinary 

military expenditure to general revenue during the last eight years. Beginning 

with the year 1895-96, the percentages are as follows:-

Comparzson of net orditzary Military expenditure 1V#" Rcve,wc, 

Net Army and MiIi-

Total Revenue tary Works ex pen-
Percentage of 

YEAR, 
excluding Army diture, excl ud ing 

and Military warlike operations Military expenditure 

Works receipts. costing over to Revellue, 
50 lakhs each. and 
Special Defences. 

-.- £ £ 

189-5-96 · • · · 64,894,971 15,984,476 24'6 

1896-97 · . 62,076,762 16,256,298 26·2 

1897"98 · · 63,671,720 15,616,630 24-5 

1898-99 66,965,278 15,489,986 23'1 

---
TOTAL · 257,608,731 63,347,39° 24'6 

1899-1900 ~  14.945,586 22'0 

19°0-01 . · · 74,419,262 15,009,519 20'2 

19°1-02 . • · · 78,319,293 15,711,537 20·9 

19°2-°3 " . 75,932,600 17,279.4°0 22·8 

TOTAL 293,554,°56 62,946,°42 21'4 

" These figures show that our military expenditure is not advancing in pro-

_ portion to the growth of our resources. 

"They do not include the cost of military expeditions individually exceed-

ing half a crpre. Over such expenditure we can exercise no control. And 

here I may once more call attention to the large sums included in 
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military expenditure in the last two or three years for the creation of ordnance 

establishments. Although we e ~  to debit these sums to expenditure against 

Revenue, they are in reality  Capital expenditure, which, I believe, will not only 

return good interest by resulting economy as regards future military, require-

ments, but will, in ways I explained in the Budget Statement, prove of real 

value to the industrial community in India. 

" It may possibly be objected by some cntlcs that our total military ex-

penditure is in any case too large. I am happy to join issue at once and directly 

with such critics. They cannot, for want of information which cannot be made 

public, be in a position to pronounce an opinion on the necessity or otherwise 

of greater or smaller military preparation and consequent expenditure. The 

Government of India, acting on the fullest information and with the advice of 

the competent military authorities, consider that certain things are necessary 

to meet certain eventualities and it is their duty to take action and provide 

accordingly. 

" There is nothing more unbusinesslike than to delay purchases till market 

prices are high. If military preparations were delayed till the last moment, we 
should not only find the market against us for hurried purchases, but in our 

hurry we should be obliged 1:0 accept indifferent quality, even if the articles 

required were procurable in time to be of any use. 

" There was a school, and indeed a very important one, though now in my 

opinion happily moribund, if not dead, which recoiled with horror before the 

shibboleth 'unproductive expenditure' which they were plea!>ed to fasten on 

all military expenditure. If consistent, men of this school couM never have 

accepted the idea of insuring their lives till their state of health was such that 

the Insurance Companies either charged exorbitantly high premiums for their 

policies, or refused altogether to grant them. 

" This is a business question, and the very worst kind of finance is that which, 

for the comenience of the moment, wilfully shuts its eyes to possible eventualities 

and seeks to swell present surpluses at the cost of the future. 

"The Government of India has sufficiently shown its appreciation of the 

many needs for the adequate development of the natural resources of this great 

country. Every anna we spend on military preparations is so much deducted 
from our means of advancing that most desirable development; and we sanction 

military expenditure with real regret and solely because we know that it is 

necessary. Our only consolation lies in the fact that we hafe perfect i ~ e 
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that our present military advisers ·have both the will and the competence to 
secure for us the fullest possible value for the money which they call upon us to 
expend. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Rampini calls attention to various questions 
connected with the administration of justice, and to the profit which Govern-
ment is supposed to make out of the excess of fees over the cost of the Courts, 
particularly in Bengal. 

" I thought that I had sufficiently explained last year that the assumed profit 
is more imaginary than real, as in the accounts from which the figures indicat-
ing a profit are taken there is no allowance for pensions, buildings, stationery 
(legal gentlemen use a good deal of paper) and other items, not to speak of 
the cost of gaols and police which are necessary parts of the machinery of 
justice. 

" It is not in my province to discuss the possibility of improvement in -the 
organization or procedure of the Bench or Bar. My connection with these 
questions is confined to the scrutiny from a financial point of view of such pro-
posals as may be made for increased expenditure. Such proposals have latterly 
been both numerous and heavy, particularly from the Calcutta High Court, as 
also from many Provincial Courts. The only part of the Finance Department in 
such matters is to sanction, without any possibility of the control which it is 
accustomed to exercise over expenditure in most other spending branches of 
the administration. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Whitworth has made remarks on judicial matters and on 
recruitment for the Volunteers, to which it does not fall within my province to 
reply. 

" With reference to his complaint as to the condition of court·houses in the 
Bombay Presidency, I may point out that, as mentioned in my Budget State-
ment, we are making a special grant-in-aid of 40 lakhs to Provincial Adminis-
trations for Minor Public Works. The Bombay Government wIlI receive its 
share of this grant, and a portion will doubtle3s be applied to meet the require-
ments indicattd by the Hon'ble Member. 

" The HOllb'le Sir Montagu Turner expresses his regret that we did not find 
it possible to raise the limit of exemption from income-tax to include incomes of 
Rs. 1,200 per annum. I think the-re is a good deal to be said in favour of 
the limit he desires, from the point of view especially of the result to a consi. 
derable class of clerks whose incomes just reach that figure j but we feel that 
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we have been able to grant a considerable measure of relief, and we did not 

considtr it prudent to go further for the moment. 

" The Hon'ble Sir Montagu Turner, however, goes much further when he 

speaks of the income· tax as a tax which should not be regarded as a permanent 

source of revenue .. Here I am entirely at issue with him. I look on the income-

tax as an excellent source of revenue, and I believe that it is most desirable that 

it should be continued. As years roll by, the methods of assessment should 
steadily improve j and I trust that this tax will in course of time, perhaps with 

some modifications, enable us to obtain wme reasonable share of contribution 

towards the expenses of Government, [rom an important class whom many think 

have hitherto escaped unduly lightly. At. its present very light rate the 
tax is a mere nothing to many men of large incomes. 

II With reference to his remarks about the very large recent importations of 

silver, I need hardly assure the Hon'ble Member that Government is fully alive 

to the danger of illicit coining, and that we shall continue to use every means in 

our power to check unlawlul practices . 

. 11 As regards the continuance of countervailing duties on sugar'after Septem-

ber 1 st, I can only say that it seems tOO early to decide on the measures which 

may be necessary after that date. When the time comes, we shall do our best 

to frustrate all attempts to put us once more in the undesirable situation which 

the countervailing duties were introduced to obviate. I do not think that the 

question of the levy of the general import-duty of 5 per cent. on sugar will 

be found to be in any way connected with that of countervailing duties. 

"On the question of a reduction of telegraph charges I observed last year 

that 'I should be very glad if circumstances should hereafter permit us to 

reduce charges.' Certainly, we should be very 'pleased to reduce present 

rates, if it were found possible to elaborate any scale of charges which would 

cheapen the use of the telegraph to the public who' send telegrams, without 

causing such loss of revenue as would be fairly .objected to by the great body 

of tax-payers who seldom or ever send a telegram. I do not say that some 

smaU loss may not properly be incurred, for although the direct, ad vantage of 

cheapening telegraph rates would accrue chiefly to the mercantile community, 

yet everything tending to facilitate trade operations must, more or less, 

indirectly benefit the public at large. 

"At present, according to the calculations of some experts, not only does 

Government incur loss on the transmission of private telegrfms, a loss amount-

i.ng to RI0,SI,500 in 1901-1902, "but, unfortunately, under the present system 

of rates, it would seem possible that the more private telegrams are sent the 
, g e~ e  the loss. The average loss on each private telegram is according to 
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some calculations about ~ annas j but I should 'observe that our authorities 

are not at all in accord as regards the basis on which the calculation should 

be made, and I must admit that, having given my best personal attention to the 
question, I find it so full of complications that I should not like to be held re-
sponsible for the exact figure of loss. 

" I may mention that, according to American calculations, the mere cost of 

each operation in connection with transmission of a telegram is t a cent 
(approximately! anna) for each operation, and it is calculated by our Telegraph 

Department that, as an average, there are five operations in India for three in 
Europe. 

" It will be asked how, as a matter of accounting, we have hitherto shown a 

book profit on the transactions of the Telegraph Department. The answer is 

that this book-keeper's correct statement of profit is calculated by including in 

the accounts the sums debited to Government Departments for official telegrams 

at the same rates as are charged to the general public. It must be remembered, 
however, that the loss on private telegrams is mainly due to the free transmis-

sion of addresses which in private telegrams are frequently inordinately long as 

compared with the paying part of the message-the body of the telegram. In 

Government telegrams the non-paying part of the message (the address) is 

relatively short as compared with the paying body of the telegram; also a 
large proportion of Government telegrams are sent at the paying urgent rates. 

Considering the importance to the Telegraph Department of its work for 

Government, it is certain that, were the Department a private commercial under-

taking, Governments would demand and would be granted a very large reduction 

on the ordinary rates, such as is given for Press telegrams; and here it may be 

mentioned that there is a heavy loss on the transmission of Press messages. 

" The difficulties and complications in connection with our present system of . 

telegraph charges, and especially as regards free addresses, are extraordinary j 
but we have been and are giving the whole subject our most attentive considera-

tion in the hope of finding a justification for some:: change advantageous to the 

public, particularly as regards the possibility of sending a non-urgent private 

telegram for a small charge. 

" As regards the Persian tariff, I am afraid that I have nothing to add to the 

remarks made on the.subject in my Financial Statement. I regret to say that 

the Persian Government  has already refused any concession in the matter of 
postponing the operation of the new tariff. Disappointing as is this refusal, I 

understand that they are fully within their rights. 

" The question of the advisability of guaranteeing the rate of exchange for 
interest payments on Rupee paper has been under the consideration of the 
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Government of India for a considerable time. It has latterly been discussed 
by some organs of the Press in India, and representations have been received 
from the Calcutta and Madras Chambers of Commerce recommendin a the . h 

guarantee. Bombay has refrained from offering an opinion, and public opinion is 
by no means unanimous in approving the proposal. 

" Many serious points must be considered and decided before we could 
formulate or recommend a definite proposal. But first of all we must be 
clear in our own minds as to the objects for which change of apy sort might be 
considered advisable. Such advisability must depend on the advantages which 
might be directly secured by the Government of India and consequently in-
directly, but none the less effectually, by the Indian tax-payer. The interests 
of the investor can only be considered as far as they coincide with those of 
Government, but in the important points of the price of our securities (in so far 
as they affect our credit) and the investor's readiness to make further invest-
ments, these interests do coincide. 

II H ere, I think I should note that a fundamental fi nancial principle 
is that the public debt of a country should, as far as possible, 
be held by the citizens of the debtor country, and that the obligations 
('onnected with such debt should be in the currency of that country. I may 
point out that the adoption of the present proposal in any form would constitute, 
to a greater or less extent, a breach of at least one of these fundamental princi-
ples, and therefore we must be very cautious in accepting any change unless we 
1re very fairly assured of securing really important compensating advantages to 
the State. 

" F or my own part, I do not, as at present advised, find such certain com-
pensating advantages to the State, in a proposal to fix the rate of exchange 
for interest payable on existing securities. Doubtless its acceptance would 
raise the price of Rupee paper in the market j but, though I am quite open to 
conviction in a contrary sense, it seems to me that such appreciation of the 
market price of existing securities, although a considerable gain to 
present holders of stock, would not offer any advantage to Government, 
and, as regards future investors, they will only think of the terms under which 
future investments may be offered to them. I am inclined to think then that the 
only question for practical consideration is the advantage or disadvantage 
in guaranteeing exchange on future issues. • 
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" I may point out som-e of the disadvantages which have been suggested as 

connected with the acceptance of even such a limited proposal :-

(I) We should be incurring debt payable in a currency which 15 not that 

of the debtor country. 

(2) We should be introducing a new class of stock, for which the market 

would for some time to come be limited and the stock therefore not readily 

saleable. 

(3) We should, it has been alleged, depreciate existing stock held under 

present conditions. 

(4) ~ should, it has been suggested, discourage the fortunately growing 

tendency among Indian investors to hold Government stock, since the conces-

sion whilst raising the price of the stock would not present to them the same 

advantages as to investors living abroad, who are obliged in any case to convert 

their rupee dividends into gold. 

" I do not say that I accept all these objections as well-founded or as 

unavoidablt", but, at all events, they require very careful consider:l.tion. 

" As regards (I) the objection cannot, in my opinion, be controverted. All 

that can be said is that the proportion o( the stock which might become subject 

to the objection might, by arrangement, be so limited as compared with the total 

debt, that the objectIOn becomes insignificant as compared with advantages 

which may  possibly be secured in compensation. 

" As regards (2) I do not think that the objection need necessarily be 

encountered. It seems to me that there are various possible arrangements, 

such as conversion of a limited portion of existing stock into stock of the new 

class, by which it could be met. I do not undertake to recommend such an 

arrangement, but I point out that it is possible. 

" (3) is an objection 'which, personally, I do not think would arise in 

practice. I believe that there are two different categories of investors-those 

to whom the question of exchange is all-important, that is, to the investors 

permanently resident in EUfope, and those to whom it is of little Of no importance, 

that is, to those permanently resident in India. Each category would, in my 

opinion, hold the class of stock which suited it best and for which it would be 

willing to pay a full.price. 
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II (4) If'existing stock were left under present conditions, or only a small pro-
portion of it converted, there would, I apprehend, be a sufficient quantity of such 

stock available to meet all requirements of Indian investors for a very long time 

to come, and should it, as is quite possible, <;ommand a lower price in the market 

than another class of stock the exchange value of the interest on which was 

guaranteed, I see nothing in the contingency to discourage the .Indian investor. 

II I have endeavoured to show that there are mauy important and difficult 

points for consideration, in connection with the proposal which has been made. 

I have no desire to prejudge the general question, which is receiving our careful 

attention. 

" The Hon'ble Mr. Bose deals with many important questions in a tem-

perate though earnest spirit which must command respect and attention. It is 

not within my province to reply to his remarks on the collection of land-revenue, 

beyond stating that he is certainly right in his assumption that the Central Gov-
ernment have no desire to be harsh in their dealings with the agricultural classes 

in impoverished districts, and 1 trust that the Finance Department is credited 

with too much good sense for it to be believed that we would knowingly injure 

the goose which lays our golden eggs. 

" I am afraid that I cannot accept the views put forward by the Hon'bl4! 
Mr. Bose on the question of the excise-duties on cotton-manufactures and 

their effect on the cotton-industry. All industries have their ups and downs, and 

the cotton-industry in India cannot hope to Eare better than other industries in the 

world, including the cotton-industry in Lancashire. I do not myself believe that 

the cotton-industry in India has been in any way seriously affected by the imposition 

of the excise-dues at the very moderate rate of 3-1-per cent. I am told that the 

e ~e expenditure for clothing for the class who consume the bulk of the . 

product of our cotton-mills is from 5 to 6 rupees per annum. Taking the 

highest figure, a charge of 3i per cent. thereon amounts to less than 31-annas 
per annum, even assummg, what is not the case, that clothing of no other 

material than cotton is worn. 

" I cannot believe that 3i annas per annum paid by the consumer will limit 
his purchases of cotton cloth.· Were I inclined to believe it, the figures 

showing the net receipts from excise-dl,les during the last six years, which 

1 have quoted, flatly contradict the assumption. It is impossible that the 
amount 01 dues received from the cotton excise could have increased 

in so remarkable a manner if there had not been a cOlTesponding increase 
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in-the outlum of the mills and in the consumption of their products. Where 
then is there a vestige of proof of the injurious effect of the excise? In £lI y 
opinion it is a very useful tax, one which presses very lightly on the consumer, 
and which provides us with a rapidly increasing contri"tlution towards t he very 
heavy expenditure required for the development of the country. Personaily, I 
must say that I hope that the tax will be long maintained, and that the COIl-

tinuance of a steady increase of the returns will continue to indicate the 
vitality of the cotton-industry, and the increasing prosperitV' of the people, 
whilst furnishing Government with increasingly important contributions towards 
meeting some of their more urgent wants. 

"The Hon'ble Member says that the price of cotton-goods has fallen by 12 

per cent. since .894. I have no means of checking his figure or of comp;uing 
it with the general fall of prices in Europe, but I know that the latter has beeD 
heavy, and there is no reason why the industry in India should escape influences 
which have had similar results elsewhere. If the profits of the capitalist manu-
facturer are somewhat reduced by lower prices, the consumer is securing the 
full benefit of the reduction. 

"I am quite prepared to admit that some of the cotton-mills in Bombay and 
perhaps in other parts of the country have of recent years been doing badly as 
regards profits, but it is a matter of common knowledge that many of them 
were being worked on an unsound financial basis, and that, no matter what the 
general conditions of trade might have been, they were bound sooner or later 
to feel the effect of their unfortunate financial position. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Charlu, I am inclined to think that there is some-
thing to be said in favour of the idea of a reduction of the salt-tax by an 
amount which could be readily calculated per seer. But, even if the idea were 
generally approved, to give effect to its acceptance would have entailed a reduc-
tion in the tax of 10 annas instead of 8 ann as per maund-an ad dition of 25 per 
cent. to the loss of revenue which has been admitted. This addition the Gov-
ernment of India was not prepared to accept. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale criticises the action Qf Government in not 
having remitted taxation at a somewhat earlier date than the present. I can 
only say that, if \\"e had accepted and acted on the opinion of Mr. Gokhale, we 
should not have ventured to reduce taxation now. Mr. Gokl]ale never tires of 
asserting that the tpeople of this country are impoverished and going from bad 
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to worse, and, if such were really the case, it is evident that without an increase 

of taxation affording temporary financial relief at the expense of the future, it 

would be impossible to maintain our present scale of expenditure. Nevertheless 

we are increasing p.xpendit ure, and instead of increasing taxation we are reducing 

it. I should be indeed sorry for the inhabitants of this country if Government 

had been persuaded to act on my Hon'ble friend's opinion. 

" It is not, h ~ e  surprising if the Hon'ble Member should fall into 

error in his general conclusions, since he seems to have been misled in the 

assumptions in detail from which he draws them. For instance, if he has ever 

glanced at our Customs-returns, it is beyond comprehension how he can assume 

that the poorer classes of the community pay their share of Customs-duties. 

Almost the only imported articles which I believe are consumed by those classes 

are grey cotton-goods, copper, in smaller proportion silver, and in very small 

proportion petroleum. Taking a liberal estimate of the share of these commo-

dities imported for the use of the classes referred to, the proportion of Customs-, 

duties they pay will not amount to more than 20 per cent. of the total returns, 

and, should we accept an estimate of even 25 per cent., it must be admitted that, 

in comparison with their numbers and aggregate taxable capacity, the poorer 

agricultural classes contribl.te but a trifling proportion to our revenue from 

Customs. If the Hon'ble Member should take the trouble to make any calcul<,,-

tion on his own lines, he will arrive at a very much smalJer percentage than I am 

prepared to admit, since, last year, he told us that the bulk of the people have 

nothing to do with the imports of sugar or cotton-goods. 

" Again, as regards Forest revenues, the Hon'ble Member seems to be 

unaware that the bulk of the returns are derived from the sale of timber and 

that the receipts from the agricultural classes are but a small item -in the general 

total. Sales of timber yielded 1 14 lakhs out of a total of 194 lakhs, and there 
are also sales of sabai grass, rubber, tannin, resin, turpentine and many other 

minor products. It must also be noted that the balance. which is paid by 

agriculturists is not a tax, but a payment for value received, in grazing and 

other rights. 

" I have already answered certain criticisms on the question of our military 

expenditure. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, however, takes a line of his own in 

comparing the proportion of Indian military expenditure to total revePlues, with 

the proportion in Russia. ) do not know where he obtained the information as 

regards Russian expenditure, which has led him to the extraordinarily erroneous 
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conclusions at which he has arrived. I receive every week the official journal 

of the Russian Finance Ministry, and fronl that undoubtedly trustworthy organ 

I can quote figures showing that the proportion of military expenditure to the 

total Russian revenues derived from taxation is nearly 40 per cent. and not 

as the Hon'ble Member assumes 25 per cent. And Indian figures include 

naval expenditure, which Russian military figures do not. I do not, however, 

recognise any useful object in such comparisons. We have no more interest 

in other people's military expenditure than they can have in ours. 

" My Hon'ble friend says that he has no wish to repeat the remarks which 

he made last year in criticism of my expressed opinion on the general economic 

condition of the country. I am glad of it, since it saves me from all thought of 
wearying Council with a repetition of the refutation of his arguments which I 

believe I gave wherever they were of a nature to be tested by established 

facts and figures. He now wants to know why I selected the last four years 

for a comparative statement of the returns of certain revenues. The answer is 

simple. I took them because they were the last four years, and therefore the 

most interesting. It so happens also that, as these four years commenced with 

a terrible famine, the period immediately following that visitation is particularly 

interesting as affording evidence of the power of recuperation from its effects. 

But, if the Hon'ble Member would like to go back further, and take another 

four years, so as to include the last two great famines, his contentions equally 

fall to the ground. These figures which I have tabulated show that, between 

the years 1895-96 and ~  the revenues from the sources I selected for 

my argument increased by some 10 per cent. This is not a bad record for a 

period which, as I have recalled, included the series of famine years. 

1895·g6· 1902-°3. 

£ £ 

Salt 5,907,897 ~  

Stamps 3,151,370 3,471,900 

Escise 3,814,945 4,377,600 

Customs 3,107,606 3.509,700 

Post Office 1,142,330 1,435.000 

TOTAL • 17,124,148 18,834,200 
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"I must confess to a feeling of regretful surprise that such a student of the 
conditions prevailing in this country should suggest an ac'cusation of drunkenness 
against his compatriots. The H on'ble Member says that the increase in 
excise receipts is a sign of I increased drunkenness.' I have hithrrto been 
under the impression that one of the great virtues of the peoples of India was 
their extraordinary sobriety. Perhaps, however, we may hope that the Hon'ble 
Mr. Gokhale is as mistaken as to the moral habits of certain classes as I think 
he has been clearly shown to be on many points in connection with their m"terial 
condition. 

" I will only notice one other statement made by my Hon'ble friend. To-
day he has spoken feelingly of the hardship ca'lsed to the people by the great rise 
in prices. May 1 remind him that last year he spoke with equal feeling on 
the hardship involved in the faU of prices, in connection with a remarkable 
argument intended to show that taxation of the proQucers in this land was 
increasing to an alarming extent! 

II In concluding my replies to the Hon'hle Member I would assure him 
that' I am very grateful for all criticisms which may be passed on my State-
ments. If criticisms are based on fallacious assumptions, I am grateful for the 
opportunity of exposing fallacies. If they are well founded, I am still more 
grateful for being corrected. Nothing can be more valuable as an assistance 
to the honest study of a question than the pointing out of errors which may 
lead to false conclusions. 

" My Hon'ble friend has pointed out an error which I made in including 
Berar revenues in a comparative statement of advance in Revenue. I am 
much obliged to him, and I can only beg to be excused when such errors creep 
into a stat-ement prepared under the great stress for time inevitably accompany-
ing the preparation of the Budget Statement. 

II In correction of my mistake, I may' say that the amount of the Berar 
revenues, inadvertently included in my Statement, is £79,40o-out of the total 
increase of revenue amounting to £630,ooo-to which I was referring." 

His Excellency TI-iE PRESIDENT said :-" Among the objects that I have 
set before myself ever since I have been in India, and high up among the tasks 
of which I h:lVe sometimes spoken, has been a reduction of the burdens that rest 
upon the shoulders of the people. In my first Budget speech in 1899, I dis-
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cussed the question of remission ~  taxation, and showed that the time was not 
yet. Then we found se e~ caught in a cyclone of famine and general suffer-

ing, and all such ideas had to be postpuned. In my third Budget speech, I 

again cautiously alluded to the matter; but, as we were s~i  in the wood and 

had not got out into the open, I dared neither to be sanguine nor prophetic. 

Last year we hac! a large surplus, aml I is s~e  in my Budget remuks the 

different ways in which we might have spent it. We decided to malae a sub-

stantial gift to those classes or the population who had been hardest hit in the 
recent visitations, and we wiped off arrears of Land-revenue amounting to 

nearly two crores, or a sum of £1,320.000, Now at last in my fiith year we 

are able to take the further step that has all along been in our minds; and my 
present Budget speech is the pleasantest that I have yet been call1!d upon to 

deliver, since it is associated with the first <;eriolls reduction of taxation that has 

been made in India for twenty years. 

" My view about taxation in this country has all along been this. I have 

never believed that, judged by any or all of the tests that are commonly and 

fairly applied, it is excessive or even high. I believe, on the whole, tnat so long 

as a liberal policy of remissions and suspensions of Land-revenue is pursued 

in bad times, it presses very lightly upon the people. But the material con-

dition, or the relative acquiescence, of a people is not the sole measure of what 

taxation should' b'e. Otherwise ther" would be a good argument for squeezing 

everybody up to the point at which he can give forth moisture without an 

audible groan. Another test which a just and liberal-minded Government 

cannot fail to apply is the observance of a due proportion between the revenues 

that are drawn from the people, and the calls that are made upon them by a 

reas('nably progressive standard of administration. When it is found that for 
a series of years, including years of misfortune, the revenues of a country 

produce a considerable annual surplus over and above what is required by 

administrative needs, even interpreting these in the most generous spirit, then 

I think that the time has arrived for taking from the people somewhat les;; : and 

it is these considerations that have led my Colleagues and myself to give this 

relief, added to the fact that it has been long promised, and that the patience 

of the community has itself enhanced the case for remission. Sir Edward Law, 

whom J must take leave to congratulate both upon the results that he has 

achieved, and upon the modesty with which he has announced them, has shown 

in his Statement that we have endeavoured to bring our bounty home to those 

classes of the commur.ity that most require it, through the relief of the income-

tax to the struggling members of the middle class, through the reduction ill the , 
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salt duty to the cultivating millions. The total annual sacrifice of revenue 

which we have thus accepted a mounts to nearly 2 IO ~ hs  or £ I ,400,000, and 
it will not, I hope, henceforward be in the power of anyone to say that we have 
refused to thE: people a due share in the improving prosperity of the country, 

or that Government has either selfishly absorbed or unwisely dissipated the 

fruits of the national industry. Some fear has been expressed that the benefits 

of the reduction on the salt-tax may be frittered away before they reach the 

i consumer. But if we examine the result of what happened at the last 

I reduction in 1882, and again when the duty was reimposed in 1888, we find 

19ood reason for thinking that a difference of 8 annas per maund does filter down 

to the people, and is reflected both in the price of the commodity and in an 

increase or decrease of consumption. I am glad to see that this view 

was endorsed by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, who n.ade a speech today, 

characterised by the great ability which we have learned to associate with 

his utterances. Of course the reduction of taxation now does not carry 

with it any promise that it will never at any ti me be reimposed. The 

income·tax in England, which is the great national reserve, goes up and 

down according to the financial position j and every civilized Government must 

have at its disposal the mean's of meeting an emergency, whether caused by war 

or anything else. The utmost that the community can demand is that taxation 

which has been taken off, upon its own merits, shall not be lightly reimposed, 

and that the financial emergency which is held to justify its reimposition shall 

be proportionate in degree to the prosperity which was responsible for the 

original relief. I hope myself that the consumption of salt may increase steadily 

under the lowered rate 01 duty. and that Government will gradually reap its 

reward in a recovery of revenue as well as in the gratitude of the people. 

"One thing it may interest Hon'ble Members to know, namely, that since 

\ the salt duties were equalised throughout India, there has never been a period, 

\ 

except the six years between 1882 and 1888, at which the duty anywhere in 

India has stood so low as the rate to which we have now reduced it, and that 

since India was taken over by the Crown in the middle of the last century, h~ 
duty in Northern India and Bengal was never lower than two rupees eight 

annas except during the period above mentioned. These facts are, I think, 

of importance as tending to show the genuine and exceptional character of the 

present boon, and also the desire of Government, so far from making increasing 

expenditure an excuse for increasing calls upon the poorer classes of the 

population, to allow them to be the first to profit by an all round improvement 

in the national resources. There is one consequence that I h6)pe may ensue from 
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these measures of financial relief. I hope they may give the public at large, both 

in India and outside of it, a little greater confidence in the position and pros-

pects of this country. Year after year we have put forward at this table state-

ments of figures ;!.nd facts tending irresistibly to show that there is a great 

reserve of economic vitality in India, which not even plague and famine and the 

expenditure entailed thereby have availed to subdue. We have shown steadily 

improving revenues, large and increasing surpluses, advances in all the tests 

that indicate material prosperity. We have even been able from time to time 

to confer, as we did last year, very large and su bstantioil boons. But there has 

always remained a school of thought that declined to be convinced. With 

them the poverty of the Indian peasant, the decline of the country, and I !llay 

almost say its ultimate rum, have almost become an article of political beliet, 

based upon sentiment rather than reason, and impervious to the evidence of' 

facts. And the final argument that has always been used by critics of this 

class is the following-' Weare not impressed by your figures; we do not 

believe in your surpluses; we are not even convinced by your occasional doles. 

Not until you give a permanent relief of taxation, shall we be persuaded, either 

of the sympathy of Government, or of the prosperity of the country. That is 

the sure and final test of the condition of India and of the statesmanship of 

its rulers.' Well, I feel inclined to take these critics at their own word, and to 

illviie them, now that we have subscribed to their test, to abate their melan-

choly, and to be a little more ge e i ~ and less sceptical in the future. 

" I do not wish it for a moment to be thought that, because we have been 

able to remit the best part of I i-million sterling per annum in taxation, therefore 
there is no poverty in India. Far from it. There is enough, and far more than 

e ~h  There is a great deal more than anyone of us can contemplate with 

equanimity or satisfaction. The size and growth of the population, the 

character of their livelihood, and to some extent their own traditions and in-

clinations, render this inevitable. But I do not believe that the people are 

getting poorer. On the contrary, I hdld that they are making slow but sure 

advances, and that in normal conditions this progress is certain to continue. 

But in my view this can only be achieved, if all those who are concerned with 

the problem, whether as administrators or critics, do so in the spirit not of 

pessimism but of cheerfulness. As little by little we get forward, I would 

crown every milestone on the path with roses instead of wetting it with tears. 
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.. There is another point of view ·from which would for:.l moment invite 

the Council and the outside public to regard the relief which has been announced 

in this Budget; since I think that here again we may find a useful corrective 

to some of the dangers of premature criticism. How often have we not been 

told in certain quarters in the past three months that the Delhi Durbar was a 

foolish and even wicked extravagance, because we spend the money of the 

people-how much or how little I shall presently show-without announcing 

to them a substantial benefit in return. I am not sure that my Hon'ble friend 

Mr. Charlu is not a little unsound on this point himself, for he generously offered 

to let bygones be bygones, as though there was something that we would rather 

like to forget. That is not at all our view. I may remark that I should have 

been glad enough to make the announcement at the Durbar, but that it is the 

usual practice of modern Governments to connect relief of taxation with 

Budget Statements, and with the beginning or end of the financial year. 

1 should have thought that _ this was tol,..rably clear from my Durbar speech. 

However, our eager and incredulous friends would not wait even for three. 

months. In their view the g01den opportunity had been thrown away, and the 

GovemlTlent that had sacrificed. it had proved its indifference to the public 

interest. I feel tempted to wonder whether the DOl·bar, which I firmly 
believe that -/15 ths, I h~  I might say }1\,l!.oths, of those who either saw it 

or know anything about it, regard as having been a unique success, will ~e 

relieved from the charge of failure at the hands of the minority who have hither-

to so represented it, now that the solitary cause which was alleged to have 

been responsible for that failure has· disappeared by the announcement in 

March of the bounty which they would have preferred to secure in January. 

When the Duroar is cited in the history of the future, even from the narrow 

point of view of material result alone, will it be quoted by the class of opinion 

of which I am speaking as a success because it heralded the present relief, or 

as a failure because it fell short by three months of i i i ~ it? I do not 

fancy that there can be much doubt as to the response. 

" These remarks lead me by a natural transition to say something about 

the Durbar itself. And first I must devote a few words to the cost. As I said 

in my speech in September last, though this is not the test which I would 

dream of applying myself as the final or crucial touchstone to a ceremony which 

I at any rate regard as having had a profound political signiGcance, and an 
almost immeasurable political effect, yet I have no right to object to its being 
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applied by others, and realize that en:n symhC!.lism presents itself to many 

minds in terms of rupees and pies. If, howt:nr, we apply this standard, then I 
do not hesitate to claim an absolute vindication for all that I said last autumn. 

I remarked then that of the 26llakhs estirrated for Imperial Expenditure, we 

should recover the greater part, and I added that a great State ceremonial 

would never have been conducted in India upon more economical line3. he~e 

prophecies were not universally accepted at the time, but they have turned out 

to be scrupulously ccrrect. And indeed they ~ es i e  (lither than un. 

derstated, the actual outlay. The net ch'lrge against Imperial Revenues for the 

entire Durbar works out at little more than 12llakhs, or ~  If to t his we 
add the expenses incurred by Local Grlvernments for their Provincial Camps, 

over which, from the i s~ es of the case, the Government of India could 

exercise little control, and which amounted to a n"r total of a little over 14:-

lakhs, or £99,000, we get a net final charge, I mperial and Provincial, of abollt 

£180,000 for the Durbar. Is thHe anyone wt,o will tell me that this is an 

excessive charge upon a population of ~e  230 millions in British India, ex-

clusive of the Native States, for celebrating the Coronation of their Sovereign? 

In Great Britain, with a population of 41 millions of people, they voted, I believe, 

£100,000 for-a similar purpose, or a charge of less than id. per head of the 
people. h~  ~  splO:nt £ 70,000 in entertaining the representatives who came 
from India to attend the ceremony. In India, we have spent £ISO,OOO with a 

population of nearly 300 millions in al\, or about lth of a penny per h"ad of 

the entire community. Is this too he,IVY a price for the people to pay for the 

Coronation of their Emperor? Has a similar sum never been s ~  upon an 
Indian marriage or upon an Indian accession? Why the sum is only 

aLout ~ se e  h part of the relief which we are going to give, not once, 
but :n each succeeding year, to the Indian people by our relief of taxation. 

Each one of them paid in January a grc:at deal less than a farthing for 

the Coronation of his Emperor. But he goes away in March with nearly eight 

times that sum in his pocket per annum. Spread ovc:r such enormous masses, 

the bounty may, in individual  cases, seem small, but the recipient, I am 

sure, would be the first to e g is~ the degree to which he has gained j and I 

expect, if we could com.ult him, that he would at once respond by a 

request to have a Durbar every year, if only it was likely to be attended with 
similar results. There are, I know, some who say that this is all very well, but 

that we must look at what the Durbar cost the Princes and their people. Well, 

I do not know what it cost them, r.or does anybody e s~  though I have seen a 
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good many extravagant and random calculations. But I do know that these 

sums were voluntarily spent, that they were all spent in. ~e country, that they 

diffused employment and radiated contentment far and wide, and that it would 

be impossible to get up a protest or a petition against them in a single Native 

State or in any part of the Indian Continent. 

"But I would. ask whether we may not leave this somewhat sordid field of 

controversy, and pause for a moment to enquire what was the effect of the 

Durbar itself. I have deprecated the financial criterion. Here let me deprerate 

the ceremonial criterion also. I have read a great deal since January about 

pomp and pageantry, and the idea of some persons seems to be that the Durbar 

was intended only to show the magnificence of the Empire and the trappings 

of the East. How strangely we often misread each other in the ,,·orld. I 

suppose that reams of paper and gallons of ink have ~e  expended upon the 

delineation of the splendours of the Durbar. May I make a confession? 

I have never read these accounts without a posltl\,e pang. For all the 

while I have been thinking about something else. I hope I am not a 

rhapsodist or a dreamer. But to me, and I hope to the majority of us, the 

Durbar meant not a panorama or a procession. It was a landmark in the history 

of th'e people, and a chapter in the ritual of the State. What was it intended 

for? It was meant to remind all the Princes and peoples of the Asiatic Empire 

of the British Crown that lhey had passed under the dominion of a new aile: 

single Sovereign, to enable them to solemnise that great and momentous event, 

and to receive the Royal assur.ance and greeting. And what was its effect? 

They learned that under that benign influence they were one, that they were not 

scattered atoms in a heterogeneous and cumbersome mass, but coordinate units 

in a harmonious and majestic whole. The scales of isolation and prejudice and 

distrust fell from their eyes, and from the Arab Sheikhs of Aden on the west to 

the Shan Chiefs of the Mekong on the borders of China, they felt the thrill of a 

common loyalty and the inspiration of a single aim. Was there nothing in this? 

Is it nothir.g that the Sovereign at his Coronation should exchange pledges with 

his assembled lieges, of protection and respect on the one side, of spontaneous 

allegiance on the other? Is it nothing that the citizens of the Empire 

should learn what that Empire means? Even if we take the rest of India, 

which could not be present at Delhi, but held its own rf'joicings in its 

own place, is it nothing tQ lift an entire people for a little space out of the 

rut of their narrow and parochial li,·es, and to let them catch a glimpse ofa 
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higher ideal, an appreciation of the hidden laws that regulate the march of 

nations and the destinies of men? I believe that the Durbar, more than any 

event in modern history, showed to the Indian people the path which, under the 

guidance of Providence, they are treading, taught the Indian Empire its unity, 

and impressed the wotld with its moral as well as material force. It will not be 

forgotten. The sound of the trumpets has alteady died away. The Captains 

and the Kings have departed.· But the effect produced by this overwhelming 

display of unity and patriotism is still alive and will not perish. Everywhere 

it is known that upon the throne of the East is se::tted a power th:lt has made of 

the sentiments, the aspirations, and the interests of 300 millions of Asiatics a 

living thing, and the units in that great aggregation have learned that in their 

incorporation lies their strength .. As a disinterested spectator of the ~ 

remarked, ' Not until to-day did I realize that the destinies of the East still lie, 

as they always have done, in the hollow of India's hand.' I think too that the 

Durbar taught the lesson not only of power but of duty. There wa5 not an 

officer of Government there"present, there was not a Ruling Prinre, nor a 

thoughtful spectator, who must not at one moment or other have felt that parti-

cipation in so great a conception carried with it responsibility as well as pride, 

and that he owed something in return for whatever of dignity or security or 
opportunity the Empire had given to him. 

" Passing from the Durbar, Hon'lJle Members may like to hear something 

of the results of the Art Exhib:tion which we held at Delhi at the same time: . , 
and which was designed exclusively in the interests of the indigenou3 arts and 

industries of this country. What effect the Exhibition will have upon the 

future of Indian Art, it is of course impossible as yet to determine. But that 

it had a wonderful succe5S in calling the attention of the outside public, foreign 

as well as Native, to the still vital capacities of Indian Art, is, I think, certain. 

Though the Exhibition was open but a short time, no fewer than 48,000 persons 

paid for admission, the cash sales amounted to over 3 lakhs 01 rupees, and the 

total receipts to more than 4 lakhs. The building cost something more than 

Ii lakhs j and, 'apart from that, the net cost of the Exhibition was onl,. i lakh. 
I think, therefore, that we may fairly claim, for a very moderate outlay, to 

have given an impetus to Indian art, which ought not to fade away, while the 

presence in so many museums and private collections of the beautiful objects 

that were purchased from the Exhibition ought to act as a timely advertisement 

to the still unexhausted skill of our craftsmen and altizans. 

" Among the most contented of the participators at Delhi were the Ruling 
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Chiefs of I ndia, and not the least contented of them. I venture to say. was 

the Chief of premier rank. His Highness the Nizam of Hyderabad. I have 

had no previous opportunity of alluding to the agreement th1t I was fortunate 

enough to be able to conclude with him a little while before the Durbar. I may 

perhaps indulge in a brief rderence to it now. 

I! It was an agreement regulating the future of the districts hitherto desig-

nated the Assigned Districts of Hyderabad, and more popularly known as Berar. 

The papers concerning that agreement have been made public j and it is open 

to anyone to form his opinion of the arrangement arrived at, and of the steps by 

which it was attained. I believe that it has generaJly been accepted as an 

agreement honourable to both parties, and bringing to a satisfactory termin-

ation a state of affairs that had for half a century been neither satisfactory nor 
profitable to either. I will only acid here, as the correspondence has shown, 

that the agreement, following upon a friendly exchange of views between His 

Highness the Nizam and myself, represented the free and unfettered disposition 

of both parties, and that no trace of any opposite influence entered at any. 

moment into its negotiation. His Highness is not less gratified with the agree. 

ment than we ~  and if both parties are equally content, then I think that 

he ~ is nothing unreasonable in asking the public to join in our felicitations. 

There are few questions of delicacy or difficulty connected with Native States 

in which it has not been my experience that the Chief is ready to discuss them 

in the most frank and courteous spirit with the head of the Government of 

India. 

"I now pass to the wider range of subjects that is apt to be opened up by a 

Budget Dtbate. In some of these discussions I have spoken of the duties 

with which Gove rnment has charged itself, and of the manner in which they 

are being fulfilled •. I do not propose today to say much of the labours that lie 

behind us. I will merely allude to a few th .. t are in a state of transitional de-

velopment, and the COl!rse of which we watch ,vith natural anxiety from year to 

year. Our ~  Pnlicy is working well, and is bringing back confidence to 

every branch of Indian finance and trade. Our Frontier Policy has so far 

been fortunate. The new Province is prospering, and we are gradually ex-

tending the application of the principles upon which our Frontier Policy depends. 

The Punjab Land Alienation Act is reported to be succeeding beyond expect-

ation, and encourages us to approach with greater confidence attempts 

to arrest the evils of indebtedness and expropriation of the agricultura I 

population elsewhere. You have heard Sir Denzil Ibbetson speak about 
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these, and I have nothing to add to what he has '50 well said. The 
industrial legislation that we have passed during the past two years .is bearing 
good fruit: and the increased wage for the coolie ill the tea gardens of Assam 
will come into operation in the ensuing year. Rearmament has been completed 
in the regular Army, and only remains to be extended to the Volunteers, and 
we are proceeding to the organization of internal factories so as to render 
ourselves self-sufficing in the future. There is one matter which I have before 
now mentioned at this table, and to which I have attached an importance that 
has not always been recogn;zed. I allude to the orders that we passed for a 
reduction in the numbn and length of official reports-that time.honollred 
foible and snare of Indian Administration. Some people said that the idea 
was excellent, but that the orders would be nugatory, and the difference nil: 
others applauded conciseness in the abstract, but deplored it in the case of 
every report to which it was applied. Of course we could not expect all in a 
momeot to hit off the exact mean between prolixity and undue contraction, or 
to teach every officer straight away how to frame the ideal report. But that 
our orders have not only not been abortive, but have produced very material 
results, will, I thiuk, be evident from the following figures. The total number 
of obligatory reports to Government has been reduced from nearly 1,300 to a 
little over 1,000. But the difference in their contents is more notable still. 
Before the issue of the new orders, the numberpf pages of letter-press sub-
mitted and printed was 18,000; it is now 8,600. The number of pages of 
statistics was 17,400 j it is now 11,300, or a total reduction of pages of contents 
from 35,400 to less than 20,000. I do not think that this reduction has been 
achieved at any cost whatever to administrative efficiency. What it has meant in 
relief to the compiling officers, and in the release of energy for other and more 
important branches of work, will be patent to anyone who has the smallest 
experience of Indian administration. 

" I do not now propose to dwell further upon the past I prefer, in what I 
have to say, to look ahead, and to form an estimate of the work that still awaits 
my Colleagues and myself, before we can say that the work of reform and re-
construction that we assumed has been duly started on its way, or before we can 
afford to rest a little on our oars. Sometimes I confl'SS that I get a little appal-
led at the magnitude of the undertaking, and disappointed at the reception 
that appears to await reform. The very people who apPlaud reform and 
cry for the reformer are apt to express immense surprise at the one, and 
no small resentment at the other, when they are forthcoming. There 
are so many excellent arguments for doing nothing, such a reposeful 
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fascination in just scraping along. I have even learned in this country 
a new and captivating doctrine, 11£S., that it is' considered a mistake 

in some quarters to enquire at all. I came here with the idea that no sphere 

of administrative work in the world admits less of hasty generalisation or abrupt 

action than India: that the features of race, religion, and locality are so 

divergent, the needs of different provinces so opposite, the general lack of uni-

formity 50 striking, that before any organic changes could be introduced, 

profound and careful investigation was required, and a consultation of loca I 

authority and opinion, however bewildering the differences might be, was 

essential. If I held these views four years ago, still more do I hold them now. 

They are the commonplaces of Oriental administration. They seem to me the 

A. B. C of Indian politics. I cannot conscientiously recede from them in any 

respect. And yet how familiar I now am with the charge that it is a waste of 

time and a proof of insincerity to enquire, that Commissions are an expensive 

extravagance, and that the problems which we are engaged in laboriously investi-

gating are so well known that only the meanest capacity is required to solve 

them without further ado. I do not think that the withers of my CoIIeaguts or > 

myself have been \lrllng by these remarks. Indeed, Ihave a shrewd suspicion that 

the very persons who protest against enquiry before action as a superfluity, would 

equally denounce action wilhout enquiry as an outrage. I am afraid, therefore, 

that we shall obstinately continue our policy of ascertaining the data before we 

proceed to act upon them, although it Will be gratifying to those who are so 

i:npatient for deeds to know that, in the case of the whole of our Commissions, 

the !.'tage of investigation is now almost at an end, and that there lies 

immediately in front of us the onerous and responsible task of translating so 

much of their recommendations as we may decide to accept into practice. 

Who knows that before long we shall not have the charge brought against 

U5 of acting too much after having enquired too little? Perhaps we shaH even 

be told, as we have been in a well.known case, that it was not necessary either 

to enquire or to act at all. 

" There is one respect in which we have just taken the final steps in dedling 

with the policy recommended by one of the most important Commissions that 

have sat and reported during my. time. I allude to Sir Antony MacDonnell's 

Famine Commission. Soon aher the Report first reached us, we issued orders to 

the Local Governments upon so mUl h of the Report as we accepted ourselves 

without demur, and as we knew to be similarly acceptable to them. Since then 

'we have l.onducted an exhaustive correspondence with the Local Governments 

and with the Secretary of State upon the more disputed ~ s of the casej and 
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we are now about to issue a Resolution, embodying final orders on the subject. 

A revised code of Famine procedure, based upon the latest experience, will then 

be at hand throughout Indil, which will regulate the operations of the next cam-

paign as soon as it hilS to be undertaken. I do not assume for a moment that the 

last word on Famine Relief has been spoken, or that later experience may not 

guide us to even further improvements of system The utmost that we can do at 

each stage is to profit by the lessons hitherto learned, and to translate our experi'-

ence with as little delay as possible into executive orders and action, so that when 

the next calamity e~  Go\'ernmcnts and individuals may go calmly to their 

~  instead of rushing into all sorts of experiments, and making all kinds cf 

blunders which have tJ be paid for at a heavy cost later on. 

" The Hon'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur addressed to me to.day Cl personal 

appeal to do something before I go to strike at the root of the evil, by prevent-

ing the recurrence of famine in the future in this country. If there was one 

accessible root, and if the axe of Government could be laid to it, who can doubt 

that, not this GO"ernment alone, but everyone of its predecessors, would ~ 

ago ha\'e discerned the seat of the evil, and have applied the instrument of 

destruction to it? We are cutting at the suhsidiary roots. Extended irrigation', 

impro,·ed education, attempts to relieve the indebtedness and to increase the 

matt'rial prsoperity of the people, crop-experiments, scientific research, and 

a careful overhauling of the machinery with which we meet drought when it 

comes-,,\I tl,eseare efforts which ·;.ill gradually diminish the severity and, 

I hope, contract the 'area of famines in India, But to ask an)' GO\'ern-

ment to prevent the occurrence of famine in a country, the meteorological 

conditions of which are what they are here, and the population of which is 

arowinO" at its present rate, is to ask us to wrest the keys of the universe from 
b b 

the hands of the Almighty. I cannot furnish a better illustration of this than 

that which was gi\'en by the Hon'ble Member himself. In the autumn of the 

past yea., it was by the dispensation of Providence alone, when the monsoon 

suddenly re\"i\'ed in the months of August and September, that what might 

hal'e been famine conditiuns were turned into prosperity condi,ions during the 

present win:er. The best Government in the world could not have accelerated 

that change by a single second; the worst Government could not have retardt-d 

it. The Hon'ble Meiliber seems to think that famines in this country used 

not. to be so bad in former years, a nd that similar calamities do not occur under 

similar conditions dsewhere. If he will study the Reports of the various 

Famine Commissions, he will find a good deal to throw doubt upon the former 
statement. If he tljrns to the history of Russia, he will find good reason for 
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changing his opmJOn upon the latter. Government should never slacken for 

one moment in its peace-campaign, just as much as in its war-campaign, 

against famine. Thus we shall render it less formidable, and sha]) gradually 

gain the upper hand. But we are not, in my judgment, as yet within measur-

able distance ot the time when the word prevention can be much upon our lips. 

"As to the work that still lies before us, it -falls under eight headings, 

concerning each of which I have a few words to say. It must not be thought 

that the order in which I happen to name them is the order of their im-

portance. All are equally important, and all are simultaneously being 

taken up. Neither must it be thought, when I speak of them in the 

future, that we are now about to start ,,!ork upon any of them for the fir5t 

time. Throughout the past four years there is not one alTlong them that has 

not been almost continuously under our notice. In every C..ise we have reached 

an advanced stage of enquiry, and in some cases of action, and it only remains 

for us to carry these proceedings to the final stage, and to present to the 

Secretary of State and to the country the bases of a definite p()licy to be 

consistently pursued in the future. 

I, The first of these is Education. Do not let anyone sllppose that in 

any aspect of education we shrink from the duty that we have undertaken, 

which is that of formulating for the country a revised scheme of education in 

all its branches, University, Secondary, Primary, Technical, and Commercial. 

But we must postulate a little patience and ask for a little time. The proPJsals 

are so multiform, the needs so different, the guidance that we receive from the 

public so perplexing, that sometimes one  scarcely sees light through 

the trunks of the trees. The subject of Education, however, and particularly 

of University Education in India, i11ustrates "ery forcibly what I said a little 

while back. More than a year and ahaH ago, I presided over a Conference of 

leading educational authorities, official and unofficial, at Simla, in order to assure 

myself of the trend of expert knowledge and opinion on these subjects. I 

remember at that time that the prevailing apprehension was lest the Government 

should suddenly spring a new educational policy upon the country, without 

giving to the interested parties an opportunity of having their say, and that 

~he Simla decrees would be issued as a mandate to the nation. Nobody, 

I may say, ever entertained suc'h a notion in the Government itself . 

. On the contrary, we meant from the start to give to the ~ i ie  

'public the fuUest opportunity for expressing its views. Accordingly, we 

appointed a Commission, under my Hon'ble Colleague Mr. Raleigh 

to examine into the question of the Universities, and we ctmsulted the Local 
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Governments upon every other feature of ourpl:el1s. Since then the public has 

had the best part of a year in which to expend its energies upon discussion-an 

opportunicy by which no one can say that it has not profited. Whether Gov-

ernment has profited equally by these proceedings is open to doubt, for I 

observe that whereas a year and a half ago everyone was agreed that education 

in India stood most urgently in need of reform, that it had got en1irely into the 

wrong groove, and was going steadily down hiil, dispensing an imperfect edu-

cation through impedect instruments to imperfect products with imperfect results 

-a great many of the intereoted partie:> now meet together, and proclaim in 

injured tones that they stand in no need of reformation at all. Now let me say 

at once that this is hot good busine:;s I lay down as an absolute and unassail. 

able proposition that our Educationai systems in India are faulty in the extreme; 

and that, unless they are reformed, posterity will reproach us for the lost 

opportunity for generations to come. I remind the pu blic that that proposition 

was most cordially endorsed by every shade of opinion Ii years ago. Since 
then we have shown a consideration for the interests of all concerned and a 

reluctance to act i~h precipitation that have been pushed almost to extremes, 

and have exposed us to the charge of timidity and irresolution. My object 

throughout has been to carry the public with us in our reforms, and to base 

them upon the pop.ular assent. I am still hopeful that better counsel,; will prevail, 

and I shall spare no effort to attain this result. But if every reform proposed 

is to be overwhelmed with obloquy and criticism, because it touches some 

vested interest or affects some individual concern, if change of any kind is 

to be proscribed merely because it is change, if the appetite for reform, so strong 
two years ago, has now entirely died clown, then I must point out that the' 

educated community will have forfeited the greatest chance ever presented to 

them of assisting the Government to place the future education of this country 

upon a better footing, and Government will be left to pursue its task alone. I 

should be most reluctant to be driven to this course. I want to reform education 

in India, I will not say omnium consensu, e ~e that may be an impossible 

aspiration, but with the good will and assent of reasonable and experienced 

men, and I have a right to ask that, ill so far as they are dissatisfied with the 

status quo, they shall render our course not more difficult, but more easy . 

.. I am well aware that University Education dces not exhaust the field or 

the requirements of education in this country. There are many 01 her aspects 

of the problem scarcely less important which we also have under examination-. 

Secondary Education, or education in the High Schools leading up to the-

Colleges, Primary' Education or the education of the masses m. the 
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vernacular, Commercial Education, or the provision of a training that shall 
qualify young men for a business career, Agricultural Education, i.e., a 
practical as well as a theoretical instruction in the staple industry of the country, 
Technical and Industrial Education, or the application of scientific methods and 
principles to the practice of national industries and handicrafts-all of these 
have come under review, and we are little by little shaping the principles that 
will presently form the basis of a policy and a programme. I would only say 
to the public-Do not be impatient, and do not be censorious. Do not impute 
dark conspiracies or assume that all the misguided men in the country are 
inside the Government, and all the enlightened outside it. What could be 
easier than for Government not to have taken up educationa1.reform at all, or 
even now to drop it altogether? All the wild talk about killing Higher Educa-
tion and putting education under the heel of Government merely obscures the 
issue, and paralyses action. Surely there are enough of us on both sides who care 
for education for education's sake, who are thinking not of party triumphs, but 
of the future of unborn generations, to combine together and carry the requisite 
changes through. I cannot imagine a worse reflection upon the educated 
classes in India, or a more crushing condemnation of the training that we have 
given them, than that they should band themselves together to stereotype 
existing conditions, or to defeat the first genuine attempt at reform that has 
been made for a quarter of a century. I agree with the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale' 
that education is one of the most solemn duties of the State. But the State, I 
venture to point out, is the aggregate of its own citizens, and not a mere govern_ 
ing organization alone, and in the latter capacity the State cannot discharge its 
educational responsibility without the cordial co-operation of the community at 
large. Before I leave the subject of Education, I will only add one word upon 
the subject of Scientific Research. This is of course the apex of educational 
advancement j and, in relaying the foundations, nothing would give the Govern-
ment greater pleasure than to contribute to the possibility of adding the crown. 
I hope that Mr. Tata's splendid benefaction will shortly take practical shape. 
I have seen all sorts of assertions that it has languished for want of sympathy 
in official quarters. There is not an atom of truth in this insinuation, and when 
the history is published, as it shortly will be, no further misapprehension need 
arise. On the contrary, I hope that the scheme may then move rapidly towards 
realization . 

• e The second subject that awaits our treatment, and that will occupy us in the 
forthcoming year, is Irrigation. For two cold weathers has the Irrigation Com-
mission been pursuing its energetic researches; and soon after we get to Simla, 
tbe report will be in our hands. It will give us an exhaustive review of the capa-
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bilities for water storage or water utilisation of every part of the Illdian Con-

tinent; and then we shall have to set to work to provide for every province its 

reasoned programme of tanks, or reservoirs, or wells, or canals, mapped out 

over a long series of years, and devised with strict regard to the experiences 

or the e ige i~s of drought. Much money ",ill be required; many experi-

ments will have to be made; some failures will be registered. But at least it 

will not be possible to say that the Governmp.nt of I ndia has ignored this aspect 

of the agricultural and industrial problem, or that we are wasting ollr water, 

because we do not know how to use it. 

"Then we have the impending Report of t .... e Police Commission 

and the impending reform of the Indian Po lice. I know no more of the 

proceedings of the Commission than has appeared in the newspapers, and 

I am unaware what our Commissioners will sily. But, if anyone had any 

doubt as to the need of enquiry, I should think that this must have 

been dissipated by the nature of the evidence that has been forthcoming; 

and, if anyone questions the need of reform, he cannot, I think, be a resident 

in this land. Upon this subject, however, I should like to add one word 

of caution. Reform we must, and reform we shall. But the main improve-

ment that is required, which is a moral improvement, cannot come all in a galop. 

Men are on the whole what their surroundings make them, and men do what 

their opportunities permit. It is not all in a moment that you can take one 

section of a society and create in it a different standard from that which prevails 

in another, even if you pay the former to look after the rr.orals of the latter. We 

shall, I hope, get a better and a purer Police as a consequence of the changes 

that we shall introduce, but we shall not straightway found a new Jerusalem 

until we have educated the people who are to build and to inhabit it. 

"I have often before spoken of my desire to introduce a more commercial 

element into the management of Indian Railways: and already we have made 

some progress in this direction. From our published Histories of Projt"cts, from 

our Railway Conferences, and from our Travelling Commissions-all initiated 

during the past four years-the public, I think, know more than they used to do of 

our policy and aims. But I have never thought that this was enough. Railways 

in India have now climbed out of the cradle. They provide us with a recurring 

annual surplus. Before I came cut here as Viceroy, I made a speech in London, 

at which I was thought rather sanguine for saying that while less than 21,000 

miles were then open, I hoped that the total would exceed 25,000 miles in my 

time. It has alrpady reached 26,500. But it is not mileage that impresses 

me, nor receipts. I am more concerned with up-to·date management and 
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efficiency, and I hope that the Report of our Special Commissioner, Mr. 

Robertson, which is on the eve of being submitted, may give us the clue 

that will guide us to far-reaching reforms, intended to place Indian Railways 

and their administration on a level with the most progressive achievements of 

other and more developed countries. 

': There is a subject long under our notice, which we hope to deal with in 

the ensuing year. This is that of the union or separation of Judicial and 

Ext'cutive functions. If any {lne could stand in my shoes, and with. his ten 

hours work a day, could cast a glance at that file, the best part of a foot 

high, with its mass of opinions from Local Governments, High Courts, 

officials, and private persons, all waiting to bf" read and  digested, and most 

of them saying different things, he woull1 probably understand how it is 

that everything cannot be pushed forward at the same time. But the ques-

tion is of great importance; and, whatever our ultimate decision may be, I 

should like it to be taken up and dealt with in my time. 

"I should have been tempted to say something about Agriculture to-day-

the sixth subject in my present category-were it not that I have been so ably 

anticipated by my Hon'ble Colieague in the Revenue and Agriculture Department, 

Sir Denzil I bbetson. When he is the inspiring genius and the spokesman of a 

Department, it seems superfluous for anyone else to add a word. I can, 

however, supplement what he . has said by tracing the logical as well as 

chronological sequence of our labours. First let me say what we have 

attempted so far to do. We have endea vbured to deal with the indebtedness 

of the agricultural classes by the Punjab legislation which I before mentioned, 

and now by the Bundelkhand legislation which he has defended to-day. We 

have laid down broad and liberal principles  explaining and regulating 

our pollcy of Land Revenue Assessments in India. _ We have created an In. 

spector-General of Agriculture at the head of an expert department,.and we have 

constituted a Board of Scientific Advice. But before us lies the rhiJch bigger 

experiment of combined agricultural research, agricultural experiment, and 

~i  education, which Sir Denzil lbbetson has outlined, and which, if 
we can carry it through, ought to be of incalculable service to the country. If 

we can simultaneously train teachers. provide estate managers' and agents, 

and foster research, we shall really have done some good in our time • 

.. Then behind these proposals lies a scheme which we have greatly at heart, 

and about which I should like to add a word-I mean the institution of Co<-

operative Credit Societies or, as they are often called, Agricultural Banks. I have 

seen some disappointment expressed that we have not move·d more quickly in 
.. 
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this matter. If anyone had studied, as I have had to do, the replies of an the 
Local Governments and their officers on the subject, he would begin to. wonder 
when and how we are to move at all. Of course it is easy enough to express an 
abstract approval of Agricultural Banks, to denounce everybody who does not 
share your views, and to rush into experiments foredoomed to failure. But that 
is exactly what Government does not want to do, and what the replies of .its ad-
visers would render it suicidal to do. When there are many who say that the 
co-operative spirit does not exist in the rural community, that it is unsuited to 
the conditions of Indian character and life, that the Savings Banks are not 
patronised as it is, and that the requisite capital will not be forthcom-
ing, it is impossible to pooh-pooh all these assertions as idle fancy. 
But even when we get beyond them, and justify the desirability of making the 
experiment on a moderate and cautious scale, we are stilI confronted with all 
manner of questions. Is the experiment to be made with village or urban 
societies, or with both, and which first? Should Government aid these societies, 
and, if so, to what extent, and for how long? What restrictions should be placed 
upon them, and should loans be permitted for unproductive as well as productive 
expenditure? What privileges or concessions should be granted to them by 
Government, and what restrictions should be imposed? All these are questions 
which have called for a good deal of thinking over before they could be 
answered. All the same, I think that we are beginning to see ollr way. 
Certain broad principles seem to stand out crisp and clear. The difference 
between rural organization in one part of India and another is so great 
that no one rule can apply to all. Different systems will . have to 
be tried in different places. The one common feature must be simplicity. 
We must go slowly and surely, learning as we proceed. The people must be 
the final workers out of their own salvation, but we, i.e., Government, may give 
them such assistance as we properly can. We can bestow certain advantages, 
and we can remove certain disabilities. But, in the main, the venture must 
depend on the people themselves. These are the broad general outlines that 

• emerge from our study, and I believe that my Hon'ble Colleague Sir Denzil 
Ibbetson is prepared to advise us to legislate in this direction. I hope, therefore, 
that the matter may not be much longer delayed • 

.. I have upon another occasion spoken of projects that l',e have before us 
for improving and strengthening the position of Commerce in this country, 
Sir Edward Law is a firm friend of these interests, and I share his desire to do 
what we can. I wish that we had been in a position to-day to say something 
about the Commercial Bureau which excites so much interest, But we 
llave not as yet had a reply from the I ndia Office, Some persons, I 
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believe, have even larger ideas afloat. I would venture to say to them-Let us 
-get our Bureau and make a Success of it before we begin to agitate about a 

separate Department and a separate Minister. Even Great Britain has not yet 
secured a Minister ofCommer,ce. Let us begin, as I hope we shall shortly be 

in a position to do, with a more modest ambition, and let the official and mer-
cantile communities put their heads together to make it a success. Connected. 

with Commerce is the question of a reduction in internal telegraphic rates. 
Sir Edward Law has made a few observations on this point. The matter has 

been under our study for many months. Prima facte we should all like to in-
crease the facilities enjoyed by the public, and I hope we may discover some 
means of doing so. But the question is not free from difficulty or financial risk. 

"Lastly, I come to the heading of Finance. and by finance I do not mean 

those calculations which must inevitably lurk in the background of all the 

proposals that I have hitherto discussed, but the principles that regulate our 

control and dispensation of the Indian revenues. Here I will mention two 

matters only that have always seemed to me matters of the deepest importance, , 
and of which I should like, if it were possible, to advance the solution in my 

time. The first of these is the constitution and employment of the present so-
called Famine Insurance Fund. I have never been quite satisfied as to the 
position of this fea"ture in our Accounts; and for two years we have been in 
correspondence' with the Secretary of State on the matter. There is a good 

deal to be said upon both sides: and for the present we have not been able to 

arrive at a solution. The second question is that of the Provincial Settlements, 
which, though they have _ had their obvious merits, have not been unattended 

. with friction and with drawbacks in operation. My Colleagues and I 

, would greatly like, if we can, to invest these agreements between the 
Supreme and the Local Governments with a more permanent character, that 
would stimulate the energies of Local Governments and give them a greater 
interest in economy and good administration. Iwhile retaining for the Imperial 

, Government the necessary measure of ultimate control. I do not know whether 
'.weshal1 be successful in these efforts. But we are about, with the assent of the 
, Secretary of State, to take them in hand. 

"I h ~ now ~ e e  the entire field of administrative work that appears 
tome to lie before the Government of India in the immediate future. We 

~ may,. to use ~ g phrase, be· thought by some to have bitten off more 
h~ we can h~ ~ _ We mat be diverted from our laborious meal by other 

: and unforeseen pre-occupations. I hope myself that neither apprehension will 
. tU1:n, out ~~ ge i e  The work that I have indicated i~ waiting to be done, 
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and ought most certainly to be attempted. Whatever of time and energy 
remains to me, I hope to devote to the prosecution of the task, and my dearest 
ambition is to see it carried safely through. 

/( There is one final subject that is rarely mentioned in these debates, and 
that finds little place in the many utterances which the heau of the Government 
is called upon to make in the course of the year, and yet in a sense it is the 
most important of all. I aIJude to Foreign Affairs; and it must be remembered 
that in the case of India the phrase includes her relations with the whole of her 
neighbours; and that this carries with it the politics of the greater part of the 
Asiatic Continent. I doubt if even the thoughtful public has at all realized the 
silent but momentous change that is going on, and that will one day have an 
effect upon India that is at present but dimly discerned. In the old days, and it 
may almost be said up to the last fifteen years, the foreign relations of India 
were practically confined to her dealing5 with Afghanistan, and to the designs 
or movements of the great Power beyond: and the foreign policy of I ndia had 
little to do with any other foreign nation. It is true that we had territories or 
outposts of influence that brought us into contact with Persia and Turkey, 
and that we had occasional dealings with the Arabian tribes. Now all that 
is changed; and events are passing, which are gradually drawing this country, 
once so isolated and remote, into the vortex of the world's politics, and 
that will materially affect its future. The change has been due to two reasons. 
Firstly, as our own dominion has expanded, and our influence upon our frontier 
consolidated, we have been brought into more direct and frequent relations 
with the countries lying immediately beyond. For instance, the annexation 
of Upper Burma brought us into contact with an important corner of the 
Chinese Empire, and created a batch of frontier and other political problems 
of its own. But the second reason is much more important. Europe has woken 
up, and is beginning to take a revived interest in Asia. Russia with her vast 
territories, her great ambitions, and her unarrested advance, has been the pioneer 
in this movement, and with her or after her have come her competitors, rivals 
and allies. Thus, as all these foreigners arrive upon the scene and push for-
ward into the vacant spots, we are slowly having a European situation recreated 
in Asia, with the same figures upon the stage. The great European Powers 
are also becoming the great Asiatic Powers. Already we have Great Britain, 
Russia, France, Ge:rlllany, and Turkey i and then, in place of all the smaller 
European kingdoms and principalities, we have the Empires and States of the 
East, Japan, China, Tibet, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia-only a few of them 
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strong and robust, the majority containing the seeds of inevitable decay. 

There lie in these events and in this renewed contact or collision, as the case 

may be, between the East and the West, omens of the greatest significance 

to this country. Europe is so accurately parcelled out between the various 

States and Powers, the balance of power is suspended on so fine a thread, ~  

the slightest disturbance would imperil such wide interests, that short of some 

serious and unforeseen convulsion, which everyone would wish to avert, great 

char.ges are not to be anticipated there. Africa is rapidly being overrun by the 

few European Powers who have obtained a foothold upon that Continent; and 

before long'its political destinies and territorial grouping will have taken some-

thing like definite shape. But in Asia a great deal is still in flux and solution, 

and there must, and there will be, great changes. It will be well to realize 

"hat an effect these must have upon India, and how they must add to our 

responsibilities and cares. Our Indian dominions now directly touch those 

of Turkey in many parts of the Arabian peninsula, those of Russia 

on .the Pamirs, those of China along the entire. border of Turkestan and 

Yunnan, those of France on the Upper Mekong. In our dealings 

with them, the Foreign Department in India is becoming the Asiatic branch 

of the Foreign Office in England. Then round all our borders is the fringe of 

Asiatic States to which I just r..ow alluded, whose integrity and whose freedom 

from hostile influence are vital to our welfare, but over whose future the clouds, 

are beginning to gather. In Europe we are a maritime Power, who are merely 

caned upon to defend our own shores from invasion, and who are confronted 

by no land dangers or foes. In Asia we have both a seaboard and a land 

frontier many thousands of miles in length, and though Providence has 

presented  us on some portion of our land frontiers with the most splendid 

natural defences in the world, yet the situation must become more and not 

less anxious as rival or hostile influences creep up to these ramparts, and as 

the ground outside them becomes the arena of new combinations and the 

field of unforeseen ambitions. All these circumstances 'will tend, ~e  are 

already tending, to invest the work of the Indian Foreign Department with 

ever-increasing importance, and they demand a vigilance and a labour of 

which there are but few indications in anything that reaches the public ear or 

falls under the public eye. Questions of internal development, i ~s i e 

anxieties, agrarian and fiscal problems, fill all our minds, just as they have 

occupied the greater part of my speech this afternoon. But do not let the 

people of India think that we shall never have anything but domestic cares in 

this country. Do not let them forget that there are other and not inferior 

duties that devolve upon her rulers, that the safety of tile Indian Frontier, 
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and the maintenance of the British dominion JO those parts of Asia where 

it has for long been established, and where it is the surest, if not the 

sale, guarantee for peace and progress, are in their hands, and that this 

no less than internal reform is part of England's duty. I see no reason 

for anticipating trouble upon our borders, and I know of no question 
that is at present in an acute or menacing phase. But do not let any 

one, on the strength of that, go to sleep in the happy illusion that 

anxiety will never come. The geographical position of India will more 

and more push her into the forefront of international politics. She will more 

and more become the strategical frontier of the British Empire. All these are 

circumstances that should give us food for reflection, and that impose upon us 

the duty of incessant watchfulness and precaution. They require that our 

forces shall be in a high state of efficiency, our defences secure, and our 

schemes of policy carefully worked out and defined. Above all, they demand 

a feeling of solidarity and common interest among those-and they include 

every inhabitant of this country, from the Raja to the raiyat-whose interests 

are wrapped up in the preservation of the Indian Empire, both for the sake of 
India itself and for the wider good of mankind. 

" We wiIJ now bring the labours of the present session to a ~e  and I 
declare this Council adjourned." 

The Council accordingly adjourned sl'ne die. 
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